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Zusammenfassung

Interaktive 3D Visualisierung spielt eine fundamentale Rolle in vielen aktuellen medizinis-

chen Anwendungen. Die effektive Nutzung von traditionellen Datenstrukturen und Ren-

deringtechniken wird aufgrund von immer größer werdenden Datensätzen zunehmend zu

einer unüberwindbaren Herausforderung. In dieser Arbeit wird daher die erste konsistente

Lösung für eine rein punktbasierte medizinische Visualisierungskette vorgestellt.

Die entwickelten Methoden resultieren in einer kompakten Repräsentation von ge-

ometrischen Objekten und ermöglichen so nur die relevanten Datenbereiche zu betra-

chten. Alle virtuellen Modelle werden aus minimalen Punktprimitiven konstruiert, die nur

Positions- und Materialattribute beinhalten. Damit wird es möglich die strikte Trennung

zwischen Volumen und Oberflächen aufzuheben und einen universellen Modellierungsansatz

zu verfolgen. Die lineare Natur von Punktearrays wird für den Entwurf von Datenstruk-

turen konsequent ausgenutzt, um eine schnelle Datenverarbeitung und beschleunigtes Ren-

dering mit Grafikhardware zu erreichen. Darüber hinaus unterstützt die resultierende

Einfachheit und Flexibilität der Punktdaten die Implementierung von dynamischen Ge-

ometriemanipulationen, z.B. für die Simulation von chirurgischen Schnitten.

Die wichtigsten Beiträge dieser Arbeit umfassen zwei grundlegende Bausteine mod-

erner medizinischer Applikationen: die Visualisierungskette und adaptive Darstellungstech-

niken zum Erhalt von Interaktivität. Der erste Teil beinhaltet ein punktbasiertes Explo-

rationssystem, z.B. für die Echtzeitextraktion von Isooberflächen und schwellwertbasierten

3D Modellen. Der damit verbundene Single-Pass-Renderer verwendet Deferred Shading

und Funktionalität programmierbarer Grafikhardware. Der zweite Teil bezieht sich auf ein

Progressive Refinement Framework, inklusive einer blickwinkelabhängigen Adaption der

Punktedichte, sowie einem sequentiellem Algorithmus zur Steuerung des Detailgrades. Bei

allen Techniken wurde auf die Verwendung von hierarchischen Informationen, zugunsten

von einfachen Datenschnittstellen und direktem Zugriff auf die Geometrie, verzichtet.

Die integrierte Natur des punktbasierten Ansatzes weist ein Potential für solche An-

wendungsbereiche auf, die auf eine nahtlose Visualisierungsinfrastruktur angewiesen sind.

Ein Beispiel dafür ist der Operationssaal der Zukunft. Alle Techniken wurden in einer

wiederverwendbaren und erweiterbaren Softwarebibliothek zusammengefasst, um deren

weitere Verwendung in wissenschaftlichen und industriellen Projekten zu fördern.
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Abstract

Interactive 3D visualization plays a fundamental role in many modern medical applica-

tions. Given the steady growth of dataset sizes, the effective utilization of traditional data

structures and rendering techniques becomes increasingly an insurmountable challenge.

Thus, this work presents the first consistent solution for a purely point-based medical

visualization pipeline.

The proposed methods result in a compact representation of geometry, making it possi-

ble to consider just relevant data portions. Virtual models are built from a set of minimal

point primitives, including only position and material attributes. This allows to break with

the strict separation between volumes and surfaces, effecting in a universal modeling ap-

proach. The linear nature of point arrays is consequently utilized for data structure design

in order to support fast processing and graphics-hardware-accelerated rendering. Addition-

ally, the resulting simplicity and flexibility of the point data facilitate the implementation

of dynamic changes in geometry, e.g. for simulating surgical fractions.

The main contributions of this work comprise two important building blocks of a state-

of-the-art medical application: the visualization pipeline and adaptive display techniques

for preserving interactivity. The first part includes a point-based data exploration system,

e.g. for real-time isosurfacing and thresholding. The associated single-pass renderer is using

deferred shading and modern features of programmable graphics hardware. The second

part refers to a progressive refinement framework, including view-dependent adaptation of

point densities and a purely sequential level-of-detail algorithm. All techniques circumvent

the utilization of hierarchical information, effecting in simple data interfaces and direct

access to the geometry.

The integrated nature of the point-based approach exhibits potential for areas of ap-

plications, which require a seamless and interconnected visualization workflow, like the

operating room of the future. All techniques have been incorporated into a reusable and

extendible software library, focusing on their utilization in scientific and industrial projects.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The medical field has been one of the most important application areas for scientific vi-
sualization. Starting with the digitalization of medical imaging in the 1970s there is now
a variety of modalities available for the acquisition of structural data. The most common
examples are computer tomography (CT) and magnet resonance imaging (MRI) [BKM00].
Over the last 30 years various visualization techniques have been developed in order to
provide high-quality images and to support the medical expert in his daily work.

Having its origin in a hard-copy world of X-ray film images (figure 1.1)1, the traditional
approach for displaying interior anatomical structures is the 2D visualization of volume
data as a stack of slices, sometimes called multiplanar reformation. Typically, radiolo-
gists explore the data using the so-called cine mode via sequential browsing of individual
slices [Toe03]. Although being still the most popular technique in clinical practice, the
huge amount of data that is produced by recent medical scanners makes it impossible to
explore the patient model in the traditional 2D way. Current medical volumes can have
more than 1000 high-resolution slices, requiring gigabytes of memory. The dimension of
the information increase is shown clearly, if compared to the traditional display of hard-
copy images in a light box. Typically, only 20 to 60 slices can be viewed at the same
time. Furthermore, a two dimensional representation provides only a limited view of the
real world, i.e. slicing through the volume makes following of branching structures, such as
blood vessels, a hard task.

Forced by the advances in volume rendering and isosurface extraction since the 1980s,
3D visualization has gained more importance in the medical community. By supplying the
radiologist with additional information from the third dimension, it facilitates the inspec-
tion of complex and abnormal anatomy. Moreover, the 3D view has reduced the demand for
many invasive diagnostic procedures, e.g. diagnostic laparotomy and colonoscopy. Starting
with non-interactive rendering techniques, today there is a clear trend towards interactive
solutions. Only if real-time visualization is achievable, 3D techniques will be fully accepted
by the medical community [PP03]. Virtual and augmented reality systems, telemedicine as
well as minimally invasive surgery are other driving forces for the utilization of 3D visual-

1Figure 1.1 is courtesy of Radiology Centennial, Inc., USA
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.1: First X-ray image created by Wilhelm Röntgen at the end of the 19th century.

ization for interactive exploration of medical volume data. Nowadays, the increasing size of
medical datasets and the implementation of complex patient-specific virtual environments
impose new requirements for research and application development. Modern graphics hard-
ware architectures, combined with smart algorithms for handling high-resolution datasets,
are promising approaches to overcome the aforementioned challenges.

Several researchers have provided detailed surveys about the role of computer graphics
in the medical domain, including Gross et al. and Bartz et al. [Gro98, BDH+04]. Addition-
ally, Vidal et al. published in 2006 a recent report about medical visualization [VBB+06].

1.1 Medical Visualization Pipeline

The definition of the term ”medical processing pipeline” is inspired by the idea that a
typical medical workflow can be partitioned into a sequence of individual and closed algo-
rithmic units, embedded in a data-processing framework. Additionally, a medical visualiza-
tion pipeline takes advantage of techniques from computer graphics at different processing
stages and creates visual representations of the data. Due to the diversity of clinical appli-
cations, there is not only one single pipeline that covers all potential aspects. Nevertheless,
the following major building blocks of a typical medical visualization-related application
can be identified [NMF99]:

Preprocessing can comprise the following steps: data acquisition using a medical scanner
device, volume reconstruction from projection images, filtering techniques for noise
reduction, segmentation, registration and creation of geometric models from volume
data. Note that some data-processing steps may be optional and there is no specific
order in this listing. For example, surface-based registration techniques require a
prior construction of the surface model.

Exploration is used for the inspection of the generated virtual patient model mainly in di-
agnostic and educational applications [AUH+98]. This step can be implemented just
by a pure rendering component, connected to the application’s interaction system.
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Nevertheless, additional visualization tools are usually incorporated, like placement
of landmark points, distance and volume measurements and basic methods of data
manipulation, e.g. setting of a cutting plane in order to get insight into the virtual
object [HPP+95].

Simulation implies the manipulation of the underlying virtual patient model, e.g. using
a virtual scalpel. This requires physically-based modeling and additional processing
and visualization steps, such as decomposition of the object into a 3D mesh, asso-
ciation with physical properties, rendering of dynamic data etc. The most popular
techniques in this context are the mass-spring model, finite element modeling (FEM)
and particle systems [Gro99]. Simulation can be combined with a force-feedback de-
vice and plays an important role for training and surgical planning applications, like
intra-operative deformation modeling.

Navigation is utilized for image-based guidance during a surgical procedure. Its main
task is the display of the exact location of the real operating tool in relation to the
virtual anatomical structures, used for the controlling of the surgical plan. Besides
interactive rendering, navigation may include techniques from the preprocessing and
simulation stages. Examples are real-time registration and modeling of tissue defor-
mation during operation (e.g. brain shift). Sometimes, navigation refers also to the
control of surgical robots.

Postprocessing corresponds mainly to application-specific steps that are performed ”of-
fline”, i.e. typically after diagnosis or the actual surgical procedure. These steps
include e.g. the validation of the surgical plan, scoring of results from a medical
training procedure and generation of a diagnostic report. Other examples are rapid
prototyping and manufacturing for the reproduction of missing bone parts, prosthesis
design etc.

Interactive visualization has a central function in almost all steps of the pipeline. Surely,
the most important role is exploration, but during the development of new data structures
and rendering techniques for the medical domain the full pipeline has to be considered.
One representative example, showing the mutual value of visualization, is segmentation.
On the one hand, it can be an important preprocessing step for the creation of meaning-
ful visualizations. On the other hand, visualization can also be an important factor for
segmentation, e.g. for the validation of intermediate results and for potentially interactive
algorithms, like thresholding.

Nowadays, many of the presented pipeline steps are incorporated in various medical
areas of application. The most popular examples are maxillofacial, dental, orthopedic,
neuro and liver surgery, virtual endoscopy and autopsy as well as radiotherapy [BDH+04]
(figure 1.2)2. Moreover, it can be expected that their seamless and interconnected inte-
gration into the imaging, monitoring and information devices of the operating room of the
future will play an increasingly important role [CCM04].

2Figure 1.2 is courtesy of Dr. Joachim Hey and Jochen Kusch (SiCAT GmbH, Bonn, Germany)
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Figure 1.2: Dental implant planning software (GALILEOSImplant by SiCAT GmbH).

1.1.1 Traditional Techniques

After the brief overview of the applicability of computer graphics in medicine, a more
technical view of medical visualization will be described. In the following, the focus will be
on the traditional visualization techniques, which are implemented in many state-of-the-art
medical applications.

2D Visualization

The basic 2D medical visualization technique, called slice view, is implemented by sweeping
through the 3D volume data with a plane. The orientation of the slice plane is usually axis-
oriented, representing the classical transversal, sagittal and coronal views. Furthermore,
arbitrary located slices are typically placed in regions-of-interest, i.e. by cutting through
the currently examined anatomical structure.

Volumetric objects are mostly implemented as rigid blocks of memory, representing a
regular 3D grid of sample values. Therefore, it is possible to incorporate fast incremental
rasterization algorithms. The slicing can be performed in software or in hardware by
taking advantage of 3D texture mapping functionality. The former approach provides
much flexibility for the implementation of various extensions. The latter solution is very
fast, but requires an upload of the volume data to graphics memory. An example, showing
2D slice views, is given in figure 1.3.

Alternatively, volumetric objects can be represented as 3D meshes of volume primitives,
e.g. tetrahedra. Such data structures are common results of numerical simulation. Their
irregular and highly interconnected nature makes the development of interactive visualiza-
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(a) Transversal (b) Coronal (c) Sagittal

Figure 1.3: Traditional volume slice views of a human head CT scan.

tion techniques - even in case of 2D slicing - a challenging task. Similarly, applications
that are working with surface-based models require the utilization of specific surface slic-
ing techniques. Traditionally, surface models are represented with polygonal meshes, so
the slicing procedure is realized with algorithms that have a close relation to polygonal
cutting. For such cases, interactivity is preserved by incorporating acceleration techniques,
e.g. based on a hierarchical bounding volume representation of the surface model.

3D Visualization

One important 3D technique for the medical domain is isosurface visualization. There are
two different kinds of isosurfacing, indirect and direct. The former requires the execution
of an extraction algorithm in order to generate a geometric model from the volume data.
Since more than 15 years, the triangle-based Marching Cubes algorithm is the most popu-
lar approach [LC87]. Volume grid cells that are intersected by the isosurface are identified,
polygonized and added to the output mesh. The resulting model is represented as a list of
triangles and can be rendered efficiently with standard graphics hardware. A direct tech-
nique extracts the isosurface information in a view-dependent manner at rendering time
utilizing ray intersections (figure 1.4(a)) or by applying transfer functions that correspond
to a single spike in value space. Shading effects are computed on-the-fly by the correspond-
ing 3D volume renderer [Lev88, SDWE98, WE98]. An explicit geometric representation is
not constructed.

Isosurface visualization is typically used for CT-based volume data that represents
large anatomical objects, such as bones and vascular structures. For other modalities,
like MRI, it is often more useful to consider direct volume rendering (DVR), because
similar anatomical structures may contain large scalar value variations. The most pop-
ular DVR techniques are raycasting and texture-mapping-based rendering (figures 1.4(b)
and 1.4(c)). Volume raycasting is an image-based technique and is implemented tradition-
ally in software, resulting in lower frame rates compared to graphics-hardware-accelerated
approaches. Its advantages are high visual quality and flexibility on the implementation
level [Lev90a, GBKG04a]. Recent activities provide also complete graphics-hardware-based
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(a) Isosurface raycasting (b) Volume raycasting (c) 3D texture-mapping

Figure 1.4: Traditional isosurface and composite volume rendering.

solutions [PBMH02, KW03, HSS+05]. Another strategy for DVR is based on volume slic-
ing, combined with the utilization of 3D texture-mapping hardware [CN94]. The exploita-
tion of hardware-based acceleration results in highly efficient rendering, freeing the CPU
to perform other processing tasks. Similar to 2D slice viewing, such an approach requires
the upload of the volume data to graphics memory.

Usually, a transfer function is applied to map data values of the rendered volume
to optical properties, such as color and opacity. Compositing techniques that imitate
the classical X-ray view are often of high interest for medical experts. An example is
maximum intensity projection (MIP) rendering. Both approaches, raycasting and 3D-
texture-mapping, offer straight-forward techniques for preserving interactivity by reducing
temporarily the visual quality during interaction. As shown in figure 1.5, raycasting makes
it possible to switch to a lower image resolution level and 3D-texture-mapping allows to
reduce the number of texture slices, effecting in coarser samplings of the volume data. A
comparison of popular DVR techniques, including shear-warp and volume splatting, has
been presented by Meissner et al. [MHB+00]. Various splatting approaches are discussed
also in section 2.1.2.

Extensions

Various extensions to the traditional visualization techniques have been developed, es-
pecially for the 3D case. This includes mainly the modification of existing rendering
algorithms in order to emphasize specific anatomical structures and to overlay different
rendering approaches in the same scene. Examples are hybrid rendering of volumes and
isosurfaces as well as mixing of different volume rendering functions, e.g. transparency-
based compositing and MIP [HMBG01, TIP05].

The most popular extensions are based on the incorporation of 2D slice information into
the 3D view [PP03]. These approaches are particularly attractive for medical experts due
to their direct correspondence to the 2D slice views and therefore intuitive user control. A
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(a) Volume raycasting (b) 3D texture-mapping

Figure 1.5: Low detail composite volume rendering.

well-known tool is the 3D surface overlay plane, i.e. the display of a cut 3D surface model
together with one or more 3D slice planes. The 3D slices are rendered as textured quads,
revealing the interior information of the associated volume (figure 1.6(a)). Their positions
and orientations are linked to the settings of the corresponding 2D slice views. Similarly,
the 2D slice contour tool is used to display the contours, resulting from the slicing of the
3D surface model, together with the traditional 2D volume slice (figure 1.6(b)).

1.1.2 Challenges

The utilization of traditional techniques for the development of medical applications may
come along with a set of demanding challenges. Perhaps the most crucial aspect is the
steady growth of medical datasets as a result of the latest improvements in scanner tech-
nology and data-processing. In this context, one important argument of the point-based

(a) 3D slice planes (b) Slice with polygonal contour (red line)

Figure 1.6: Extensions to traditional visualization techniques.
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Figure 1.7: High-level data flow chart of a typical medical visualization application.

community is the fact that for many complex 3D models the projected size of the tra-
ditional primitives is smaller than the actual pixel size [RL00]. Typical drawbacks are
unnecessarily high per-primitive costs and an outsized consumption of memory resources.

Most medical workflows are based on a heterogeneous object representation, including
both: volume and surface data. On the one hand, surface models are popular due to their
compact nature and hardware-supported visualization capabilities. On the other hand,
volumetric representations are crucial for the full visual inspection of the virtual patient,
volume measurements, heterogeneous tissue deformation etc. Using different and often
complex data structures may lead to an overhead for users and developers. Examples are
additional preprocessing times, delays in the workflow due to conversion between different
data formats and development of extra rendering algorithms that can handle simultane-
ously both representations in the same view (figure 1.7).

Moreover, graphics-hardware-accelerated slice and volume renderers are limited by the
currently available graphics memory. In the context of growing dataset sizes, this problem
remains even for the latest generation of graphics hardware boards. Solutions are avail-
able, like bricking and smart memory management, but may effect in a reduction of the
overall performance [LHJ99, WWH+00]. Using software-based rendering may also be an
alternative solution, usually at the price of significantly smaller rendering rates.

1.2 Point-Based Approach

Converting volume data to an alternative primitive set and using it for the complete vi-
sualization pipeline may open new perspectives in the medical domain [Gro98]. In this
work the utilization of point-based data for the implementation of medical workflows is
described, resulting in a more unstructured representation for surface and volumetric mod-
els. Such an approach is a potential solution for many of the aforementioned challenges
regarding a compact and flexible data representation, efficient rendering and preservation
of interactivity.
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(a) Pixels (b) Triangles (c) Points

Figure 1.8: 2D representations of basic geometric primitives.

1.2.1 Representation and Interactive Rendering

A point-based object is defined by a set of points in geometric space, usually implemented
as an array of independent data elements (figure 1.8). Each element contains positional
information and optionally additional per-point attributes, such as a normal vector, ma-
terial identifier, color etc. A point-based representation can be considered as a discrete
sampling of the underlying geometry, without storing any connectivity and topological in-
formation. The neighborhood of a point is usually defined implicitly, e.g. using the nearest
neighbor relation. In this context, traditional meshes can be seen as an ”enhancement”
of point sets [GPZ+04]. Although point data is the natural representation for 3D acquisi-
tion systems like laser range scanners, there are many different data sources, including the
conversion of traditional data structures, sampling of implicitly or parametrically defined
objects and simulation. Some researchers of the computer graphics community consider
3D points in analogy to 2D pixels. Others define 3D points as a nonuniform version of
voxels.

Rendering of point data is sometimes interpreted as a resampling process, because the
input is a list of nonuniform samples, whereas the output is considered as a set of samples
on a regular grid [ZPvBG02]. The main challenge is the continuous reconstruction of
the original shape and texture signals using local reconstruction kernels after warping the
point object to the image plane. Beside traditional raycasting-based techniques, the most
common approach for point-based rendering is splatting. It is an object-order rendering
algorithm based on a consecutive projection of the 3D point primitives to image space,
including a composition of the resulting splat contributions in 2D. Utilizing features of
modern graphics hardware, such as programmable vertex and fragment stages, makes it
possible to achieve fast rendering rates and high quality visual output [LKM01]. Figure 1.9
shows an illustration of the point-based splatting procedure compared to raycasting.

Another important aspect for the medical visualization pipeline is the preservation of
interactivity during rendering and manipulation of the virtual patient model. A common
solution to this problem is progressive refinement, having its origin in the networked image
transmission and large dataset visualization [WGH83, LH91]. The main idea is to split the
rendering process into multiple passes in order to give intermediate feedback to the user.
This approach avoids the blocking of the application, preserving the interactivity of the
whole system. Such a class of algorithms is usually called output sensitive, because they
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(a) Splatting (b) Raycasting

Figure 1.9: In point-based splatting, primitives are projected onto the image plane, includ-
ing an accumulation of their contributions. In raycasting, sight rays are emitted from the
image plane into the scene and tested for intersection with the primitives.

exhibit no or minimal dependency between the model and time complexity. Interactivity is
achieved at the price of a coarse representation of the original model after the first rendering
pass (figure 1.10). In order to ensure acceptable visual quality even for reduced data sizes,
multiresolution data structures and level-of-detail (LOD) techniques play a substantial role
in this context.

Please refer to sections 2.1 and 2.2, for more details on point-based rendering and
techniques for preserving interactivity.

1.2.2 Prospects

Point primitives have a couple of advantages, making them interesting for the utilization
in a medical visualization application. Many benefits result from the lack of explicit con-
nectivity information in a point set, facilitating the design of memory efficient and flexible
data structures [PGK02, Gro06]. Examples with high significance for the medical domain
are multiresolution modeling and fast data manipulation techniques. Additionally, point

(a) Full detail level (b) Reduced detail level

Figure 1.10: Polygonal isosurface model at different detail levels.
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Figure 1.11: High-level data flow chart of a point-based visualization application.

elements that are arranged linearly in array-based data structures enable full applicability
for direct processing on graphics hardware.

The growth of medical volumes implies an increase of less relevant regions in the dataset
compared to areas of high interest. Examples are empty space, e.g. air surrounding the pa-
tient model, and less important anatomical structures that are out-of-focus for the current
medical procedure. Therefore, representation of irregular regions gets more and more im-
portant. Traditional techniques try to solve this problem by developing dedicated empty-
space-skipping or compression techniques [HSS+05]. Using points makes it possible to
tackle the challenge in a more natural way. Scattered datasets can be represented com-
pactly by placing samples only in the region of interest, defining an irregular region-of-
interest.

There is a similar situation for surface-based representations. On the one hand, tra-
ditional triangle-based approaches are very efficient for large and flat regions of a virtual
model. On the other hand, most medical datasets contain noise and highly detailed struc-
tures, preventing the exploitation of this feature. Moreover, highly interconnected data
structures usually require the design of complex LOD management and progressive vi-
sualization techniques. In contrast, for many algorithms points can be interpreted as
infinitesimal small and symmetric primitives, needing no local parametrization and orien-
tation. The resulting simplicity of point-based algorithms can facilitate rapid development
of medical applications, reducing the number of required software components and there-
with the overall development costs (figure 1.11).

1.3 Overview

The development of the techniques that will be presented in this work has been inspired
by the industrial focus of the associated research group. All point-based techniques have
been encapsulated in a modular and reusable software library, called PointPack. In order
to address both target users, researchers and application developers, the implementation
has been based on a component-based software architecture. An important strategy has
been the design of abstract and general interfaces in order to facilitate the extendibility of
available visualization functionality.
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1.3.1 Requirements

During the development of the 3D rendering architecture in this work, the main focus has
been on a high degree of interactivity rather than very high visual quality. Nevertheless,
it will be shown that it provides ”adequate” results that are acceptable for many medical
3D visualization applications. Moreover, many solutions are based on complex hierarchical
data structures and asymmetric point primitives. In order to achieve high rendering rates
the design of plain data structures has been preferred, including a simple and maximally
reduced point format.

Furthermore, full advantage of graphics-hardware-acceleration is taken, making it possi-
ble to activate additional computational power and avoid delays in the workflow [LKM01].
Interactivity is assured by utilizing a tight coupling between the data-processing compo-
nents and GPU-based rendering. One example are sequential data structures that can be
mapped directly to vertex arrays.

Another important requirement is the fast access to the point information. A typical
medical workflow consists of many steps that include interaction with the virtual model,
combined with modifications of the underlying data. Examples are sorting of rendering
primitives, interactive segmentation, ablation and deformation operations. Consequently,
it should be possible to modify the point data at all stages of the visualization pipeline. Iso-
lated rendering techniques, such as image-based approaches, which require hours of prepro-
cessing time to generate a dedicated rendering data structure, are not applicable [Wan04].

Finally, the design of the point-based progressive refinement and LOD techniques has
been adapted to the specific nature of a typical medical scene. Usually, the 3D view
contains only a few complex objects, representing the virtual patient model and a set of
attached tool objects, such as landmark points, trajectory lines etc. Such a restricted scene
depth prevents the utilization of many existing LOD solutions, which have been designed
for large outdoor scenes or terrains. Please refer to sections 4.1 and 4.2 for more details.

1.3.2 Contributions

The major task of this work has been the tuning of available and the development of new
point-based surface and volume visualization techniques for medical applications. The
focus has been on efficient representation and interactive rendering of high-resolution vol-
umetric datasets. The main contributions are as follows:

Point-based visualization pipeline - Various point-based data structures and algo-
rithmic components have been designed in order to cover the main visualization-
related steps of the medical workflow. An important aspect is the span-triangle data
structure that makes it possible to examine interactively volume data, combined with
a direct generation of geometric output. Example applications of point-based explo-
ration include real-time isosurfacing and thresholding. The resulting visualization
pipeline is purely point-based.
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Universal representation and rendering - Universal point primitives are utilized for
modeling surfaces, volumes and combinations of both. A general point-based ren-
dering algorithm has been developed for handling universal point data and creating
various 2D and 3D medical visualizations, including slice views, isosurfaces, MIPs
and extensions. High performance is achieved due to a single-data-pass architecture
and the utilization of modern features of programmable graphics hardware, resulting
in the deferred splat shading technique. Normal vectors are estimated in image space
using the GPU-based micronormals averaging algorithm.

Adaptive progressive refinement - A progressive refinement framework for point data
has been developed. The refinement order and point density are controlled dynami-
cally in a view-dependent fashion. The resolution of different portions of the virtual
model can be adapted locally, e.g. with respect to the viewing distance or visibility.
Smooth update is considered during interaction with the virtual model. The main
focus is on medical scenes, consisting only of few complex objects and low depth
complexity.

Sequential LOD data structure - A simple multiresolution representation has been
developed for interactive rendering of large point models. The sequential decom-
position approach requires only a reordering of the original point set without data
duplication. The LOD selection is controlled by the aforementioned progressive re-
finement framework. No hierarchy information is introduced, providing direct access
to the information in the data structure. All reordering algorithms are universal,
including the deflating spheres algorithm and an approximate solution using binary
space partitioning.

Outline

The work is organized as follows: In chapter 2 an overview of related work and state-of-the-
art in point-based surface and volume visualization is provided, including multiresolution
rendering. The point-based visualization pipeline and the universal representation and
rendering architecture are presented in chapter 3. Moreover, in chapter 4 the point-based
progressive refinement framework is described including the sequential level-of-detail solu-
tion. Application examples are presented in chapter 5, including a brief overview of the
software architecture. Finally, chapter 6 summarizes the work, listing some ideas for future
investigations.
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Chapter 2

Related Work

In this chapter an overview of point-based representation and rendering solutions will be
given, which are most relevant in the context of a typical medical visualization application.
This includes interactive rendering of surfaces and volumes as well as techniques for pre-
serving interactivity during interaction with complex models. For a detailed discussion of
the advantages and limitations of point data, including comparisons to polygon-, voxel- and
image-based representations, please refer to the available literature [BC03, Wan04, Gro06].

The first point-based approach for representing three-dimensional shapes in computer
graphics has been the particle system. Since the beginning of the 1980s, it has been used to
represent volumetric effects, such as smoke, fire and clouds [CHP+79, Ree83]. Each particle
is visualized as a single point, associated with additional attributes like color, velocity and
lifetime. In the following years this basic concept has been extended to procedural, im-
plicit and physically-based modeling of complex objects [Ree85, WH94, DG95, BAKW03].
Examples are mass-spring models for soft tissue simulation and smoothed particle hydro-
dynamics for simulation of fluids and viscous material [DG96]. In recent years point data
has evolved to a widely accepted modeling and rendering primitive in computer graphics.
Points are used in many different areas of application, including data acquisition, sculpting
and painting, simplification, animation, collision detection etc. [KB04].

2.1 Data Structures and Rendering Algorithms

In this section, a chronological overview of point-based visualization techniques will be
presented, separated between surfaces and volumes. Although another popular approach
for point-based rendering is raycasting, the main focus will be on splatting due to the
direct relation to the rendering solution that is described in this work [AA03, WS05].
Important aspects will be the format of the point primitive, organization of points in a
data structure, design of the rendering process and integration into an application-driven
visualization pipeline. A crucial issue will also be efficiency, including interactivity and
short preprocessing times.

15
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2.1.1 Surfaces

The Evolution of Point-Based Techniques (1985-1997)

Modern point-based techniques were proposed by Levoy and Whitted in their technical
report from 1985 [LW85]. Instead of using a rendering algorithm for each different geometry
representation, they have suggested to utilize points as a unique rendering primitive. For
the first time they have addressed some of the most important challenges when designing
a point-based renderer, e.g. hole-filling and antialiased image reconstruction. Only more
than 10 years later there has been a renaissance of the point primitive. The first reason has
been the growing complexity of polygonal models, leading to sub-pixel triangle sizes. The
second reason has been the advance in 3D laser range scanning technology, i.e. 3D digital
photography. One example is the Stanford Digital Michelangelo project [LPR+00]. One
of the first point-based approaches for surface visualization in the medical context is the
Dividing Cubes algorithm, presented by Cline et al. in the year 1988 [CLL+88]. Their work
can be considered as a direct extension of the Marching Cubes algorithm for isosurface
extraction [LC87]. If a voxel cell is intersecting with the isosurface, it is projected onto the
image plane. If its projection is at the size of a pixel or smaller, it is rendered as a point.
Otherwise, the cell is subdivided as necessary.

Hole-Filling in Image-Space and Surfels (1998-2000)

In the late 1990s, the use of image space techniques, derived from image-based rendering,
has become popular for closing the gaps between point samples during rendering. One
example is the warping of a depth image to a new viewpoint during interaction with the
scene. Shade has closed holes during the display of a warped image by assigning multiple
depth points for each image sample [SGwHS98]. This representation, called layered depth
image (LDI), can be considered also as a semi-structured point cloud. Another example
for an image-based approach is the rendering architecture of Grossmann and Dally [GD98].
Their solution for the hole-filling problem during magnification and perspective projection
is a hierarchy of depth buffers. The lowest resolution buffer has the same resolution as the
target image. Each higher-order buffer has half the resolution of the lower one. During
display, a z-buffer level is chosen, where the projected point spacing in pixel space matches
its resolution. The final image is reconstructed by a hierarchical push-pull algorithm. In
the pull phase a sequence of lower resolution color images is computed by averaging 2x2
pixel blocks. In the push phase the lower resolution images are used to compute the
color for pixels, where a hole has been detected. Pfister et al. have extended the work of
Grossman and Dally by introducing the surfel primitive, i.e. a surface sample, associated
with depth, color, and normal attributes [PZvBG00]. Surfels are organized in an octree
data structure, consisting of layered depth cubes (LDCs), which are extensions of the LDI
concept. During rendering, the LDC octree is traversed until the target resolution is met.
Then, the corresponding surfels are projected onto the screen. Visibility is resolved by the
visibility-splatting technique. Texture filtering and interpolation of holes using a Gaussian
kernel effects in an antialiased image reconstruction.
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EWA Splatting and Hole-Filling via Dynamic Resampling (2001)

In 2001 point-based techniques were further developed in various directions in order to
achieve a more flexible and efficient representation and improved visual quality. Based on
the pioneering work of Levoy and Whitted, Zwicker et al. have introduced surface splat-
ting, a point-based framework for high-quality antialiased rendering [ZPvBG01b]. One of
their main contributions is a rigorous mathematical formulation of the elliptical weighted
average (EWA) filter for anisotropic texture filtering. Their deferred shading renderer
implements two passes. First, each point is projected as a radially symmetric Gaussian
kernel to the screen space. The resulting ellipse is filtered and accumulated in screen
space. In the second pass, all pixels are shaded. Additionally, surface splatting imple-
ments order-independent transparency by using a modified A-buffer algorithm for hidden
surface removal and edge antialiasing. The design of Zwicker’s primitive follows the com-
mon approach at that time, i.e. by storing normal and color information with each point.
Kalaiah and Varshney have provided an extension of this concept. They have associated
each sample with additional attributes from differential geometry, including the principal
curvatures and directions [KV01]. Their differential points store more information per
primitive, allowing shading with per-pixel accuracy and the modeling of a surface with
fewer points by taking advantage of an efficient point-based simplification algorithm.

Another surface representation has been introduced by Linsen [Lin01]. The key idea of
the so-called point cloud is the representation of a small part of the object surface by a point
and its environment. This environment is defined by the nearest neighbor relation, com-
bined with an angle criterion. The result can be visualized as a triangle fan using standard
graphics hardware for rasterization. Several additional issues are addressed, like surface
smoothing, up- and down-sampling, interactive multiresolution modeling and constructive
solid geometry (CSG) operations. An alternative point-based modeling mechanism has
been described by Alexa et al. [ABCO+01]. Their point set surfaces are based on a local
polynomial approximation of the underlying surface, using the moving least squares (MLS)
approach. The object surface is defined by patches of polynomial height fields, each one
given in a local reference frame. Alexa’s solution to the hole-filling problem is a dynamic
resampling procedure, i.e. by sampling the implicitly defined model until the desired screen
space resolution is achieved. The result is a smooth visualization, even for viewing con-
figurations with high magnification. Three years later, the work on dynamic sampling
algorithms has been further developed by Guennebaud et al. [GBP04b]. They have pre-
sented a fast up-sampling method for high-quality rendering of point-based surfaces. Their
main contribution is a new iterative refinement procedure that has been inspired by mesh-
based subdivision surfaces. Points are organized in an octree and the refinement is executed
on the included octree cells. Each step increases the number of points by a factor of four.
Points are cached for further reuse, so this approach induces a significant memory overhead
and after several refinement steps up-sampling cannot be performed interactively anymore.
One year later, the same authors have improved the robustness of their refinement method
and reduced the visual artifacts during rendering [GBP05].
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Hardware-Acceleration and Point-Based Isosurfaces (2002-2003)

Most previously mentioned surface visualization techniques are purely software-based.
Therefore, in the years 2002 and 2003 many researchers of the point-based community
started to focus on performance optimization of the rendering process by taking advantage
of modern graphics processor units (GPUs). The first example is Ren’s et al. graphics-
hardware-accelerated EWA surface splatting algorithm, including an object space refor-
mulation of the screen space EWA filter [RPZ02]. Their multi-pass rendering procedure
consists of visibility splatting, view-dependent EWA prefiltering and view-independent
normalization (2+1 rendering). Object-space EWA surface splatting is using a variety of
GPU-based functionality, including vertex and pixel shaders. Botsch and Kobbelt have fur-
ther optimized the performance of hardware-accelerated EWA splatting by processing only
one vertex per point during rendering using the point sprite OpenGL extension [BK03].
They have also reported a more efficient per-pixel normalization step by accumulating each
splat contribution in an offscreen buffer. A similar technique was presented by Guennebaud
and Paulin in 2003 [GP03]. Additionally, they have provided a GPU-oriented solution for
per-fragment depth correction in order to improve the quality of the visibility splatting.

The aforementioned performance optimization techniques have had also an impact on
a subarea of point-based surface rendering, which is of high importance for medical visu-
alization. Bærentzen et al. has described for the first time a GPU-oriented point-based
rendering framework dedicated to isosurfaces [BC03]. Points are extracted from volume
data, based on a simplified version of the Marching Cubes algorithm. Normals are com-
puted during the extraction using the central difference operator [Lev88]. Their graphics-
hardware-accelerated renderer is based on the surface splatting technique and achieves high
performance by using the fixed functionality pipeline of the GPU. Bærentzen et al. have
compared their results to polygonal isosurface visualization and a software-based point
renderer and have concluded that point-based isosurface rendering can be superior to pre-
vious techniques. Co et al. presented in 2003 a related approach, called point-based iso-
splatting [CHJ03]. They have also used splatting for the visualization of their isosurface
models. Additionally, their renderer is capable of projecting point samples onto the iso-
surface in order to improve visual quality by reducing the thickening effect of quadliteral
splats. An approximate projection operation has been presented, which can be imple-
mented on programmable graphics hardware. Beside positional and normal information,
Co’s point primitive requires the original scalar value at the location of each point sample.

Programmable Graphics Hardware and Deferred Shading (Since 2004)

In the years since 2004, many researchers have further refined point-based surface ren-
dering techniques by taking advantage of the programmability of state-of-the-art graph-
ics hardware. Zwicker et al. have reformulated their previous EWA surface splatting
technique using homogenous coordinates in order to achieve perspective correct splat
shapes [ZRB+04]. The replacement of the original affine approximation of the perspec-
tive projection avoids hole artifacts and improves image quality. Their point rendering
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pipeline is implemented completely on the GPU using vertex and fragment programs. In
the same year, Guennebaud et al. presented a high-quality point-based rendering technique
for complex scenes by taking advantage of temporal coherency [GBP04a]. Their graphics-
hardware-accelerated point selection algorithm limits complex shader computations only
to visible points by extending the EWA multi-pass splatting approach. The framebuffer is
used for the generation of an index vector that represents all currently visible points. An
additional fast and simple rendering pass is required to generate those point indices. The
index vector is used to speed-up the complex EWA shading pass and to accelerate visi-
bility splatting by reusing the instance from the previous frame. Guennebaud’s deferred
splatting technique achieves an impressive maximum speed-up factor of 10 for complex
outdoor scenes. Their implementation is slowed down by the data transfer between the
GPU and CPU. The number of scene objects and points is limited by the 32 bit depth of
the image buffer. Two years later the same authors have further developed their GPU-
based rendering system, including perspective correct splatting, efficient approximation of
EWA filtering, support for transparent point surface layers via depth peeling and smooth
blending between point and polygonal primitives for hybrid visualization [GBP06].

In the year 2005, Botsch et al. described a surface rendering system that is using the
newest feature of programmable graphics hardware at that time, including multiple render
targets, floating point precision and advanced blending capabilities [BHZK05]. Although
they have not introduced truly new concepts, their deferred shading renderer achieves high
performance and provides per-pixel exact Phong shading by associating each splat with
a linear normal map, extending the previous work in [BSK04]. The core routine consists
of three rendering passes, including visibility splatting, the attribute pass and shading.
The final lighting step is executed completely in screen space. The effective quality is
comparable to the original purely software-based EWA splatting. Their point primitive
consists of positional information, the surface’s tangent axes and additional material prop-
erties. Kawata and Kanai have taken also advantage of state-of-the-art GPU-functionality
and have introduced the direct point rendering technique [KK05]. Their point primitive
contains only one attribute, a three-dimensional vector, describing the position of the
corresponding sample. Such an approach can be considered as the purest point-based rep-
resentation possible. The normal vector, required for lighting, is computed on-the-fly for
each pixel from the depth buffer by fitting a plane through all neighboring depth points.
All calculations are performed in a relative complex pixel shader, including the solution of
a 3× 3 linear equation system. Altogether, they require five rendering passes. Shading is
performed in the final deferred shading step, as presented by Botsch et al. Kawata and
Kanai have solved the hole-filling problem by scaling the size of the image buffer, based
on the projected spacings between points. They have not addressed the problem of image
quality degeneration, especially for low-resolution datasets and high visual magnification.

Finally, Zhang and Pajarola have developed a GPU-accelerated framework for point-
based surface rendering that requires only a single geometry pass (1+1 rendering) [ZP06].
Their main idea is the partitioning of the point set into groups with minimal splat overlap.
Within each point group, the splat blending can be omitted. In the first rendering pass,
each group is visualized via simple splatting and the results are written to an associated
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extended image buffer, including color, splat kernel weight and depth information. In the
second pass, called deferred blending, all image buffers are composited. The grouping of
the point set is performed during preprocessing and is reduced to a graph coloring problem.
The authors have also described extensions for rendering of transparent models, mixing
of opaque and non-opaque objects and simulation of multilayer refraction and reflection
effects. Their solution is faster than the standard 2+1 approach but nevertheless achieves
relative low point rendering rates.

2.1.2 Volumes

The Beginning of Point-Based Volume Rendering (1990-1995)

Most point-based volume rendering solutions are based on the volume splatting technique,
which was introduced by Westover in the year 1990 [Wes90]. Like for most volume rendering
techniques at that time, the input data structure is rectilinear and array-based. Neverthe-
less, with his work he has opened the way for the evolution from a discrete volume sample
towards a modern point-based rendering primitive. Similar to the aforementioned surface
splatting techniques, each sample point is associated with a low pass filter function for
smooth image reconstruction. Westover has only considered orthographic projection, so
all resulting screen space footprints can be precomputed in a table. The accumulated splat
contributions are stored in several pixel buffers, called sheets. The final image is created
by compositing all sheets buffer in back to front order.

Volume Splatting and the EWA Approach (1996-2001)

In 1996, Mueller et al. extended the basic splatting technique by introducing a ray-driven
approach that allows perspective viewing [MY96]. Splats are intersected by rays that are
sent from the image plane in object space. Such a technique makes it possible to optimize
performance via early-ray termination. In the following three years the same authors have
refined their volume splatter mainly by improving visual quality. The first example is an
antialiasing technique for splatting [SMM+97], based on a scaling of the splat size with an
increasing viewing distance. Each splat is rendered with basic hardware support, i.e. as
an alpha-blended polygon. The second example is a method for the elimination of color
popping artifacts during rotation of the rendered model [MC98]. Their solution is the
utilization of image-plane aligned sheet buffers, resulting in a better approximation of the
volume rendering integral. This is analogous to the incorporation of 3D texture mapping
functionality for a texture-based volume renderer. In 1999, Mueller et al. presented a
technique for reducing the blurry appearance of splatted object edges [MMC99]. Their
approach is based on a reordering of the traditional splatting pipeline from a preshaded to
a postshaded scheme. A performance optimization of the aforementioned volume splatter
was presented by Huang and Mueller et al. one year later [HCSM00]. Their technique is
purely software-based and is focused on fast rasterization by using compact look-up tables
for the splat kernels. The authors have mentioned the implementation of their FastSplat
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primitive on chip, but today their optimizations are probably less relevant due to the
significant improvements in off-the-shelf graphics hardware since the year 2000.

A splatting technique, similar to Mueller’s approach, was presented in 2001. Zwicker et
al. have extended their EWA surface splatting framework to volume rendering [ZPvBG01a].
By incorporating the EWA volume resampling filter they avoid aliasing and blurring effects,
especially for anisotropic volumes. For the first time they have discussed the utilization of
a universal point primitive, i.e. a rendering primitive that can be used for both, surfaces
and volumes. Zwicker’s implementation is purely software-based and non-interactive.

Graphics Hardware Acceleration, VOTS and Uberflow (2002-2004)

In the following years, researchers have followed a similar way as for surface splatting
and have focused on optimization techniques, provided by modern graphics hardware. In
2003, Nuber et al. presented a point-based volume visualization technique for large medi-
cal datasets [NBHJ03]. The heart of their system is an out-of-core data structure, which
arranges point data in color sets. Each set is associated with a RGB color, enabling
the possibility to explore the underlying volume data in real-time by selecting specific
color sets as active. Their graphics-hardware-accelerated renderer takes advantages of the
OpenGL point primitive, including positional and gradient information. The authors have
not provided more details about their rendering procedure, including hole-filling, antialias-
ing and the problem of transparency sorting. Additionally, their system does not support
interactive manipulations of the transfer function. In the same year, Xue and Crawfis pro-
posed two splatting techniques for direct volume rendering, using OpenGL-based hardware
acceleration [XC03]. The first technique is a vertex shader implementation of their orig-
inal volume splatting renderer from 1993 [CM93]. Like most early hardware-accelerated
splatting techniques, they use textured quads for rendering. For the incorporation of the
low-albedo optical model, they require an explicit transparency sorting step. The second
technique, coined point convolution rendering, is conceptually similar to EWA splatting.
It is based on the X-ray optical model and uses standard OpenGL functionality. Although
Xue and Crawfis need to traverse the voxel data only once, rendering is slowed down by the
convolution operation, especially for large splats and high screen resolutions. The point
convolution renderer does not support perspective viewing.

In the year 2004, Chen et al. presented a GPU-implementation of the original EWA
volume splatter, utilizing programmable graphics hardware [CRZP04]. Their approach
reveals some similarities to Xue’s and Crawfis’ work, including an axis-aligned splatting
scheme and the utilization of textured quads. Their main contribution is the introduction
of a distance-dependent filtering scheme for reducing the computational costs in case of
minification and magnification. Additionally, they have presented a packing technique for
their splat geometry based on the quantization of volume and footprint texture coordi-
nates. The memory problem is not solved completely due to the overhead, resulting from
the allocation of vertex indices. Therefore, Chen’s et al. work targets only at rectilinear
volumes with relative low resolutions (up to 2563 voxels). Furthermore, the authors have
mentioned a preclassification scheme for a culling of nearly transparent voxels. A GPU-
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efficient solution for the elimination of color popping artifacts has not been presented.
Grimm et al. introduced in 2004 an alternative point-based primitive. Their volume

dots (VOTs) are a functional representation of volumetric data [GBKG04b]. Each VOT is
associated with coefficients of a Taylor series expansion for a given region of the dataset.
The authors have taken advantage of the irregular sampling feature of a point-based repre-
sentation by placing more and smaller primitives in regions of high interest. Although the
paper is focused on volume modeling and data generation, Grimm et al. have also utilized
the analytical processing capabilities of the VOT data structure for MIP volume visual-
ization. They have reported that their approach is not well suited for complex datasets,
which exhibit high variation among samples and if there are many regions with high impor-
tance. In the same year, Kipfer et al. revisited particle systems and presented a real-time
particle engine that is implemented entirely on the graphics processor, including particle
emission, motion, collision handling and rendering [KSW04]. UberFlow is also interesting
for point-based volume rendering, because their visibility sorting technique is also realized
completely in programmable graphics hardware. Their optimized Bitonic sort algorithm
minimizes the number of instructions and texture operations, achieving rates of more than
two million of particles per second. The size of their particle set is restricted by the
maximally supported texture resolution.

Programmable Graphics Hardware (Since 2005)

Since 2005, many researchers have further developed volume splatting techniques by uti-
lizing the programmability of modern graphics hardware. For example, Neophytou et
al. have presented an optimized GPU-implementation of Mueller’s image-plane aligned
splatter [NM05]. Although, the sheet buffer data structure and therewith the visibility
order is still managed completely in software, they provide solutions for the excessive over-
draw and heavy vertex traffic problems that are common for most GPU-based splatting
systems. Their performance optimizations focus on the fragment level, including early
elimination of hidden splats and skipping of empty regions. Neophytou et al. have used
various OpenGL features, including point sprites, optimizations for early-z-rejection, off-
screen buffers and caching of point primitives in vertex arrays. Their system achieves
interactive frame rates only for relative small volumes and point sets (up to one million
of effective splats). One year later the authors extended their work by using ellipsoidal
radial basis function kernels [NMM+06]. The utilization of this new rendering primitive
can be considered as a refinement of the aforementioned radially symmetric approaches for
volume splatting. It provides a more data aligned-fitting, resulting in a more efficient mod-
eling of anisotropic volumes as well as scattered and irregularly distributed point datasets.
The authors have used a 3D grid spatial data structure for an optimized localization of
active splats that intersect with the current sheet buffer slice and facilitated front-to-back
data traversal for composited rendering. Due to the complex shape of their primitive they
have to store additional attributes per point, resulting in a memory overhead. Neophytou
et al. have again reported interactivity only for relative small point sets with up to 200
thousand of primitives.
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2.2 Techniques for Preserving Interactivity

One of the main challenges for the visualization of large medical datasets is the preservation
of interactivity. One popular solution is the reduction of the detail level during interaction
in order to guarantee fast rendering rates. In this section a chronological overview of
the most relevant output sensitive rendering techniques will be given, of which the time
complexity depends only weakly on the complexity of the model.

The missing connectivity information of point data and the resulting flexibility open
new perspectives for the development of new multiresolution techniques, especially for an
interactive environment. Although there are many polygon-, volume- and image-based
solutions for that problem, most of these techniques imply a loss of the flexibility fea-
ture [Wan04]. Typical drawbacks are also the non-trivial integration into a graphics-
hardware-oriented setting, long preprocessing times and lacking of support for the interac-
tive manipulation of the data. Therefore, the focus in this section will be on point-based
multiresolution approaches. These can be separated into techniques for surfaces and volu-
metric datasets, whereas most researchers from the point-based community have focused
on level-of-detail (LOD) techniques for surfaces. For a general overview, please refer to the
surveys of Sainz and De Floriani [SPL04, SP04, FKP04].

2.2.1 Surfaces

Large Surface Models and Splats - QSplat (2000)

In the year 2000, Rusinkiewicz and Levoy presented QSplat, a point-based rendering system
for 3D-scanned surface models [RL00]. Although QSplat is one of the first approaches that
take advantage of graphics-hardware-accelerated point rendering, the authors’ main focus
has been on multiresolution visualization of very large datasets. All points are stored during
preprocessing in a bounding sphere tree. Inner nodes contain average values for position,
normal and color. During rendering, their algorithm traverses the hierarchy until the
current bounding sphere radius is below a predefined splat size. The resulting splats with
constant size are drawn in immediate mode, using OpenGL functionality. Additionally, the
authors encode all point primitives to 48 bits, using an efficient quantization scheme. One
year later Rusinkiewicz et al. extended their work to Streaming QSplat for view-dependent
streaming transmission of the point hierarchy over a network [RL01].

Dynamic Sampling Techniques (2001)

In the following two years many researchers have concentrated on multiresolution tech-
niques that are based on dynamic point sampling. A first example is the work of Stam-
minger et al., a sampling method for procedural and complex surfaces [SD01]. Their

√
5

hierarchical sampling scheme adapts the point density locally, according to the currently
projected splat size of a procedurally defined surface area. For each initial point, four new
neighboring points are generated recursively as long as undersampling is detected. Their
sampling scheme guarantees a quite even distribution of the surface points. For complex
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objects, they have proposed to precompute a sequential list of quasi random samples on
the surface and to use only its prefix for level-of-detail rendering. At each frame, they
require the calculation of the prefix length, based on the object surface area and its cam-
era distance. Choosing a large enough length results in a hole-free image reconstruction.
A very similar multiresolution approach has been implemented also by Deussen et al. for
the point-based visualization of complex plant models [DCSD02]. Another example for
the dynamic sampling approach has been presented by Wand et al. [WFP+01]. The ran-
domized z-buffer algorithm requires a triangle-based scene as input. Random sampling is
used to generate the surface points for visualization. The corresponding point density is
computed for each triangle, based on the projection factor, i.e. an estimation of the pro-
jected area. The calculation of the target number of points is based on a probabilistic
urn model. The authors have presented various optimization techniques, including octrees
for spatial acceleration, distribution lists for efficient random selection of triangles and a
caching mechanism for generated sample points. Their system is very memory consuming
and results have only been presented for scenes with replicated object instances.

Compact Representation, Hardware-Orientation and Simplification (2002)

In the year 2002, Botsch et al. presented a memory efficient hierarchical representation for
point-based surfaces [BWK02]. By using uniform clustering and quantization techniques,
point positions can be encoded with less than two bits. Their octree data structure is used
for visibility calculations and backface culling via normal cones. Breadth-first traversal
allows the reconstruction of the surface model on a lower refinement level. Moreover, the
hierarchical organization of the point data makes it possible to implement fast incremental
3D transformations. Botsch et al. have described an efficient rendering procedure, based
on splatting. Their system is purely software-based and a straight-forward realization
with hardware support is not possible. On a similar subject, Coconu and Hege have
presented a point-based surface visualization method that combines both, a level-of-detail
representation and graphics-hardware-oriented rendering [CH02]. Their LOD algorithm is
similar to Pfister’s surfels technique, utilizing also a hierarchical representation with points
that are stored in three orthogonal layered depth images at different resolutions. Their
hybrid octree-based data structure contains points and triangles, similar to Chen’s point
and polygon rendering system POP [CN01]. Their renderer switches to triangle rendering,
whenever the estimated point density gets too low. Pauly et al. presented different point
surface simplification techniques [PGK02]. Simplification is typically performed during
preprocessing for a one-time reduction of the model complexity. It is mentioned here
due to its close relation to point-based multiresolution rendering. Some researchers have
referred to Pauly’s et al. work for the construction of their level-of-detail data structure.
Three types of algorithms have been presented, including clustering (replacement of a point
cluster by one representative sample), iterative simplification (collapsing of point pairs) and
particle simulation (distribution of points, based on inter-particle repelling forces). The
authors have used local variation estimation for concentrating more points in regions of
high surface curvature. All methods resample the input surface, i.e. create a new point set.
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Data-Driven Hierarchy, Sequentialization and Statistical Analysis (2003)

A progressive representation of point-based surfaces has been presented by Fleishman et
al. [FCOAS03]. Based on Alexa’s work from 2001, the authors have constructed a mul-
tiresolution model by using a projection operation, which maps points in the proximity
of the surface onto a local polynomial approximation. Each level is constructed itera-
tively from the previous one by inserting new points. Fleishman et al. have concentrated
on memory-efficient progressive encoding of point sets. They have not provided details
about the integration of their approach into a point-based rendering pipeline. In the year
2003, Pajarola focused on fast computation of point hierarchies [Paj03]. Instead of utiliz-
ing the widely used space-driven region-octree, the author has incorporated an adaptive
data-driven octree, resulting in fewer tree nodes. The recursive top-down generation of
the data structure includes the computation of the spatial partitioning of point locations,
average per-node attributes (normals and colors) and splat sizes. Each point primitive re-
quires 46 bytes. Similar to the aforementioned surface splatting techniques, a high-quality
multi-pass renderer is used based on programmable graphics hardware and alpha-textured
polygons for the smooth blending of splatting kernels [PSG03]. Pajarola’s et al. system
was published also under the name Confetti, one year later [PSG04].

The first paper on graphics-hardware-accelerated sequential multiresolution rendering
was published by Dachsbacher et al. in the year 2003 [DVS03]. The sequential point
trees data structure is implemented completely on the GPU by taking advantage of its
programmability. A QSplat-like hierarchy is linearized and the rearranged nodes are stored
in a sequential array. The array is sorted by the maximum viewing distance and each
node is associated with the corresponding minimum value. Only a prefix of the array
needs to be processed by the graphics card. The length of the prefix is computed on the
CPU and controlled by a view-dependent geometric approximation error. In contrast to
previous hierarchical approaches, culling of complete subtrees is not possible, but the full
exploitation of hardware-acceleration results in very high splat rates and the CPU is free for
non-rendering purposes. Nevertheless, a performance overhead can be observed, because
up to 40% of the points need to be culled by the GPU. Additionally, the input is still
an octree-based data structure that requires the generation of average point information.
Dachsbacher’s et al. data structure has also been utilized for Pajarola’s et al. out-of-core
visualization system for large point-based surfaces, called XSplat [PSL05].

An alternative approach is Kalaiah’s and Varshney’s method for the modeling of point-
based surface geometry using statistical analysis [KV03]. Their main idea is the creation
of an octree that does not contain any explicit point attributes. Instead, each node is as-
sociated with statistical parameters, resulting from a principal component analysis (PCA)
of the input model. At rendering time the octree is traversed in a view-dependent manner
and the PCA parameters, such as the orientation frame, mean value and variance, are
used to generate point data with a Gaussian number generator. Kalaiah’s and Varshney’s
approach handles position, normal and color information and exhibits a compact represen-
tation with only 12 bits per octree node. Nevertheless, it requires hours of preprocessing
time and the rendering performance degenerates significantly for close-up views.
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FastFPS, Layered Point Clouds and Progressive Splatting (Since 2004)

Moenning and Dodgson have presented a simplification algorithm, called FastFPS, that
is suitable for a progressive representation of point-based surfaces [MD03]. Their work is
based on the Farthest Point Sampling strategy by Eldar et al. for irregular and progressive
image sampling [ELPZ97]. Their main idea is the placement of the next sample point
”in the middle of the least-known area” in the sample domain. It is implemented by an
incremental bounded Voronoi diagram construction. Moenning’s and Dodgson’s extension
to sub-sampling of point surfaces is based on the computationally and memory efficient Fast
Marching algorithm. It exhibits a uniform point distribution with user-controlled density
guarantee. The integration into a point-based rendering pipeline has not been discussed.
FastFPS has been further developed to MLS-based point cloud resampling [MD04, Moe06].

In the year 2004, Gobetti and Marton developed a view-dependent multiresolution
structure for very large point surfaces (e.g. 234 mio. of samples) [GM04]. Their work is
based on a hierarchy of object-space point clusters, called layered point clouds. Each clus-
ter consists of thousands of compressed samples, amortizing the level-of-detail extractions
costs. In contrast to most previous techniques, the final multiresolution model is com-
posed of exactly the same points as the input model. The core data structure is a binary
tree, created in a top-down fashion. For each node a subset of points is constructed via
uniform sub-sampling, approximated by random picking of points. The remaining points
are processed for each subtree by a simple bisection operation along the longest bounding
box-axis. Additionally, each node is associated with an average sample spacing value for
hole-filling as well as a bounding sphere and normal cone for view-dependent LOD control
and backface culling. During rendering, the tree is traversed in breadth-first order and the
included point clouds are accumulated until the required density is reached. Progressive
refinement is used to hide data access latency. The authors have exploited frame-to-frame
coherence for occlusion culling by using the rendered points from the previous frame as
the occluder for the current frame. The simple point cloud construction mechanism may
lead to visual artifacts. Moreover, efficient modification of the point data (e.g. for surgical
cutting) is not possible due to the hierarchical nature of the approach. The layered point
clouds method requires hours of preprocessing time for larger datasets.

In the same year, Wu and Kobbelt presented a technique for the conversion of a dense
point cloud into a sparse set of splats [WK04]. Their decimation procedure considers the
full circular or elliptical splat geometry. It is based on a global relaxation procedure, which
replaces iteratively splat subsets with smaller and better distributed sets. Referring to
Pauly’s work from 2002, such an approach reveals many similarities to particle simulation.
The long processing times of the algorithm are compensated by their high quality decima-
tion results. In the year 2005, the same authors have presented the progressive splatting
technique. The main idea is the representation of the multiresolution model as a base
splat set and a continuous and ordered list of detail operators, similar to Hoppe’s progres-
sive meshes [Hop96, WZK05]. Wu et al. have utilized a more efficient greedy approach
for decimation related to Pauly’s iterative simplification. Both works focus only on the
data-processing part of the visualization pipeline instead on interactive rendering.
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2.2.2 Volumes

Hierarchical Splatting (1991-1999)

One of the first splat-based multiresolution techniques for volume rendering is the hier-
archical splatting algorithm by Laur and Hanrahan, introduced in the year 1991 [LH91].
Their core data structure is a pyramidal representation of the volume, implemented with
an octree. Octree nodes at different levels are drawn using splats. Lower resolution levels
are associated with fewer and larger primitives. For such cases, the authors have provided
a solution for opacity correction during composite rendering of transparent splats. Laur’s
and Hanrahan’s approach supports progressive refinement for preserving interactivity, con-
trolled by user-supplied error criteria.

Previewing Large Volumes (2000-2002)

In the year 2000, Kreylos et al. presented a multiresolution previewer for large arbitrary
volumes meshes [KMH00]. The original dataset is approximated by a point cloud. Their
main idea is the iterative application of a point decimation operation, based on the max-
imum independent sets algorithm. The algorithm requires a Delaunay tetrahedrization of
the input point set. The result is a chain of point subsets, which can be utilized for progres-
sive transmission. Their multiresolution representation requires no explicit hierarchy and
each point is stored exactly once without additional information. For rendering, Kreylos
et al. have taken advantage of an image-aligned sheet buffer data structure. Instead of
splatting, all sheet points are triangulated and rendered as OpenGL polygons, resulting
in relative low frame rates. Detailed results for their multiresolution technique, like the
granularity of the resolution levels, have not been presented.

Two years later, Wilson et al. presented a visualization system for large-scale parti-
cle sets [WMQR02]. Their main contribution is an octree data structure and rendering
technique for a hybrid representation of the input volume. Data areas with high particle
density are displayed with a texture-based volume renderer. Low-density areas are visu-
alized using simple point-based rendering. Such an approach has two advantages: first, a
fast visualization of compact data portions, and second, a fine visual resolution for detailed
structures. Their mixed point- and volume-based rendering method refers only to parti-
cle beams for accelerator design, but represents an interesting alternative for hierarchical
volume visualization.

Cluster Hierarchies, Ellipsoidal Decomposition and Monte Carlo (Since 2003)

In the year 2003, Hopf and Ertl proposed a hierarchical splatting technique for scattered
point data without surface information [HE03]. Although the background for their work
has been the visualization of particle systems and astronomical datasets, it has some char-
acteristics of a point-based multiresolution volume representation. Their main idea is the
creation of a hierarchy of point clusters, based on a PCA clustering procedure. Such
a data-driven approach has better spatial adaptation properties compared to traditional
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octree-based space subdivision. Each point cluster is represented as a sequential array
for efficient processing and graphics-hardware-accelerated rendering. Transparency sort-
ing is only supported in software. Hopf and Ertl have reduced the memory requirements
by utilizing quantization of relative point coordinates. Each point primitive is associated
with fixed color and size values, so transfer functions are not supported. The point size
is precalculated, based on the astronomical radiant flux. The authors have not consid-
ered the hole-filling problem for small-scale objects, as required for medical visualization.
A similar approach is Co’s et al. hierarchical clustering procedure for scattered volume
data [CHH+03]. Their multiresolution approach is also based on the PCA for the genera-
tion of the cluster binary tree for point data. Space subdivision operations are scheduled
in a priority queue, based on a maximum scalar deviation error metric. Each node in the
hierarchy is represented by a center point for the current cluster. Its scalar value is eval-
uated using a scalar function approximation, derived from a composition of radial basis
functions. The level-of-detail extraction is based on a depth traversal of the tree, optionally
with error control. Information about the rendering technique has not been provided.

Another data-driven multiresolution representation for volumes has been introduced by
Welsh and Mueller [WM03]. Their main contribution is a feature-sensitive decomposition
of the data into a hierarchy of ellipsoidal point primitives. The construction of their tree
data structure is based on a frequency analysis of the input volume. The adaptive dis-
tribution of the point samples preserves the original frequency characteristics and allows
a representation of the original object with a significantly reduced number of points at
adequate quality. Uniform areas are represented with fewer and larger points. Welsh and
Mueller have pointed out that time-critical algorithms can impose problems for multireso-
lution rendering due to variations of the tree traversal depth between consecutive rendering
frames. Therefore, they have considered also solutions for smooth update during interac-
tion in the context of view-dependent level-of-detail. Nevertheless, their system achieves
quite low frame rates and the preprocessing requires hours of time, even for small datasets
with only 2563 volume samples.

A point-based X-ray volume rendering method, based on Monte Carlo integration, has
been presented by Csébfalvi [CSK03] et al. Their idea is the extraction of the most relevant
information from the volume data using random-based importance sampling. A point cloud
is generated by choosing random samples with a probability that is proportional to the
voxels’ density values. During rendering, the accumulated density contributions at each
pixel value are normalized with respect to the total point count and used as an estimation
for the final X-ray intensity values. The precomputed point cloud can be utilized directly
for progressive refinement by rendering a smaller subset. It has been shown that time and
memory complexity depends only on the number of pixels in the image plane. The renderer
implementation is only software-based due to the limited floating-point precision of graphics
hardware. Transfer function control for Monte Carlo Volume Rendering was integrated
one year later [Csé04]. Update operations require several seconds and are therefore not
appropriate for medical applications.
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2.3 Discussion

In the following, the major features of state-of-the-art point-based visualization and mul-
tiresolution techniques will be summarized. This chapter will be concluded by presenting
some limitations and by underlining the aspects that differ most from the system described
in this work.

2.3.1 State-of-the-Art

Splatting can be considered as the most popular visualization technique for point-based
data. It makes it possible to achieve a well balanced trade-off between rendering speed
and visual quality. Elliptical splat shapes and Gaussian reconstruction kernels play an
important role for high-quality display due to their good approximation properties for
surfaces and anisotropic volumes. The hole-filling problem is solved by scaling the projected
point size in order to close empty regions in the point cloud. Another solution that has
won much recognition in the last years is the local increase of the point density by utilizing
appropriate upsampling algorithms.

The utilization of graphics hardware has gained much importance in interactive com-
puter graphics. The point-based community has also followed this trend by enhancing
the point-based rendering pipeline using programmable GPUs. Recent implementations
include graphics-hardware-accelerated occlusion culling, anti-aliasing, deferred shading,
per-pixel lighting computations etc. Late research is focused also on the full integration
of the processing and rendering pipeline on the graphics processor, including inter-particle
interaction and transparency sorting.

Most point-based rendering systems are based on a hierarchical data structure, like
the octree and binary space partitioning tree. The hierarchical nature of such approaches
effects in many advantages for multiresolution modeling, visibility calculations via normal
cones and sub-tree culling as well as handling of large datasets. To amortize the per-
point overhead and to take full advantage of the stream-based architecture of the graphics
processor, some researchers have started to consider sequentialization of the point data
structures and clustering of point elements in linear point arrays.

Finally, state-of-the-art multiresolution techniques have began to go off the beaten track
of regular space partitioning. Current techniques incorporate data-driven and feature-
sensitive models for an adaptive construction of the level-of-detail representation. Alter-
native and non-deterministic approaches have gained also more popularity, implementing
e.g. importance-based sampling of the point data and the utilization of statistical tools.

2.3.2 Limitations

Only a few point-based rendering solutions have been applied in the medical context.
One reason is surely the domination of traditional visualization approaches, like triangle-
based rendering, volume raycasting and texture-mapping-based techniques. Another rea-
son is the origin and the motivation of point-based methods, i.e. particle systems and
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three-dimensional photography. Typically, integration into an application-driven medical
workflow is not the main aspect of the aforementioned related work. Possible limita-
tions are the lack of flexible point data structures that can be used in various stages of
the data-processing pipeline, restricted configurability of the renderer component, non-
modular software design etc. Moreover, several aforementioned techniques focus only on
a specific aspect of the visualization pipeline, neglecting important functionality, like the
handling of multiple objects in the scene, incorporation into the application’s interaction
system, support of color and transparency changes and stable memory allocation.

Although related work has shown that point-based surface visualization can be an
attractive alternative to triangle-based rendering, there are some limitations. Many tech-
niques focus on high-quality visual output at the expense of interactivity. This is evident
especially for the early software-based solutions. Moreover, high-quality approaches require
often additional per-point information, e.g. the tangential axes for elliptical splat primi-
tives. Often, the resulting memory overhead cannot be justified, in particular for noisy
medical datasets. Another aspect is the typical structure of today’s point-based surface
splatters. The multi-pass approaches require the processing of the point dataset multiple
times per frame. Such a strategy complicates the incorporation of efficient progressive
refinement control. This problem can get even worse for large datasets in an out-of-core
setting. Additionally, almost all surface representations require the association of each
point primitive with a normal vector. Therefore, points loose their useful symmetry prop-
erty, resulting in a significant memory overhead and complication of many algorithms, like
simplification and data modification.

Many of the aforementioned volume splatting solutions are not pure point-based tech-
niques. The input data structure is still a regular and grid-based volume. These approaches
can be utilized very well for high-quality volume rendering, but they cannot benefit from
the point-based modeling features, like adaptive sampling and simple multiresolution con-
trol. Moreover, some techniques require additional memory intensive data structures, e.g. a
gradient volume. Similar to early point-based surface visualization approaches, many im-
plementations are purely software-based and interactivity can often only be guaranteed for
smaller-sized volumetric datasets.

When considering the related work on point-based level-of-detail, it can be observed
that the majority of researchers have concentrated on surface representations. Only a
few solutions could be utilized for handling both representations, surfaces and volumes.
Another important aspect is the domination of hierarchical data structures, making se-
quentialization a hard task. Usually, average information has to be computed for each
node in the hierarchy. This imposes new challenges with respect to GPU-oriented im-
plementation and interactive manipulation of the included point cloud. Some researchers
have tried to solve this problem by caching the extracted points in linear data structures.
Typically, this approach requires additional update operations for each rendering frame,
inducing another performance overhead.
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Objectives

An important goal of this work has been the design of a component-based software library
that can be utilized for fast development of medical visualization applications. Therefore,
a point-based visualization system has been developed with the following functionality:

• Pure point-based representation with minimal number of attributes per point

• Non-hierarchical data structures and sequentialization of point data

• Direct access to point data without resampling and average information

• Configurable single-pass renderer that handles both, surfaces and volumes

• Utilization of programmable graphics hardware and deferred shading

• Progressive refinement control, customized for objects in a medical scene

• Simple and efficient multiresolution approach for sequential point data

• Component-based software design for maximal reusability and extendibility
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Chapter 3

Point-Based Visualization Pipeline

In this chapter the major building blocks of a point-based visualization pipeline for medical
applications will be described. This includes interactive exploration of volume data and an
efficient and general graphics-hardware-accelerated rendering solution for surface-based and
volumetric datasets. Finally, results will be presented for data-processing and visualization
components.

Visualization plays a fundamental role for the modern medical workflow and it is utilized
at different stages of the processing pipeline. Consequently, the focus will be on memory-
efficient geometric data structures, point generation algorithms and interactive rendering
techniques. Advanced preprocessing techniques, such as filtering and segmentation as well
as further pipeline stages, like navigation and simulation, are not considered in this chapter.
Furthermore, the concentration will be on medical applications that require a high degree of
interactivity during exploration of the virtual patient model, e.g. for diagnosis and surgical
planning. The key points of the point-based processing pipeline in this work are as follows:

1. Import - The first step includes the import of medical volume data, typically in the
DICOM or raw format [Rev97]. The resulting voxel data is stored in a traditional
volume data structure with support for external memory storage. This is an impor-
tant requirement in the context of large datasets, i.e. if the data size exceeds the
amount of available main memory.

2. Generation - In the second step a point-based exploration data structure is con-
structed, based on the scalar values from the input volume. It can be interpreted as
a dynamic 3D model and utilized directly for rendering and visual inspection of the
underlying information.

The exploration data structure is generated for a user-defined exploration range. A
large range implies more points that are available for interactive examination and
visualization. In practice it may be hard to estimate a reasonable range a priori and
therewith achieve an optimal trade-off between the memory consumption and the
flexibility of the exploration. For such cases, it is suggested to split the generation
into two sub-steps:

33
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(a) Too low isovalue (b) Too high isovalue

Figure 3.1: Isosurface raycasting of a human head with low information content.

(a) A priori generation - This sub-step includes the computation of the exploration
data structure for fast previewing. This configuration comprises a large explo-
ration range and a coarse model resolution level. The processing time should
not exceed a few seconds in order to prevent significant delays in the medical
workflow.

(b) A posteriori generation - The generation of the exploration data structure is
re-executed at high resolution and a reduced exploration range, available from
the previous sub-step. From a technical point-of-view the same processing com-
ponents are utilized, but with a different input configuration.

A priori generation can be considered as a manual preselection step for the exploration
range and a posteriori generation as fine-tuning. Memory reduction can be achieved
in both sub-steps. In 2a, the number of points is trimmed down by computing a low
quality representation, e.g. via sub-sampling of the volume. In 2b, advantage is taken
of the irregularity feature of point data and the memory consumption is minimized
by using a smaller exploration range [NBHJ03].

Using a full exploration range during a priori generation may unnecessarily compli-
cate the generation procedure, because usually only specific subranges contain useful
information. It makes sense to choose a small as possible range, discarding data por-
tions that are not relevant for the current application (figure 3.1). (Semi-)Automatic
preselection algorithms could be a useful tool to support the user in such situations.
One example is the utilization of Hounsfield units by mapping specific scalar ranges
to anatomical structures, like skin, soft tissue and bone [Hou73]. Another example
is the exploitation of data-driven approaches from semi-automatic transfer function
design by locating boundaries of interest in the data value space [KD98].

3. Fixation - The exploration is controlled by an exploration parameter that is defined
with respect to the exploration range. During the whole inspection process it can be
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Figure 3.2: Point-based data-processing on different levels of memory.

modified interactively, effecting in a variety of 3D point-based visualizations. After-
wards, the user has the possibility to fix the exploration data structure, i.e. extract
all relevant point elements into an operation data structure and free the data that is
no longer needed. This can be considered as an optimization stage. Further explo-
ration, as mentioned in step 2, is therewith not possible anymore. Then, the final
point-based model can be used for additional application-specific steps of the medical
processing pipeline.

One crucial aspect in medical processing is the efficient and stable handling of large
datasets. Therefore, all algorithmic components of the presented visualization pipeline can
be executed at different levels of memory, including graphics, system and disk storage (Fig-
ure 3.2). Moreover, after a posteriori generation of the exploration data structure, steps 2
and 3 do not require the access to the original volume data, because all relevant informa-
tion can be represented in point-based fashion. The original voxel data could be discarded
from the pipeline. Although such a strategy is not typical for medical applications, it is
an attractive option for freeing extra memory.

Notation

In the following, the notation and technical terms are introduced that are used in this
chapter. A volume is considered as a structured grid of samples in three dimensional space.
Each sample is associated with a scalar intensity value x ∈ < in the range [rmin, rmax].
Applying a reconstruction function, e.g. trilinear interpolation, creates a continuous scalar
field. Additionally, neighboring samples specify a subvolume, called cell. For example, a
cubic cell that is aligned to the volume grid is constructed by eight corner samples. The
cell range [xmin, xmax] is defined using the minimum and maximum scalar values. The span
is the width of the corresponding interval, i.e. s = xmax − xmin.
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3.1 Exploration of Volumes

The term ”exploration” can be interpreted in various ways. One example is diagnostic or
surgical exploration, describing a pure medical procedure. Another example, as mentioned
in chapter 1, is the exploration of the virtual patient model. It is a crucial part for the
understanding of 3D volume data and the underlying spatial scalar field, targeting at
the examination of characteristic structures inside solid bodies, like bone or soft tissue.
Virtual exploration refers to a step in the medical visualization pipeline and comprises the
utilization of a variety of computer graphics tools, including:

• Interaction with the 3D model by changing the viewing position and angles

• Adjustment of color or transparency settings using a transfer function

• Revealing interior structures by cutting away parts of the model

• Measurements of distances, angles and volumes in 3D space

Many applications require an explicit geometric representation of the explored model.
Therefore, point-based exploration is considered in this work as a dynamic point set gener-
ation procedure, controlled by a variable exploration parameter. In the following a more
formal definition will be provided, including examples and a description of the correspond-
ing exploration data structure.

Exploration Parameter Set

Let X be the set of possible exploration parameters. It is crucial to define the param-
eter set with respect to its practical realization: First, it should be possible to control
the exploration parameter intuitively in the graphical user interface (GUI) of the applica-
tion. Second, it should allow the implementation of an efficient exploration data structure.
Therefore, a closed interval-based parameter structure has been chosen, i.e.:

X = { [x1, x2] ⊂ < | x1 ≤ x2 } (3.1)

Such a 2D parameter structure makes it possible to implement a variety of exploration
functions for the medical visualization pipeline. Additionally, both parameter values x1

and x2 can be specified easily by non-technical experts e.g. by two slider controls in the
application’s GUI. The currently selected exploration parameter is called target parameter
Θ = [θmin, θmax] ∈ X.

Activation Function

Let PIN be the set of input points, generated from a volume dataset. The activation
function A : PIN → X associates each input point with an exploration parameter. During
exploration, a point p ∈ PIN is considered as active for the parameter X ∈ X, if the
following condition is true:
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A(p) ∩X 6= ∅ (3.2)

Only active points contribute to the visualized point model. For the interval-based
parameter structure, A(p) has the form [αmin, αmax]. The values αmin and αmax are called
activation values for point p. The final definition of the activation function is application-
dependent. Some examples will be provided in the remainder of this section.

Exploration Function

Let P(PIN) be the power set of PIN . The dynamic generation of the point set during
the exploration procedure is described by the point-based exploration function EA : X →
P(PIN). It is defined by the following relation:

EA(X) = { p ∈ PIN | p is active for X with respect to A } (3.3)

EA(X) is called the active point set for the parameter X with regard to the activation
function A. EA is implemented by the exploration data structure, as will be described in
sub-section 3.1.1.

Examples

The exploration framework and the original development of the exploration data structure
have a close relation to the discipline of accelerated isosurface extraction [vRLHJ+04]. An
isosurface is a surface-based representation, which consists of a set of geometric primitives
that are associated with a constant scalar value. Many solutions are based on a one-time
generation of the surface primitives, i.e. for each new isovalue previous geometry is dis-
carded. Such a strategy requires a complete recalculation of the virtual 3D model, usually
combined with a costly reinitialization of the associated renderers. Moreover, standard
triangle-based methods, like the Marching Cubes algorithm, create a set of interconnected
triangles [LC87]. This may lead to high memory consumption, making isosurface explo-
ration and memory management a hard challenge.

Many researchers have concentrated on the improvement of the isosurface extraction
process. Acceleration is mainly achieved by reducing the number of volume cells visited
during the extraction or by providing an efficient access to active cells. There are three basic
types of techniques: domain search, range search and cell propagation [WvG92, CMM+97,
BPS96]. Advanced techniques include also incremental exploration, view-dependent ex-
traction and GPU-based implementation [CVCK03, LT04, KW05]. Nevertheless, achiev-
ing interactive exploration of large volume datasets with explicitly generated isosurface
geometry remains a major challenge.

To overcome performance and memory drawbacks of traditional isosurface generation
techniques, interactive isosurfacing (sometimes called interactive interrogation) is inter-
preted in this work as a point-based exploration process. Assume that each volume cell is
approximated by a point p ∈ <3, located at the cell center, and xmin, xmax are the scalar
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(a) Surface (b) Extended surface

Figure 3.3: Visualization of a mandible without (a) and with (b) volumetric information.

values corresponding to the cell range. Then, the activation function for isosurface explo-
ration is simply Aiso(p) = [xmin, xmax]. Based on equation 3.2, the activation of the point p
corresponds to the intersection of the associated cell with the isosurface, i.e. for an isovalue
υ there is [υ, υ] ∩ [xmin, xmax] 6= ∅ ⇔ υ ∈ [xmin, xmax].

The interval-based nature of the exploration parameter space makes it possible to de-
rive a direct extension of isosurface exploration. By using an isovalue range [υmin, υmax]
with υmin < υmax for point-based exploration, it is possible to extract extended surfaces,
i.e. ”thick” surfaces including volumetric information (figure 3.3). The resulting applica-
tion can be interpreted as a kind of interactive thresholding [RBH+04]. Other application
examples include keyframe-like animation of point-based models as well as front propaga-
tion algorithms (e.g. interactive region growing) by defining the activation function based
on the keyframe and process time, respectively. Notice that such applications may re-
quire the duplication of point instances, if points are associated with multiple activation
intervals. Point-based isosurface exploration will be used as the standard example for the
remainder of this section.

3.1.1 Data Structures

In this section the exploration and operation data structures will be described. Their
design is inspired by the requirements and objectives, formulated in the introduction and
related work chapters, respectively. Hence, the principles of point-based data structure
design for interactive medical visualization applications are defined in this work as follows:

Universal - One data structure should be used for both, volume and surface models, in or-
der to avoid heterogeneous component design, development of multiple processing and
rendering components as well as conversion between different data formats [LW85].

Sequential - Point data should be encapsulated in maximally large continuous chunks
of memory. The resulting point arrays facilitate cache-friendly GPU-oriented pro-
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Figure 3.4: Discretized span-space. The small squares represent empty (white) and non-
empty (blue) volume cells. The light blue area illustrates active cells for the current
isovalue.

cessing. Other researchers call such data structures also linear, plain or stream-
based [GPZ+04, GM04, Paj05].

Direct - Fast processing and interactive manipulation procedures require immediate ac-
cess to the point data. The suggested solution is the abandonment of hierarchical and
incremental encoding schemes as well as averaging and duplication of information.

Exploration Data Structure - Span-Triangle

The design of the exploration data structure, called span-triangle, is based on a spe-
cial scalar range representation that has been designed for accelerated isosurface extrac-
tion [vRLK04]. A volume cell with a scalar minimum xmin and maximum xmax is considered
as a point (xmin, xmax) in <2. The corresponding two-dimensional space with cell-minima
on the x-axis and cell-maxima on the y-axis is the so-called span-space [LSJ96]. In contrast
to the cell interval representation [xmin, xmax], it is possible to subdivide the data domain
in a simpler way and to develop efficient search algorithms for active cells [SHLJ96]. In
this work, a discretized version of the span-space is considered due to the focus on med-
ical volume datasets (e.g. CT, MRI), which typically contain only discrete scalar values
(figure 3.4).

The development of the data structure has been inspired by the span filtering and
ISSUE algorithms [Gal91, SHLJ96]. Their representations are also based on a regular de-
composition of the span-space, whereby in this work a different subdivision scheme and a
different data structure for storing relevant information is used. Additionally, once the data
is stored in the span-triangle, it does not require any explicit searching for active points.
It establishes a tight coupling between representation and point-based rendering, which
makes it possible to exploit data coherence between different explored models and to take
advantage of incremental update algorithms. This results in the smooth manipulation of
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the exploration parameter and interactive rendering rates. A direct extension of the data
structure to floating point scalar values, as required e.g. for data from computational simu-
lations, has been presented by Waters et al. [WCJ05]. Another example for the utilization
of the span-triangle is the isosurface exploration system of Zhang and Kaufman, based on
the point generation from voxel cell edges [ZK06].

The span-triangle contains information of potentially active points for a predefined
exploration range [ξmin, ξmax] ⊆ [rmin, rmax]. The goal has been the creation of a data
structure, which allows an efficient extraction of the explored model as a set of active
points for the current target exploration parameter. The major building blocks of the
span-triangle are the base, span and point data arrays :

• Each element in the base array corresponds to points with a particular based activa-
tion minimum value b = αmin − ξmin and contains a reference to a span and point
data array.

• Each span array is implemented as an offset table, containing indices to the appro-
priate point information. An item in the offset table corresponds to points with a
certain activation span s = αmax − αmin.

• During the generation of the span-triangle, all potentially active points stored in the
appropriate point data array, ordered by the activation span s. Altogether, points
are sorted in the span-space by b and s.

Figure 3.5 illustrates the structure of the span-triangle. The layout of the base and span
arrays forms a triangle in the discretized span-space. The base array corresponds to its
x-axis and the span array to its y-axis. The point arrays are usually subdivided into smaller
memory blocks in order to support robust memory allocation. The span-triangle makes it
possible to access active points in a very efficient way, because the extraction procedure
can be reduced to a set of linear traversal operations, working on the point information.
Let Base, Span and Data represent the aforementioned arrays. Furthermore, assume that
Base[b].Span[s] returns the offset value to the point information for a based activation
minimum value b and activation span s. Let |Base[b].Data| be the size of the Data array,
corresponding to the total number of points for b. Algorithm 1 refers to the full extraction
routine for the target exploration parameter [θmin, θmax] ⊆ [ξmin, ξmax].

Algorithm 1: Full point extraction from the span-triangle.

for b← 0 to θmax − ξmin do1

s← max{0, θmin − ξmin − b};2

for i← Base[b].Span[s] to |Base[b].Data| − 1 do3

Add information at Base[b].Data[i] to target model;4

end5

end6
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Figure 3.5: Span-triangle data structure for an exploration range of [ξmin, ξmax] = [0, 4]
and exploration parameter [θmin, θmax] = [2, 2]. Active point data is represented by the
filled circles. Only array elements, which are colored light blue, need to be accessed.

The algorithm implements the exploration function 3.3 for the interval-based parameter
space. The extraction of the target point model is a nonhierarchical procedure and only
active points are accessed. It is just a traversal of the base array, combined with look-ups
to the point data via the offsets from the span arrays, as shown in figure 3.5. Therefore,
the extraction runs in optimal time complexity O(k), where k is the number of active
points. The inner loop of the algorithm can be replaced by a memory block operation
in order to read out point information with highest efficiency. The Data arrays are the
dominating part considering the memory consumption. The raw size of the span-triangle,
i.e. the number of base and span array elements, is given in equation 3.4.

sizeraw = (ξmax − ξmin + 1) ·
(

ξmax − ξmin

2
+ 2

)
(3.4)

It depends quadratically on the exploration range width ξmax − ξmin. Memory restric-
tions have not to be expected in practice, because the most typical scalar value depth for
medical datasets is only 12 bits. Higher values would require a reduction of the scalar
space during preprocessing.

Operation Data Structure - Point Grid

The choice of the operation data structure is an application-specific decision. In this
section, a simple solution will be presented that can be integrated efficiently into the
presented point-based visualization pipeline with respect to fast generation, rendering and
data manipulation.

Medical volume datasets are typically ”structured” i.e. sample and cell positions can be
described as integer vectors with fixed bit lengths. On the one hand, it is therewith possible
to derive a compact point representation via quantization of its attributes [Dee95]. On the
other hand, only a limited spatial extend is addressable with a few bits per coordinate,
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e.g. seven bits result in (27)3 = 1283 structured points. A common approach for overcoming
such limitations is the utilization of space partitioning, i.e. subdivision of the data into
individual buckets. A simple solution is the implementation of a regular grid data structure,
i.e. in this case a point grid. Each grid bucket is associated with a continuous point data
array, effecting in a locally sequential representation. Although such a basic space-driven
partitioning does not support adaptivity of the bucketing with respect to the local point
density, it makes it possible to realize efficient data insertion and access operations.

The resolution of the grid depends on the spatial extents (dimensions) of the ini-
tial volumetric model and the bit lengths of the position coordinates. For example,
a 5123 volume and seven bits per point coordinate result in (512

27 )3 = 64 buckets. In
contrast to advanced point compression solutions, which require only a few bits for the
complete point position vector, the encoding scheme suggested in this work is very sim-
ple [MBAB04, WGE+04, PBCK05, KSW05]. Nevertheless, in combination with out-of-
core memory management and the irregular sampling feature of point data, it provides
an appropriate representation for large datasets. Moreover, a reasonable trade-off between
compactness and rendering performance is achieved, especially with regard to a GPU-based
implementation of the decoding procedure.

The point extraction algorithm is based on a straightforward traversal of the grid buck-
ets. Similar to the span-triangle, the array-based representation of the point data makes
it possible to read out information with highest efficiency using memory block operations.

3.1.2 Preprocessing

Preprocessing comprises the computation of the core data structures that are part of the
point-based visualization pipeline, i.e. exploration and operation data structures.

Generation of the Span-Triangle from the Input Volume

The span-triangle is created in a two-pass approach. In the first pass a temporary data
structure is generated that includes the extracted point information from the input volume.
Afterwards, the exploration data structure is built based on a reorganization of the points
for optimal access during interactive exploration. Such a strategy is required for an efficient
balance between the speed and memory overhead during the generation: First, a fast
radix-sort-based approach with linear time complexity for the sorting of point data by
the span-triangle indices b and s can be used [Sed98]. On the one hand, this requires
the computation of a point histogram during the first pass, including the exact number of
points for each possible activation interval. On the other hand, if compared to a single-pass
approach, no conservative preallocations of the point data arrays are required. Second, it
is possible to avoid additional rearrangement and copy operations of point data during
sorting.

The temporary data structure is a single linked list of point memory blocks. The buck-
eting strategy is required to achieve robust allocation on systems that are prone to memory
fragmentation. Each included data element contains the extracted point information and
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additionally the indices b and s. The temporary data structure is built by a cell-by-cell
traversal of the input volume, similar to the Marching Cubes approach:

1. Generation of a potentially active point for each cell, based on the predefined explo-
ration range: A point p is considered as potentially active, if condition 3.2 is satisfied,
i.e. A(p) ∩ [ξmin, ξmax] 6= ∅. Otherwise, the point is not inserted into the temporary
data structure.

2. Extraction of point attributes from the input volume: Point elements consist of
positional information and additional application-dependent attributes. Examples
are color, material and gradient information.

3. Computation of point offsets b and s for the base and span arrays: The offsets are
computed from the point histogram. This approach is equivalent to the calculation
of the counter and offset tables for the radix-sort algorithm. Note that b and s have
to be cropped to the exploration range before they can be used for the indexing of
the span-triangle, for cases with [ξmin, ξmax] ⊂ [rmin, rmax].

A volume cell is represented exactly by one point [CLL+88]. Such an approach can be
called sparse volume sampling [LT04]. Higher approximation quality can be achieved by on-
the-fly supersampling during traversal of the input volume. In the case of a symmetric point
primitive, resampling is also required for anisotropic volumes. Therefore, the visualization
system described in this work has been originally designed in favor of isotropic datasets,
e.g. resulting from cone beam CT reconstruction. Each iteration of the temporary data
structure construction needs to access only two volume slices simultaneously. Consequently,
with a slice-based representation of the volume it is not required to load the complete data
into system memory at once (Such an approach exhibits similarities to the sweep plane
traversal of point data in Pajarola’s stream-processing framework [Paj05]). Notice that
the entire generation procedure needs to access the input volume only one time. In the
case of large volumetric datasets, which have to be stored out-of-core, repeating data access
delays can be minimized therewith.

In the second pass of the generation routine, the temporary data structure is traversed
and the point information is sorted into the span-triangle using the available point offset
tables. There is one special case that has to be considered during this procedure. There
may be specific activation ranges that do not occur in the point-based representation of the
input volume. Then, the corresponding offset value in the span-array has to be adapted
to refer to the next valid point element. Such a situation is illustrated in the point data
array for b = 1 and s = 2 in figure 3.5. As soon as the traversal of a temporary point
memory block is finished, its memory is freed. Such a strategy makes it possible to keep an
approximately constant number of points in system memory during the whole generation
process. Note that the elements of the temporary data structure consume more memory
compared to the span-triangle due to the extra storage of the indices b and s. This problem
is relativized by an out-of-core bucketing of the temporary data structure. Point buckets
are stored in disk memory, as soon as the maximally allowed memory consumption is
reached.
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Generation of the Point Grid from the Span-Triangle

The point grid is constructed from the span-triangle after fixation of the exploration pro-
cess. Its generation is a straightforward two-pass procedure. In the first pass, the point
counters for each bucket are calculated. These counters are used for preallocation of the
data arrays for faster point insertion. In the second pass, the point information from the
span-triangle is inserted. Both steps require the execution of algorithm 1 for the fixed
exploration parameter. Additionally, it may be necessary to convert the extracted data,
if the span-triangle and point grid are based on different point formats. In chapter 4 it
will be shown how to use such a simple and non-hierarchical operation data structure for
point-based LOD rendering.

3.1.3 Incremental Update

There are two different scenarios for the coupling of the exploration data structure and
a rendering component. First, the span-triangle contains data that can be interpreted
directly by the renderer, i.e. it is in a hardware-compatible format. Then, the included
data arrays can be utilized immediately as input for the rendering algorithm. Second, the
included data is compressed or encoded and cannot be processed directly by the renderer.
In the latter case, the following point decoding procedure has to be used:

1. Traversal of the data in the span-triangle and gathering of relevant information.

2. Conversion of the information to a compatible format for the renderer.

3. Transfer to the renderer and optionally to graphics memory for display.

Notice that the steps 2 and 3 may introduce a significant delay during exploration. One
example is the slow transfer of vertex data from system to graphics memory. Therefore,
an important aspect for achieving interactive exploration is the incremental update of the
explored model. On every change of the exploration parameter, the currently extracted
model is updated without discarding points that are still active. By taking advantage of
the coherent layout of the span-triangle, only the necessary information has to be decoded.
First, parts of the previously decoded data are freed, which correspond to points that
have become inactive after the exploration parameter change. Second, the data for all
newly activated points is decoded. The complete exploration process is realized using
an incremental version of the full extraction procedure. It is illustrated in algorithm 2,
showing the update for a parameter change from [θmin, θmax] to [θ+

min, θ
+
max].

Notice that the algorithm is presented in a simplified version because of readability. In
its optimized form, unchanged portions of the span-triangle do not need to be traversed
explicitly and freeing and decoding can be implemented with memory block operations. For
a simple example, illustrating the incremental nature of this approach consider figure 3.6.

Another important aspect for preserving interactivity during exploration is the mini-
mization of long continuous decoding times, occurring for large changes of the exploration
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Algorithm 2: Incremental point extraction from the span-triangle.

for b← 0 to max{θmax, θ
+
max} − ξmin do1

s← max{0, min{θmin, θ
+
min} − ξmin − b};2

for i← Base[b].Span[s] to |Base[b].Data| − 1 do3

X ← [ξmin + b, ξmin + b + s];4

if X ∩ [θ+
min, θ

+
max] = ∅ ∧X ∩ [θmin, θmax] 6= ∅ then5

Free information at Base[b].Data[i];6

else if X ∩ [θ+
min, θ

+
max] 6= ∅ ∧X ∩ [θmin, θmax] = ∅ then7

Decode information at Base[b].Data[i];8

end9

end10

end11

parameter. To handle such cases, a progressive exploration update scheme can be incorpo-
rated in order to retrieve smooth interaction without blocking the application. During ex-
ploration the decoding process is interrupted when a user-defined response time is reached.
The decoding and rendering of the remaining point data is then continued on the next
frame. More details about progressive refinement will be presented in chapter 4.

3.1.4 Experimental Results

In the following, experimental results are presented regarding the performance and memory
consumption of the aforementioned visualization pipeline. In this section, the focus will
be on data-processing, including the generation of the exploration and operation data
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Figure 3.6: Incremental update of the span-triangle for a change of the exploration param-
eter from [θmin, θmax] = [2, 2] to [θ+

min, θ
+
max] = [4, 4]. Only portions of the data structure,

which are colored light blue, need to be freed and decoded, respectively.
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structures. Rendering-related results and screenshots will be presented in section 3.2.3.

The test computer has been a desktop PC with two AMD64 CPUs at 2.2 GHz, 32
GB of system memory and a NVIDIA Quadro FX 4500 graphics board with 512 MB
of memory. The software environment has consisted of the Windows XP Professional x64
Edition operating system with Service Pack 1 and the Microsoft Visual C++ 2005 compiler.
All measurements have been executed in single-threaded and 32-bit addressing mode.

Datasets

Table 3.1 gives an overview of the datasets that have been used for evaluation. Mainly CT
volumes from the medical domain have been chosen. The Dry Skull dataset is a cone-beam
scan.

Dataset Original resolution Memory Isotropic resolution Memory
Head 320× 404× 92 23 MB 320× 404× 233 57 MB
Abdomen 512× 512× 174 87 MB 512× 512× 664 332 MB
Legs 512× 512× 500 250 MB 600× 600× 500 343 MB
Dry Skull 700× 700× 700 654 MB 700× 700× 700 654 MB
Visible Female 512× 512× 1734 867 MB 512× 512× 1734 867 MB

Table 3.1: Volume datasets used for point-based exploration.

All datasets have an allocated scalar depth of 16 bits, utilizing only 12 bits for data-
processing. Memory consumption is based on allocated scalar bits. The first three volumes
in the table have been resampled in order to achieve isotropy. The associated processing
pipeline requires no explicit volume resampling step for this purpose. Instead, the sampling
step-size is adapted during traversal of the input volume and generation of the exploration
data structure. For information about the originators of the volumetric datasets refer to
the acknowledgments at the beginning of this work.

Generation of the Exploration Data Structure

Table 3.2 includes the measurements for the a priori generation of the span-triangle data
structure including the full exploration range, i.e. [ξmin, ξmax] = [0, 4095].

Dataset Subsampling Time Points Memory
Head 122 % 8.9 s 10,448,258 79.7 MB
Abdomen 218 % 8.1 s 9,185,137 70.1 MB
Legs 221 % 10.2 s 13,290,371 101.4 MB
Dry Skull 273 % 11.2 s 14,737,940 112.4 MB
Visible Female 300 % 12.0 s 9,396,977 71.7 MB

Table 3.2: A priori generation of the point-based exploration data structure.
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Figure 3.7: Point-based Visible Female dataset during a priori exploration.

The subsampling is required to assure short processing times and reduce memory con-
sumption. It is performed on-the-fly, i.e. a resampled volume is not created explicitly. Let
dx, dy and dz be the volume dimensions. The subsampling factor sV is computed auto-
matically with respect to the isotropic volume resolution, such that the initial coordinate
dimension is reduced to 256 (equation 3.5).

sV = max

{
3
√

dx · dy · dz

256
, 1

}
(3.5)

Generation times for the exploration data structure include the build up of the tempo-
rary data structure, mentioned in section 3.1.2. All resulting timings are reasonable low,
i.e. about 10 seconds. Each point in the span-triangle consumes eight bytes of memory. It
consists of a quantized position vector with 16 bits for each coordinate and a 16 bits mate-
rial attribute. Volume cells with constant scalar values, i.e. xmin = xmax, have been omitted
during processing. This prevents the generation of points that would not contribute to any
isosurface. Similar to most previous point-based isosurface generation approaches, points
are arranged regularly at the original volume grid [WM03]. The extension to the irregular
case is straight-forward by using floating-point coordinates. Nevertheless, integer-based
position vectors provide a significantly more compact representation. The relative low
memory consumptions compared to the original volume sizes illustrate the concept of data
reduction via reduction of the input volume resolution. However, the visual quality of the
a priori models is high enough for a first visual inspection, as illustrated in figure 3.7.

Table 3.3 shows the measurements for the a posteriori generation of the exploration
data structure.

The exploration ranges have been estimated manually during a priori exploration, tar-
geting at the identification of characteristic anatomical structures, such as skin and bone.
The span-triangle generation algorithm is re-executed at full resolution, resulting in higher
timing and memory values. Still, the preprocessing times are appropriate for medical
practice, because almost all datasets require less than one minute of computation time.
For most datasets, the a posteriori generation achieves data reduction via reduction of the
exploration range.
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Dataset Exploration range Time Points Memory
Head 1000, 1900 6.4 s 8,247,314 62.9 MB
Abdomen 750, 1200 44.1 s 58,365,265 445.3 MB
Legs 2600, 3300 31.6 s 27,949,777 213.2 MB
Dry Skull 1800, 2400 27.4 s 14,292,335 109.0 MB
Visible Female 750, 1400 71.5 s 81,599,419 622.6 MB

Table 3.3: A posteriori generation of the point-based exploration data structure.

The span-triangle data structure supports ”random access” to the included geometric
information. In the context of isosurfacing, delay times are negligible, providing an interac-
tive experience for the user during exploration. This is a significant advantage compared to
previous incremental isosurfacing approaches, which are restricted to small isovalue step-
sizes [CVCK03]. As will be shown in section 3.2.3, the total exploration time is mainly
determined by the rendering time.

Isosurface Extraction Compared to Marching Cubes

Table 3.4 includes the results for the generation of an isosurface span-triangle compared
to the standard Marching Cubes (MC) algorithm [LC87]. The isovalues have been chosen
by a medical expert. Notice that the generation of the span-triangle for a single target
isovalue is not the typical application scenario. Such a restriction is required here for the
comparison between point-based and traditional isosurface extraction.

Dataset Isovalue Target Time Memory Time MC Memory MC
Head 1077 Skin 1.8 s 4.1 MB 2.1 s 8.6 MB

1730 Bone 1.8 s 4.3 MB 2.1 s 9.2 MB
Abdomen 807 Skin 10.5 s 25.6 MB 6.9 s 32.8 MB

1125 Bone 10.5 s 25.6 MB 7.6 s 38.8 MB
Legs 2714 Skin 15.8 s 20.6 MB 17.1 s 68.9 MB

3053 Vessels 17.1 s 37.0 MB 25.3 s 124.2 MB
Dry Skull 1900 Bone 20.5 s 29.2 MB 33.3 s 109.5 MB

2230 Teeth 18.7 s 4.7 MB 22.1 s 17.5 MB
Visible Female 781 Skin 22.6 s 38.9 MB 44.2 s 145.5 MB

1260 Bone 21.9 s 30.4 MB 40.5 s 116.5 MB

Table 3.4: Point-based isosurface extraction compared to the Marching Cubes algorithm
with quantized coordinates (16 bits) and excluding the computation of normal vectors.

In contrast to the presented point-based processing pipeline that requires isotropic vol-
ume data, the Marching Cubes algorithm is executed using the original volume resolutions.
The direct processing of anisotropic data is an advantage regarding the performance and
memory consumptions, especially in the context of the highly anisotropic volume Abdomen.
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The Marching Cubes generates a triangle mesh. The main factors regarding the memory
consumption are the corresponding vertex and normals arrays as well as the triangle index
list. In the traditional version of the algorithm, each vertex and normal vector is represented
by three floating-point values. The vertex indices are encoded as integer values with 32
bits. For a fair comparison to the described point-based representation, triangle vertices
have been assumed to be quantized to 16 bits. Additionally, normal vector computations
have been not considered in the table. The standard Marching Cubes requires ca. 20 %
more processing time and ca. 60 % more memory in practice without these ”optimizations”.

Moreover, only a part of the traditional isosurface workflow has been considered. Usu-
ally, additional processing steps are necessary, like triangle mesh decimation and smooth-
ing. These can additionally reduce the rendering time and memory costs, but introduce a
significant preprocessing time overhead and therewith deranging delays for the user. The
developed point-based pipeline usually requires no additional computations in order to
achieve a rendering-efficient data representation.

The point generation times are mainly determined by the original volume resolutions.
Most time is spent on the identification of potentially active isosurface cells. The creation
of one point for each volume cell effects in a lower geometric primitive count compared to
the Marching Cubes. It is a benefit regarding the memory efficiency, but usually comes
along with a degradation of visual quality. Please refer to section 3.2.3 for more details
on this topic. Additional benefits regarding memory consumption are the reduction of the
exploration range, irregular sampling of the input volume and the utilization of compact
point formats. Noisy datasets, such as Legs, result in an increased number of primitives.
For such data, smoothing of the input volume during preprocessing might be necessary.

Generation of the Operation Data Structure

Table 3.5 shows the results for the generation of the operation data structure from the
span-triangle after fixation of the exploration parameter. Included are measurements for
isosurfaces, extended surfaces (Legs, Dry Skull and Visible Female) as well as for full
volumetric representations (Head and Abdomen).

The bucket structure of the point grid makes it possible to take advantage of a different
point format compared to the span-triangle. Each primitive is twice as compact, i.e. it is
encoded as a 32 bits integer value with seven bits for each positional coordinate and 11 bits
for the material value. For datasets with large scalar widths, i.e. extended surfaces and full
volumetric datasets, one can observe a significant increase of memory consumption. For
Head and Abdomen, the consumption is even higher than the size of the initial anisotropic
volumes. In spite of encoding of each point using four bytes, the original volume datasets
require only two bytes per sample. Therefore, point-based models are more efficient only
in cases where one can take advantage of their irregular sampling feature, i.e. surfaces and
extended surfaces.

The generation of the operation data structure requires just a few seconds for smaller
scalar ranges and 1-2 minutes, otherwise. One important factor for its fast computation is
the aforementioned support for ”random access” to the span-triangle.
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Dataset Scalar range Time Points Memory
Head 1077, 1077 0.5 s 541,620 2.1 MB

0, 4095 19.5 s 29,018,772 110.7 MB
Abdomen 1125, 1125 2.8 s 3,351,689 12.8 MB

0, 4095 109.6 s 170,625,600 650.9 MB
Legs 2714, 2714 2.5 s 3,043,463 11.6 MB

2714, 4095 18.0 s 28,061,756 107.0 MB
Dry Skull 1900, 1900 3.0 s 3,829,973 14.6 MB

1900, 4095 5.8 s 8,974,213 34.2 MB
Visible Female 781, 781 4.4 s 5,094,015 19.4 MB

781, 4095 52.7 s 81,856,959 312.3 MB

Table 3.5: Extraction of the point grid from the span-triangle.

3.2 Universal Rendering

One goal of this work has been the design of a highly configurable and efficient point-based
visualization technique that is appropriate for maximal utilization of graphics hardware
acceleration. The associated renderer is implemented as a single component, capable of
producing various types of 2D and 3D medical visualizations, just by modifying its input
parameters. Such an approach can be considered as the conceptual counterpart of Hauser’s
two-level volume rendering (2lVR) that displays distinct portions of the volume dataset
with individual rendering techniques [HMBG01]. Moreover, by mixing different parameter
configurations, the component in this work is capable of producing hybrid visualizations,
e.g. by mixing surface and volumetric representations. It should be mentioned that due to
the high complexity of medical models, consisting of several millions of points, the main
focus has been on high throughput instead of high visual quality. The splatting rendering
technique has been chosen, i.e. an object-order approach that can be incorporated efficiently
in a graphics-hardware-oriented pipeline (section 2.1).

With reference to section 3.1.1, the main principles in the context of interactive medical
applications, which have influenced the design of the renderer in this work, are as follows:

Universal - The renderer should support various types of point data structures, which can
be represented as collections of point arrays. Ajar to the concept of the universal point
primitive, it should be possible to create different visualizations with one component,
e.g. for surfaces and volumes.

Single-pass - In order to achieve high rendering performance the renderer should traverse
its input data only once per rendering frame [ZP06]. Such a single pass approach,
with respect to the point data, is essential for the simple integration of efficient
progressive refinement, as will be described in section 4.1.

Order-independent - The traversal of the input primitives should be not dictated by the
renderer, i.e. it should be order-independent. The background of this requirement is
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the utilization of the point order for level-of-detail management, as will be presented
in section 4.2.

The aforementioned principles are summarized in the high-level overview of the uni-
versal point renderer, illustrated in algorithm 3. The traversal of the input point data
structure for each object is realized with an abstract point iterator interface, resulting
in a sequential and array-wise processing of the input points. Therefore, the developed
rendering technique can be applied to all point-based data structures, which satisfy the
design principles of section 3.1.1. The span-triangle and the point grid are just two exam-
ples. More details, including the extended framebuffer and splat information formats, will
be described in the remainder of this section. Moreover, the presented algorithm will be
adapted in section 4.2.2 in order to reduce the rasterization overhead during rendering of
large splats, resulting from lower levels of detail and high magnification.

Algorithm 3: High-level overview of the universal point rendering algorithm.

foreach point object O do /* Splatting step */1

foreach point array P ∈ O do2

foreach point p ∈ P do3

Project p to image plane point p′;4

Compute splat information s from p′;5

Write s to extended frame buffer F ;6

end7

end8

end9

foreach pixel i ∈ F do /* Shading step */10

Estimate normal vector n using neighbors of i;11

Compute shaded color c by applying n;12

Write c to final image buffer;13

end14

Deferred Splat Shading

The 1+1 renderer described in this work is based on two separated steps: visibility (splat-
ting) and illumination computations (shading). This results in a deferred shading system,
sometimes called also quad shading [ZP06, Fah06]. In contrast to traditional forward
shading approaches, lighting computations are omitted during rasterization of the scene
geometry. Instead, objects are rendered to an extended framebuffer with additional geo-
metric and material information, usually called geometric buffer (known synonyms are also
fat framebuffer and 2.5D image space) [Har04]. Then, shading computations are performed
pixel-wise in 2D as a postprocessing step.
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Deferred shading was introduced 1988 by Deering et al. in the context of a hardware
architecture that was based on the separation between triangle rasterization and shad-
ing [DWS+88]. Two years later, Saito et al. presented the concept of geometric buffers
(G-buffers) for storing intermediate results during rendering, including position and nor-
mal vectors, material attributes etc. [ST90] Driven by the computer game industry of the
last years, deferred shading has become also practical in the context of real-time render-
ing on commodity graphics hardware. Various GPU-based solutions have been developed,
supported by the evolution of shader programming [EWE04, PF04, KK05].

The application of deferred shading is very attractive for high-performance rendering,
because shading computations are only executed for visible pixels. Additionally, the G-
buffer can be used as the input for custom image postprocessing effects, like smoothing,
edge detection and depth attenuation (i.e. ”fog”). But there are some challenges that have
to be kept in mind during the renderer design, like the high memory intensity due to the
extended framebuffer format and the requirement of modern GPU features.

Typical deferred shading techniques work with precomputed normals that have to be
stored in the G-buffer. Additionally, the utilization of complex splat shapes requires extra
per-point information, such as elliptical tangent axes [BHZK05]. Such approaches result in
a complex framebuffer format and usually require the utilization of multiple render targets.
The approach presented in this work stores only simple per-splat information and normals
are computed on-the-fly in the deferred step. The corresponding rendering solution is
called deferred splat shading, working on the geometric splat buffer (GS-buffer).

3.2.1 Splatting

The first step of the presented rendering algorithm is very similar to traditional visibility
splatting, i.e. the determination of the visible splat pixels [RPZ02]. Furthermore, for each
pixel in the GS-buffer splat-related information is stored, including the associated color,
splat size and visual order. In the following it will be described how to utilize such a
simple data format for the generation of the final image. There is a separation between
per-splat and per-splat-pixel operations, making it possible to map the complete splatting
step directly to the vertex and fragment stages of modern computer graphic cards. One
important goal is high performance by minimizing the number of operations in each stage.
The resulting challenge is the creation of meaningful visualizations at adequate visual
quality in spite of the simple calculations.

Per-splat operations

In the following an overview is given of the operations that are performed by the renderer for
each point and resulting splat, respectively. Calculations are separated between geometry,
material and order:

Geometry - Each input point may be encoded in a compact format. An example is
the quantization of position and material values (section 3.1.4). For such cases, the
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first rendering step includes the decoding of the point attributes directly on the
GPU. The next step is the transformation and clipping of coordinates, including the
computation of the projected splat size. Additionally, a fat clip plane can be specified
as follows: Let f(~x) = ~n · (~x − ~x0) be the clip plane equation for the normal vector
~n and plane point ~x0. Let t be the plane thickness. Then, a point ~p gets clipped, if
the following condition is satisfied:

f(~p) > 0 ∨ f(~p) + t ≤ 0 (3.6)

Material - A transfer function is used to map material identifiers to RGBα color values.
The mapping is implemented using a look-up table and texture mapping hardware.
Notice that this kind of operation could be performed also in the deferred shading
step. Nevertheless, such an approach would complicate the specification of material
identifiers, requiring a global material management for the whole scene. Simple ”per-
object materials” have been preferred, because such a solution is more common in
medical visualization applications.

Order - The order for each splat is specified as follows: Let z be the normalized splat
distance to the image plane, cα the normalized alpha component of the associated
color value and w ∈ [0, 1] a user-defined order weight. Then, the final order key is
determined by the following linear formula:

z · (1− w) + (1− cα) · w (3.7)

Similar to Heidrich’s et al. rendering technique, the order key is used to determine the
visibility using standard z-buffer hardware [HMS95]. A splat pixel passes the test,
if the incoming order value is less than the stored value. The developed renderer
can be utilized therewith for various types of visualization. Setting w = 0 results in
ordinary opaque rendering, w = 1 in maximum-intensity-projection (MIP) volume
rendering and w ∈ (0, 1) in hybrid visualization (see page 55 for more information).

In the remainder of this section more details are provided regarding the generation of
point-based MIP and related visualizations, including a short overview of previous methods.

Point-based MIP visualization

The order-independent renderer design principle, associated with the high performance goal
in this work, has no negative impact on the rendering of opaque surfaces. For optically
realistic (”composite”) volume rendering there is another situation, because there exists
no efficient order-independent solution. Everitt’s graphics-hardware-oriented depth peeling
technique is not practical for objects that exhibit a high depth complexity [Eve01, GBP06].
Similarly, Zhang’s and Pajarola’s algorithm handles transparency efficiently only for a few
surface layers [ZP06]. Therefore, the focus is on MIP, an order-independent variation of
volume rendering.
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Figure 3.8: Point-based maximum-intensity-projection of the Abdomen dataset.

In contrast to a sorted compositing of optical properties along the viewing ray, the
classic MIP method selects the volume sample with the maximum scalar value for each
image pixel. Structures with high intensities occlude structures with lower values (fig-
ure 3.8). Therefore, intensity can be interpreted as an importance or order key for each
volumetric primitive. The resulting disadvantages are missing shading, depth and oc-
clusion information. Nevertheless, MIP has proven to be useful in medical applications,
especially for the visualization of bony structures and blood vessels from CT and MR
angiography, respectively [PP03, VBB+06]. Moreover, most medical experts are familiar
with such order-independent techniques, reminding them of the traditional X-ray display.
In addition, some researchers argue that they are easier to control - in contrast to realistic
optical models - and have the potential to reduce the information degeneration problem
due to occlusion of thin interior structures [ME05].

MIP rendering can be implemented in a straight-forward manner using the raycasting
approach and searching for the volume sample with the highest intensity value for each
ray. It is hard to achieve interactivity for a brute-force implementation, because all scalar
values have to be evaluated. Therefore, many acceleration techniques have been developed.
The first example is Sakas’ et al. raytracer, which performs trilinear interpolation only for
relevant voxels along the ray, based on a maximum cell intensity check [SGS95]. Heidrich’s
et al. MIP renderer works for multiple semi-transparent isosurfaces [HMS95]. By applying
a clever transformation for each triangle mesh before rasterization, the authors can take
advantage of z-buffer hardware for the implementation of the maximum test. Mroz et
al. have accelerated MIP visualization by applying a linear data reorganization technique,
including skipping of empty regions [MGK99]. Relevant voxel cells are stored in an ordered
array, sorted by their maximum scalar values. By traversing only a prefix of the array it
is possible to generate an approximated preview image. A multiresolution technique has
been presented by Kim et al. [KP01]. Their solution is based on a dual representation
of the volume data. An undersampled representation is used for the generation of a fast
preview image. The resulting low-resolution MIP is used to speed up the computation of
the final image. Shareef et al. as well as Mora et al. have presented two GPU-based solu-
tions for MIP rendering using 3D texture-mapping and blending hardware [SC01, ME04].
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Pekar et al. have revisited the raycasting approach [PHK+03]. The input volume is divided
into blocks, each one associated with a precomputed maximum scalar value. The blocks
are ordered according to their maximum values along the viewing ray, making an efficient
skipping of empty space and invalid regions possible. Finally, Mora et al. have further
developed MIP raycasting by utilizing an octree data structure and gray-level quantiza-
tion [ME05].

Nearly all techniques are purely software-based, making interactive visualization of large
datasets a hard challenge. Moreover, memory-demanding and complex data structures
are also potential sources of problems. The point-based approach in this work combines
various advantages in one system. One example is the high efficiency due to skipping of
empty regions and full graphics hardware acceleration. Another example is the handling
of complex datasets via progressive refinement and level-of-detail rendering, as will be
presented in chapter 4.

MIP extensions

Mixing opaque surface and MIP volume rendering results in a hybrid visualization tech-
nique, just by using a linear combination of the depth and intensity for the z-buffer test.
In this work, the intensity is represented by the alpha color component, effecting in more
flexibility via transfer function control. The effect of the presented hybrid visualization
is illustrated in figure 3.9. It can be utilized to emphasize structures of high intensity
(i.e. alpha value), which are located near the object surface along a viewing ray. Ad-
ditionally, shading can be enabled to highlight edges in the hybrid image. It has been
observed that this may improve the perception of complex structures only for low w values
in formula 3.7. For other order weights, the resulting images appear less intuitive. On the
one hand, the non-photorealistic visualization appearance is a by-product of the universal
rendering technique and simple to control. It requires no dual data representation, extra
preprocessing and explicit management of feature information. On the other hand, much
more sophisticated techniques for illustrative volume visualization are existing, including
silhouette enhancement, feature lines, context-preserving rendering and compositing of dif-
ferent rendering modes [YC04, TIP05, VGH+05, KSW06]. An example of the point-based
hybrid rendering techniques is shown in figure 3.10.

The problem of missing depth information in traditional MIP rendering is reduced by
the motion parallax effect during animation and interaction. A more tangible solution is to
provide ”depth cues” for the viewer and to extend the MIP to a depth-shaded MIP, called
DMIP [HMS95, SC01]. The corresponding idea is the same as for ”fog rendering” and
”distance color blending”. A point that is further away from the current viewer position is
associated with a lower intensity and the background color, respectively [RE01]. The depth
attenuation of intensity values is implemented as follows: Let d(z) ∈ [0, 1] correspond to a
”distance weight function”, e.g. a linearly decreasing function with respect to the viewing
distance z. Based on formula 3.7, the final order key is determined using:

z · (1− w) + [1− cα · d(z)] · w (3.8)
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(a) Surface rendering (b) MIP rendering (c) Hybrid rendering

Figure 3.9: Illustration of point-based hybrid visualization using viewing rays. The oval
shape represents a mandible. Dark colors show structures with high intensity values (teeth).
Bright colors illustrate structures with lower intensities (mandibular bone).

Similarly, the distance weight function can also be utilized for blending between the
current and the background color, i.e.: ccurrent · (1 − d(z)) + cback · d(z). The comparison
between a point-based MIP and DMIP visualization is illustrated in figure 3.11.

The final extension is motivated by the huge number of slices in modern radiological
datasets. Displaying and investigating each slice separately may be not applicable in
clinical practice. Therefore, Napin et al. have introduced the sliding-thin-slab MIP (STS-
MIP) technique [NRJ93]. Their main contribution is the computation of the MIP for
a slice ”slab”. It can be considered as a ”fat slice”, consisting of multiple images and
effecting in faster sliding through the volume data. In this work, STS-MIP is interpreted
as a degenerated 3D visualization. Based on condition 3.6 and formula 3.8, it can be
simulated by the universal renderer just by enabling a thin clip plane and MIP functionality
(figure 3.12).

(a) Low order weight (b) Exposed dental roots

Figure 3.10: Point-based hybrid visualizations with enabled shading.
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(a) MIP (b) DMIP

Figure 3.11: Point-based MIP and DMIP visualizations of brain vessels.

Per-splat-pixel operations

In the following, the per-pixel operations that have to be executed for each splat are
described, including the calculation of the splat shape and the final GS-buffer write:

Splat shape - Due to the utilization of symmetric point primitives and the high rendering
efficiency requirement, only rectangular and circular splats are considered [RL00]. As
mentioned by Zwicker et al., such simple and piecewise constant shapes require no
perspective correction [ZRB+04]. Another advantage is the potential acceleration
of the rendering by a factor three to four compared to the relative complex surfel
primitive, as reported by Guennebaud et al. [GBP04a]. In case of rectangular splats,
no additional operations are required. For circular shapes, a test for outside lying
pixels is required using a straight-forward pixel-to-splat-center distance check.

Figure 3.12: Point-based STS-MIPs of a human leg dataset. The left image shows a single
slice. The right image illustrates the effect of a thick STS-MIP, consisting of multiple slices.
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(a) Color (b) Order (depth) (c) Splat size

Figure 3.13: Splat information after first rendering step. The order values are colored from
white (near) to black (far). The splat sizes are colored from white (large) to blue (small).

GS-buffer write - For each pixel, the data that has been computed during the per-splat
stage is written to the GS-buffer, i.e. splat size, RGB color and order key. For a
GPU-based implementation, the GS-buffer can be represented by a floating-point
texture with three components. Therefore, extra computations are required to map
between the RGB color and a floating point value. The order key is passed to the
z-buffer test. Finally, the GS-buffer is used as input for the subsequent shading step.

Although the majority of the presented calculations is associated with the per-splat
phase, the actual mapping to the GPU’s vertex and shader units may exhibit another
structure. The intrinsic distribution of the corresponding operations is influenced strongly
by shader code optimizations as well as hardware and driver limitations. For example, the
implementation of the transfer function look-up and the calculation of the order key are
executed in the fragment stage. One reason is the relative slow vertex unit texture-access
of current graphic boards. Another reason is the goal for a more balanced allocation of
the vertex and highly parallel fragment operations. The results from the first step of the
universal rendering are illustrated in figure 3.13, including the color, order and splat size
values. Notice that the information content of figures 3.13(b) and 3.13(c) is similar. The
order (i.e. depth) values could be used to compute the splat sizes on-the-fly. Nevertheless,
there are three reasons that prevent such an approach: First, it is applicable only in case of
surface rendering. Second, it would require additional transformation operations for each
pixel, effecting in a significant slow-down of the shading calculations. The final factor is
the visualization with adaptive point sizes that will be presented in the next chapter.

3.2.2 Shading

The second step of the universal rendering algorithm is independent of the complexity of
the input model, i.e. it is performed in pixel space. Its main task is the estimation of the
normal vector for shading calculations at each pixel, using the splat information from the
previous step. The result is the final image, representing the entire point-based scene. All
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developed shading techniques can be applied directly to non-point-based rendering, but
this is not the focus of this work.

The visual quality of surface shading is highly dependent on the normal estimation
method. The approach in this work is based on a decomposition of the currently visible
scene parts into microtriangles. Then, computing the normal vector, i.e. the micronormal,
becomes a straight-forward task. Such an approach has parallels to the idea of physically-
based shading models, based on microfacets. There, surfaces are modeled as collections
of microscopic facets, each one representing a specular reflector [CT81]. There are also
similarities to the Reyes rendering architecture. The dicing operation disassembles objects
into micropolygons [CCC87]. Then, these are used to produce various highly detailed
shading effects, like displacement mapping. In the remainder of this section, an overview
of related normal estimation approaches will be provided. After that, the technique for
point-based models will be presented, which takes care of possible surface discontinuities
and has been implemented entirely on the GPU.

Normal estimation

Traditional normal estimation techniques in medical visualization are performed during
preprocessing, utilizing a 3D operator in voxel space (gray-level gradient shading) or by
fitting a plane or polynomial patch to the previously identified surface voxels (contextual
shading) [Lev88, YCK92, Car96, NCKG00, DLS05]. Generally, such techniques produce
high-quality results, but imply an additional memory overhead due to the explicit storage
of normal information. Additionally, costly operations are usually required to update
the normal vectors on viewing or geometrical changes of the data, e.g. after virtual bone
cutting. One example is the reversed gradient method by Jezek et al., i.e. the flipping of
normal directions for all visible object backfaces [JA03].

The technique presented in this work is based on the computation of normals from
the depth values, resulting in the so-called z-buffer shading and depth gradient shading,
respectively. Such an approach facilitates the development of compact point data structures
and requires no normal recalculation after model manipulation. As illustrated in figure 3.14,
it is possible to provide therewith a consistent visualization, also for dynamically changing
geometry.

The most popular depth normal techniques are based on the pixel-space approximation
of the gradient vector ~n = ( dZ

dX
, dZ

dY
,−1) by calculating differences between the associated

depth values. The most common operators are the backward, forward and central dif-
ferences (figure 3.15). Usually, the quality of the reconstructed normals is rather low, as
reported by Yagel et al. [YCK92]. Typically, the resulting normals have a low resolution
and an uneven distribution. Another source of problems is the high sensitivity to discretiza-
tion artifacts and noise as well as ”dark bands” in the image, resulting from discontinuities
in the depth map (e.g. cliffs and overhangs). Nevertheless, the basic difference operators
are popular in the context of interactive rendering due to their simplicity and efficiency.
Already in 1998, Westermann et al. used basic frame buffer arithmetics to compute forward
differences for shading in their 3D-texture-mapping volume renderer [WE98].
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Figure 3.14: Clip plane sequence of a tooth isosurface model.

Difference-based approximation techniques have been further developed to improve the
normal estimation quality, mainly by detecting C0 discontinuities in the depth image using
a depth threshold check. Examples are the contributions of Gordon and Tiede et al., which
are based on a weighted sum of backward and forward differences [GR85, THB+90]. Larger
differences are considered as potential discontinuities and are therefore associated with
smaller weight values. Another approach, inspired by image-processing and edge-detection
applications, has been presented by Magnusson et al. [MLD88]. The authors have proposed
to use the Sobel filter to compute the gradient magnitude for z-buffer shading. They report
similar visual artifacts, especially the darks bands.

In the year 2004, Kawata et al. picked up again the work on depth gradient estimation
techniques. The first example, realized in their image-based point rendering system, is
based on a construction of small faces using the depth values of neighboring pixels [KK04].
The final normal vector is computed by averaging multiple face normals at each pixel. On
the one hand, some aspects are similar to the microtriangle approach in this work. On the
other hand, Kawata’s et al. solution is based on a complex face construction, requiring the
consideration of 24 different patterns. Additionally, discontinuity is detected using only
a depth threshold check. Like for all aforementioned techniques, the size of their normal
estimation operator is fixed to 3×3 pixels and does not consider varying splat sizes in pixel
space. Their software-based implementation achieves only a few frames per second. One
year later, the same authors developed a GPU-based normal estimation technique based
on a plane fitting in z-buffer space [KK05]. Their approach is slowed down by the solution
of a linear equation system for each pixel, e.g. using the Gaussian elimination method. The
handling of discontinuity artifacts is not addressed.

Micronormals averaging

The overview of related z-buffer normal estimation techniques reflects that the main de-
ranging problems regarding visual quality are the dark band artifacts and a noisy image
appearance. The origin of the former problem is the lack of surface boundary information
in the depth image. As illustrated in figure 3.15, discontinuities can be interpreted falsely
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(a) Forward differences (b) Central differences

Figure 3.15: Image-based normal estimation, including noise and dark band artifacts.

as steep gradients, effecting in ”thick edges” [CGPD98]. The main reason for the latter
problem is the utilization of only a few depth samples for the computations. Additionally,
early methods had to tackle limitations resulting from low-precision z-buffers. Nowadays,
modern graphics hardware provides data buffers and calculations at floating-point preci-
sion. To overcome the aforementioned limitations the micronormals averaging technique
has been developed. It can be considered as a compromise between high image quality and
fast computations, which can be mapped efficiently to current GPUs.

In the following, the contents of the framebuffer are interpreted as a depth map Di,j,
containing 3D points in the world coordinate system. The mapping from a 2D pixel position
and z-buffer value to the world coordinate system can be accomplished using the inverse
viewing transformation. The same method can be utilized for the reconstruction of the
pixel splat size si,j ≥ 0 in world coordinates, i.e. s′i,j. For each pixel (i, j) the following
operations have to be performed:

1. Microtriangles - The first step comprises the construction of eight microtriangles.
Each microtriangle shares the current depth map point ~v0 = Di,j as a common vertex.
Its other two vertices ~vk and ~vl (with 1 ≤ k, l ≤ 8) are identified using horizontal,
vertical or diagonal neighbor points. In contrast to Cook’s Reyes rendering archi-
tecture, that is based on micropolygons at the size of a pixel, the distance to the
microtriangle neighbors is dictated by the current splat size information si,j in the
GS-buffer. Therefore, each neighbor vertex is represented by a depth map point
Di+δi,j+δj with δi, δj ∈ {0,±si,j · cs}. cs is a user-defined splat size factor, used to
control the smoothness of the estimated normals. The geometrical adaptivity of the
normal estimation operator is required to compensate the constant splat structure,
as shown in figure 3.16.

2. Selection - In the second step, all neighboring microtriangle vertices are checked for
continuity with respect to the current depth map point. Let zm be the z-component
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Figure 3.16: 2D representation of the normal estimation operator. Image plane pixels are
represented by the blue background grid. The large red circle illustrates a rendered splat,
having its center at the red pixel sample. Neighboring samples are used to construct the
microtriangles and are shown as blue dots. The operator has an octagonal form.

of a vertex ~vm with 1 ≤ m ≤ 8 and d̄ = 1
8

∑8
n=1 |zn − z0|, i.e. the average depth

difference. A microtriangle with vertices ~v0, ~vk, ~vl and a maximal depth difference
dmax = max{|zk − z0|, |zl − z0|} is selected, if the following condition is true:

dmax

s′i,j · cs

≤ c0 ∨
|dmax − d̄|

d̄
≤ c1 (3.9)

The left part corresponds to a conservative C0 continuity check based on the depth
values of the current microtriangle. The right comparison is a test for the relative
error with respect to the average depth value. It is used to counterbalance the
condition in regions of the depth map with a steep gradient, assuring a smooth image
appearance. Altogether, a microtriangle is selected if it passes the depth continuity
check or if the corresponding relative error is small. The microtriangle selection
can be interpreted as the context segmentation step in Yagel’s normal estimation
framework [YCK92].

3. Micronormals - In this step the normalized micronormals are computed, i.e. ~nm =
|(~vk−~v0)×(~vl−~v0)| with m ≤M , where M is the number of previously selected micro-
triangles. This normal computation procedure reveals some conceptual similarities to
the technique, implemented in Kadosh’s et al. surface raycaster [KCoSY99]. There,
three adjacent ray-surface intersection points that lie within a predefined distance
range are used to define a plane for the calculation of a per-pixel normal vector.

4. Averaging - In the last step, the final normal ~n is computed as an average of all
available micronormals. One possibility is to use simple and fast arithmetic averaging.
The associated summation of 3D direction vectors may result in additional visual
artifacts, typically observable as ”bright bands” near valley regions of the depth
image. Therefore, it is suggested to perform the averaging in the spherical coordinate
system (figure 3.17). Then, additional trigonometric functions have to be executed for
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(a) Arithmetic (b) Spherical

Figure 3.17: Different strategies for averaging of micronormals.

each micronormal, effecting in a noticeable slow-down of the whole normal estimation
procedure.

It has been observed that the following parameter settings effect in an adequate visual
quality: cs ∈ [1

2
, 1], c0 =

√
3 and c1 = 1. The default value of c0 corresponds to the

maximal distance between samples in a regular volume grid. If no micronormals have been
selected, the final normal vector is undefined at the corresponding pixel position. In order
to preserve a smooth image appearance it is suggested to ignore the selection process for
such cases and to apply the overall average normal vector. As presented in figure 3.18, the
number of undefined normals is rather low for a typical dataset.

Color filtering and shading calculations

The next step of the shading pass is the smoothing of the RGB colors in the GS-buffer.
This process can be considered as a texture-filtering operation with the following exten-
sions: First, the deferred shading approach results in the filtering of visible color infor-
mation only. Second, the filtering operation is geometrically adaptive, i.e. the size of the

Figure 3.18: Selection of microtriangles, colored from red (low count) to white (high count).
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Figure 3.19: Point-based surface visualization with specular highlighting.

filter operator is derived from the splat size information in the GS-buffer. Similar to the
micronormals estimation technique, a context-sensitive averaging of neighboring colors if
performed with respect to the aforementioned continuity check. Only image points, which
satisfy condition 3.9, contribute to the color averaging. As mentioned in section 3.2.1, each
access to the splat information in the GS-buffer requires the decoding of color information.
In this context, advantage cannot be taken of standard texture interpolation functional-
ity. Instead, bilinear interpolations of geometric and material data have to be performed
directly in the shader.

The lighting intensity at each pixel is computed with the Phong shading model [Pho75].
Although the described rendering algorithm provides only per-splat-exact shading, the com-
bination of normal and color averaging with the highly irregular structure of the depth map
results in a Phong-like shading appearance (figure 3.19). Moreover, the utilization of one
light source - located at the eye position - is sufficient for most medical visualization ap-
plications. Advanced shading effects, like shadows and reflections, can be considered as
”natural artifacts”, reducing the information value of the rendered image for medical users.

3.2.3 Experimental Results

In this section, the results for the universal rendering technique regarding performance
and visual quality will be presented. Included are comparisons to the traditional visual-
ization approaches for medical applications. The same test environment and datasets have
been used as in section 3.1.4. The presented renderer has been implemented using the
OpenGL application programming interface (API), including the OpenGL high-level shad-
ing language [SA06]. All following evaluations are based on the operation data structure
(section 3.1.1). Timings have been performed for random rotations and a screen resolution
of 1280× 1024 pixels.
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Surface Rendering

Table 3.6 shows the rendering performance in frames-per-second (FPS) for point-based
isosurface visualization compared to volume raycasting and GPU-accelerated polygonal
rendering. The datasets and isovalues are derived from table 3.4 and rendering is based
on circular splat shapes. Note that the presented rendering technique is not restricted to
isosurfaces, which have been generated from structured volume grids. It can be utilized
also for general surface visualization.

Dataset Isovalue Splatting Shading Total Raycasting Polygonal
Head 1077 13 ms 15 ms 36.6 FPS 0.9 FPS 170.0 FPS

1730 13 ms 11 ms 41.7 FPS 1.0 FPS 166.7 FPS
Abdomen 807 46 ms 20 ms 15.2 FPS 0.6 FPS 6.4 FPS

1125 45 ms 19 ms 15.8 FPS 0.5 FPS 5.3 FPS
Legs 2714 39 ms 20 ms 16.9 FPS 0.3 FPS 3.0 FPS

3053 62 ms 20 ms 12.2 FPS 0.3 FPS 1.6 FPS
Dry Skull 1900 49 ms 16 ms 15.4 FPS 0.2 FPS 1.8 FPS

2230 12 ms 12 ms 42.2 FPS 0.1 FPS 22.1 FPS
Visible Female 781 65 ms 12 ms 13.0 FPS 0.3 FPS 1.4 FPS

1260 50 ms 11 ms 16.5 FPS 0.2 FPS 1.7 FPS

Table 3.6: Point-based isosurface rendering compared to traditional techniques. For ray-
casting and polygonal rendering, shading calculations are performed on-the-fly.

The average point rendering rate for smaller datasets (e.g. Head and Dry Skull at
isovalue 2230) is between 40 and 50 millions of points per second (MPS). The renderer
achieves 70 to 80 MPS for models with higher point counts. The reason for this difference
is the rasterization overhead during rendering of large splats. The point-based solution
is the best alternative for mid- and high-resolution objects regarding interactivity of the
rendering. Higher performances could be achieved by incorporating an occlusion culling
technique for point-based surface visualization [GBP04a]. Nevertheless, this requirement
would be hard to realize with respect to the general rendering technique described in this
work. A contradiction to the universal approach would have to be expected (one component
for surface and volume data).

Point-based splatting and shading timings refer to the two steps of the 1+1 render-
ing approach described in section 3.2.2. In this context, normal estimation is based on
arithmetic averaging of micronormals. A shading performance degradation of ca. 50 % has
been observed for spherical averaging. The shading speed depends mainly on the screen
resolution and the number of ”empty pixels”, which the reduce fragment computations.
Another factor is the scaling of the viewport resolution, based on the minimal projected
splat size (section 4.2.2).

The raycaster performance could be further improved by implementing empty-space-
skipping and occlusion culling, e.g. using a hierarchical data structure. The input for the
polygonal renderer are unoptimized triangle meshes, generated by the Marching Cubes
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(a) Shading artifacts (b) Splat structure

Figure 3.20: Close-up views of a point-based surface model.

algorithm. The relative poor measurement results show that the associated mesh-based
pipeline is dependent on further processing steps. For example, the use of a decimation
technique would significantly reduce the overall rendering times (at the cost of additional
preprocessing).

Figure 3.23 at the end of this section shows a collection of isosurface visualizations for
selected datasets. Point-based rendering is compared to raycasting and polygonal render-
ing (with enabled backface culling). The visual quality for point rendering is lower than
for the traditional techniques. As illustrated in figure 3.20(a), small ”band” and ”ring
artifacts” are visible. Finer structures appear enlarged due to the spatial extents of the
point primitives. There are three main factors that determine the surface visualization
quality of the presented algorithm. First, generating only one point per volume cell effects
in a noticeable coarse surface approximation, especially for lower dataset resolutions. A
straight-forward solution to this problem is the supersampling of the volume data at the
cost of an increased primitive count (figure 5.5(b)). The second source of visual artifacts
is the cleft structure of the depth image, resulting from the utilization of a simple splat
shape. As illustrated in figure 3.20(b), each splat is associated only with a constant depth.
This results in visibility determination just at splat accuracy. Additionally, it may also
lead to small ”flickering” effects during rotational changes of the view point. The third
parameter with a strong influence on the surface rendering quality is the normal estimation
technique. Image-based techniques usually suffer from noise, image discontinuities, numer-
ical instability and utilization of a small sample set during calculations. Figure 3.24 at the
end of this section shows a comparison between the approach in this work and previous
solutions.

Previous techniques are not well suited for deferred splat shading. Increasing the size
of the normal estimation operator based on the projected splat size effects in an inten-
sification of ”dark band artifacts”, especially for the forward and central differences as
well as Magnusson’s et al. Sobel filter. Gordon’s et al. and Tiede’s et al. techniques solve
this problem satisfactorily, but at the cost of a noisy image appearance. Their handling
of image discontinuities does not apply well to the irregular splat structure in the GS-
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(a) Gray-level gradient shading (b) Micronormals averaging

Figure 3.21: Normal estimation in volume and image space.

buffer. Micronormals averaging minimizes the effect of dark image edges and provides the
smoothest representation. Nevertheless, small visual artifacts are still noticeable. On the
one hand, further improvement of the image quality could be achieved by the denoising
of the 2D height-field, defined by the depth image. On the other hand, a straight-forward
application of a standard smoothing filter is not an optimal solution. It would increase
the effect of ”dark bands” due to the amplification of discontinuities in the image [Car96].
Nevertheless, such artifacts can be interpreted as ”edge enhancement” and improve the
convey of complex structures [RE01].

Moreover, the presented algorithm has been tested in comparison to standard gray-
level gradient shading, i.e. the computation of normals in volume space using the central
difference operator [RL00]. As illustrated in figure 3.21, the quality improvement of mi-
cronormals averaging is superior. Although, gray-level gradient shading minimizes the
highlighting of volume grid ”jags”, the resulting surface appears noisier. The main rea-
son is the utilization of a simple splat shape in combination with constant normals for
each point. Fine structures, especially in the eye socket of the Head dataset, are more
perceptible for the image-based approach.

In general, the presented surface renderings have an adequate quality for high-resolution
models. Additionally, it should be kept in mind that most medical volume datasets are
noisy and complex. Therefore, a certain amount of aliasing is usually acceptable, because
many artifacts are even hard to notice. The visual human perception of image quality
depends on a large set of rendering and psychological parameters [YCK92]. Therefore,
uncomplicated rendering and normal estimation techniques must not automatically imply
the inferiority of such solutions.

Volume Rendering

Table 3.7 gives an overview of additional datasets that will be used in the remainder of
this section. The Ventricles and Vessels datasets have 16 scalar bits allocated and 12 bits
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used. The Heart has eight scalar bits. Ventricles and Heart are MRI datasets, Vessels
is an angiography scan. For information about the originators of the volumetric datasets
refer to the acknowledgments at the beginning of this work.

Dataset Original resolution Memory Isotropic resolution Memory
Ventricles 348× 348× 97 22 MB 348× 348× 139 32 MB
Heart 352× 352× 256 30 MB 352× 352× 256 30 MB
Vessels 512× 512× 512 256 MB 512× 512× 512 256 MB

Table 3.7: Volume datasets used for point-based rendering.

Table 3.8 includes the timings for point-based MIP rendering of full volumetric datasets,
i.e. using the complete scalar range. During preprocessing, points have been placed at the
original volume grid samples in order to avoid interpolation of scalar values. The results are
compared to those of the traditional direct volume renderers, including software raycasting
and graphics-hardware-accelerated slicing via 3D texture mapping.

Dataset Splatting Shading Total Raycasting 3D Texture
Head 782 ms 5 ms 1.3 FPS 0.9 FPS 32.7 FPS
Abdomen 2671 ms 4 ms 0.4 FPS 0.5 FPS 9.2 FPS
Vessels 2377 ms 4 ms 0.4 FPS 0.6 FPS 1.1 FPS

Table 3.8: Point-based full MIP rendering compared to traditional techniques.

The Head and Abdomen datasets have been introduced in section 3.1.4. The point-
based renderer requires the isotropic versions of the input volumes. The raycaster and 3D
texture-mapping renderer are capable of processing the original resolutions. Both have not
been optimized and further improvements, like empty-space-skipping and bricking, would
effect in better performance. The average rendering rate for point-based visualization
is approximately 64 MPS. Compared to surface rendering, the shading step is 2-4 times
faster, because no normal estimation has to be performed. Nevertheless, the visualization
of a full point-based volume is less efficient compared to the traditional techniques and
the best performance is achieved by the 3D texture-mapping renderer. The main reason is
the per-vertex overhead of the point-based pipeline. Each element is considered as an own
primitive, requiring individual transformation and projection. Additionally, for each splat
a transfer function look-up is required. Reduced memory traffic and extra speed-up could
be achieved by splatting of material values in the GS-buffer. Then, the look-up could be
executed during the shading step in image space. Nevertheless, such an approach would
require a global material database for all objects in the scene. The realization of this idea
would be a hard challenge regarding the high scalar bit depths and variations of medical
datasets.

Solutions for providing interactive volume visualization with points will be presented
in the remainder of this work. Finally, figure 3.25 at the end of this section shows a visual
comparison between the discussed techniques. A MIP rendering provides an informative
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overview of the whole dataset. All techniques achieve comparable visual quality. The
traditional techniques exhibit slightly more sharp results.

Extended Surface Rendering

The aforementioned volume renderings have been generated for the full scalar range. This
is not an optimal scenario, because the flexibility feature of point-based representations is
not exploited. Better performance and memory results can be achieved by irregular volume
sampling and discarding of irrelevant elements during preprocessing, resulting in extended
surfaces (section 3.1). Table 3.9 includes the corresponding measurements using MIP as
well as surface and hybrid rendering with material information.

Dataset Scalar range Points Type Splatting Shading Total
Vessels 575, 4095 1,551,100 MIP 28 ms 5 ms 30.7 FPS
Abdomen 1125, 4095 5,937,926 MIP 98 ms 5 ms 9.7 FPS
Heart 100, 255 6,440,014 Surface 103 ms 19 ms 8.2 FPS
Ventricles 186, 4095 7,778,815 Hybrid 208 ms 17 ms 4.4 FPS
Head 1077, 4095 8,637,084 MIP 238 ms 5 ms 4.1 FPS
Dry Skull 1900, 4095 8,974,213 Surface 142 ms 29 ms 5.9 FPS

Table 3.9: Point-based rendering of extended surfaces.

Given a reduced scalar range, all datasets can be visualized with significantly higher
frame rates compared to full volume rendering. The visualizations of the datasets Head,
Abdomen and Vessels achieve speed-up factors of 3-72 with respect to table 3.8. An
average point rate of 50-60 MPS is reached. Lower resolution datasets (Head) and hybrid
visualization types (Ventricles) exhibit a reduced point rate of approximately 37 MPS.
The reason is the rasterization overhead for large splats in combination with additional
computations due to the transfer function look-ups.

Point-based extended surfaces are a promising compromise between full volumetric and
surface visualizations. In the context of MIP rendering, representations with extended sur-
faces make it possible to reduce the scalar range and free memory for irrelevant portions
of the data. This results in faster visualization, whereas important information can be
preserved by applying conservative scalar range estimations during a priori exploration.
An extended surface MIP rendering of the dataset Head is presented in figure 3.26(c). Its
full volume counterpart can be seen in figure 3.25(a). Extended surfaces add volumetric
information and fill the hollow spaces that are available in pure surface representations.
Combining such visualizations with clip planes provides a similar effect as the traditional
overlay planes, available in many medical applications (figure 1.6(a)). A traditional imple-
mentation typically requires the access to the original volume, a triangle-mesh and textured
planes (figure 1.7). The presented point-based solution requires only a single software com-
ponent. Furthermore, it provides more configurability for the user by making it possible to
define the ”thickness” of the surface, for example. In figure 3.26 at the end of the chapter,
various extended surface renderings are presented.
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Figure 3.22: Point-based slice view with surface contour (red color).

Furthermore, clip planes are a useful tool for visualization of extended surfaces. For
MIP it is possible to interactively cut away structures that have a negative impact on the
rendered image, e.g. bone structures that lie in the background of the scene (figures 3.26(e)
and 3.26(f)). Additionally, ”fat clip planes” make it possible to simulate traditional 2D slice
and polygonal contour views (figure 3.22). A similar visualization, created with ordinary
volume- and polygonal slices, is illustrated in figure 1.6(b). The point-based contour shows
a noticeable thickness, because each point has its own spatial extent. In contrast, polygonal
contours are drawn using thin lines, resulting from plane/triangle intersections. Therefore,
their visual appearance is sharper.

The reported rendering performances, especially in tables 3.8 and 3.9, are not satisfac-
torily for high-resolution datasets. For an experience of quasi-smooth interactivity, frame
rates of at least 15 FPS are required. A solution to this problem is progressive refinement
and level-of-detail rendering. These techniques, including adaptations to the presented
point-based visualization pipeline, will be described in the next chapter.
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(a) Point-based (b) Point-based

(c) Raycasting (d) Raycasting

(e) Polygonal (f) Polygonal

Figure 3.23: Isosurface visualizations of Head (isovalue 1077) and Legs (isovalue 2714).
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(a) Forward difference (b) Central difference

(c) Gordon et al. [GR85] (d) Sobel filter [MLD88]

(e) Tiede et al. [THB+90] (f) Micronormals averaging

Figure 3.24: Image-based normal estimation techniques for a MRI brain dataset.
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(a) Point-based (b) Point-based

(c) Raycasting (d) Raycasting

(e) 3D texture-mapping (f) 3D texture-mapping

Figure 3.25: Full MIP volume rendering of Head and Vessels.
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(a) Surface visualization of Heart (b) Hybrid visualization of Ventricles

(c) MIP visualization of Head (d) Surface visualization of Dry Skull

(e) MIP visualization of Dry Skull (f) MIP visualization with clip plane

Figure 3.26: Renderings of extended surfaces using transfer functions and clip planes.



Chapter 4

Adaptive Display of Point Data

In this chapter solutions for preserving interactivity during the visualization of complex
point-based models will be presented. The first part is a progressive refinement framework
that has been adapted to typical medical scenes. Moreover, it includes a sequential level-
of-detail algorithm that makes it possible to access coarse geometric representations very
efficiently. Additionally, it will be shown how to integrate all these techniques into the
point-based visualization pipeline described in chapter 3.

Perhaps the most striking challenge for 3D visualization applications in the future will
be the development of interactive rendering techniques in spite of continuously growing
datasets. High frame rates are important to achieve an illusion of real-time exploration of
the virtual scene, especially in the medical context. One possible solution is the utilization
of so-called adaptive display algorithms that adjust the image quality in order to guarantee
interactivity [FS93]. The focus in the following sections will be on this class of techniques
for point-based models.

A straight-forward solution would be to barter performance for model complexity during
preprocessing, e.g. by resampling the dataset to a lower resolution. Unfortunately, such
a static simplification effects usually in the loss of important details, apparent primarily
for close-up views. Therefore, the rendering component should have access to the original
high-resolution dataset and control the geometric complexity and frame rate on-the-fly.
The level-of-detail (LOD) is usually adapted dynamically based on a screen space error
metric by traversing only a subset of available geometric primitives, generating a ”smaller”
model with less details, or by utilizing algorithms from image-based rendering. The main
idea of the latter approach is to replace ”less important” subsets of the original model with
images or depth textures [AL99]. Nevertheless, many pure LOD systems usually cannot
guarantee stable frame rates or at least frame rate bounds [FS93]. For an overview of
existing LOD techniques for point-based rendering please refer to section 2.2.

A possibility for visualization with respect to a target frame rate is progressive re-
finement. Instead of processing the complete scene at once, rendering is performed in
background or split-up into multiple passes. As long as no interaction occurs, the render-
ing is refined in time. On the one hand, the user is confronted in between only with an
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approximated output image with visual errors. On the other hand, control is returned to
the application, improving the overall impression of interactivity. Therefore, progressive
refinement handles the classic trade-off between rendering speed and image quality.

One important goal during the design of the adaptive display solution in this work has
been the exploitation of the flexibility of point data. The associated progressive refinement
framework is combined with a sequential LOD technique that makes it possible to control
simply the geometric complexity by the number of points. Various priority and point
density functions can be integrated for adaptive visualization of different object parts. All
described techniques are universal, i.e. work for surface and volumetric models. Moreover,
they provide reasonable results even after modification of the underlying dataset (e.g. after
cutting of an object), without additional postprocessing.

4.1 Progressive Refinement Framework

Progressive refinement techniques have a long history in streamed image transmission,
polygonal rendering, raycasting and volume splatting [WGH83, BFGS86, Lev90b, LH91].
Bergman’s et al. 20 years old requirements for the development of a smart progressive
refinement system are still valid today and have been considered during the design of the
point-based framework in this work:

• Concentrate on regions of a dataset where they make the most visual difference

• Visualize intermediate results and interrupt refinement on every user input

• Minimize processing costs by reusing intermediate results from previous frames

The preservation of a uniform or at least bound frame rate during exploration of polyg-
onal scenes was investigated in detail by Funkhouser et al. in 1993 [FS93]. The authors
have tried to find an optimal configuration of so-called object tuples - each associated with a
scene object, hierarchical detail level and rendering algorithm - in order to maintain a tar-
get frame rate. They argued that the main challenge is the prevention of ”overshoots” and
”oscillations” that are typical for reactive algorithms, which select the detail level based on
the previous render time. Therefore, Funkhouser et al. introduced a predictive approach,
including a benefit and cost function for each entity in the scene, and used it to estimate
the optimal object tuple set before rendering. A reliable definition of both functions can
be a hard task for polygonal and complex CAD scenes. It will be shown that utilizing
a point-based approach makes it possible to implement adaptive display algorithms for
typical medical scenes in a much simpler way.

Basic Approach

A popular and simple progressive refinement scheme is the so-called ”rendering on a time
budget”. It can be described by the following three events:
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• Timeout - Break rendering, when the render time exceeds a threshold.

• Idling - Continue rendering, when the application gets idle again.

• Interaction - On each user input stop refinement and restart rendering.

The timeout is usually specified by a user-defined target render time. There are two
different possibilities to present visualization results to the user. First, the display is
updated after each timeout and when the rendering is completed. Such an approach makes
it possible to reuse the information from previous refinement passes e.g. by preserving the
back- and z-buffer contents. The user can pursue the update of the scene on-the-fly. In
case of splatting, points have to be rendered at the original point size, so intermediate
images may contain holes (figure 4.1(a)). Another possibility is to update the display only
after the first and last refinement pass. In such a case, the user is only confronted with the
coarse and the final images. This approach makes it also possible to close the holes in the
coarse image via rendering with adaptive point sizes, as will be described in section 4.2.2.

The simple timeout strategy of the basic refinement algorithm has a significant limi-
tation. During interaction only a subset of the complete scene is visualized, effecting in
a limited view for the user. As illustrated in figure 4.1(b), important object parts could
be missed, making the orientation difficult. As will be described in the remainder of this
section, the problem is solved by the adaptive display technique.

Adaptive Approach

In contrast to the basic algorithm, the adaptive renderer considers all points in the scene on
each refinement pass. The point density is adapted during traversal in order to guarantee
a desired frame rate. Regions that are considered as more ”important” are visualized with
a higher point density. Such an approach can be considered as an implicit ”focus-plus-
context” visualization technique, based on a ”variable resolution LOD” [LW90]. Another
interpretation is ”importance sampling” for point-based LOD rendering.

(a) Holes in point model (b) Missing object parts

Figure 4.1: Problems with simple timeout-based progressive refinement.
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The concept of adaptive display has been utilized previously in the context of traditional
data structures and alternative point-based rendering techniques, including variable LOD
visualization for polygonal meshes and importance sampling for point-based Monte Carlo
rendering [RLB+01, CSK03]. Another example is importance sampling for ray tracing. The
main idea is to concentrate more ray samples in regions that contribute most to the rendered
image [DH92]. Applied to volume ray casting, it results in a technique called β-acceleration,
i.e. the sampling density is decreased with the depth along the ray. Another area of
application is slice-based volume rendering with 3D textures [LHJ99, WWH+00]. The input
volume is converted into a multiresolution brick hierarchy, like the octree. The resolution
level of each volume brick is derived from the distance to a ”focus point” (e.g. based on the
camera location). Finally, Meng et al. have developed a method for streaming transmission
of point data with gaze-guided control of the detail level [MZ03].

Overview:

In the following, an overview of the adaptive display approach will be provided based
on the notation of Funkhouser et al. [FS93]. Assume that the scene consists of several
point objects, each built from a set of point buckets. Each bucket is implemented with
an array data structure for efficient sequential processing. The best visual results can be
achieved for data structures that consist of large buckets with a high geometric cohesion.
An example is the operation data structure, described in section 3.1.1. For other cases,
like the exploration data structure, it is recommended to utilize the basic approach for
progressive refinement. On each refinement pass, the frame rate is controlled using the
following two-level approach:

Object level - In the first level, each object Oi with 1 ≤ i ≤ M is associated with a
fraction of the user-supplied rendering time ttarget. Let Ni be the total number of
points for object Oi and wRT ∈ [0, 1] the render time weight. Then, the maximal
render time ti for Oi is defined as follows:

ti = ttarget ·

(
Ni · wRT∑M

k=1 Nk

+
1− wRT

M

)
(4.1)

The left summand corresponds to the calculation of the render time based on the
fraction of points in the current object. The right summand refers to the number of
objects in the scene. Setting higher values for wRT will favor complex objects, which
consist of many point primitives. Lower values effect in a more ”fair” distribution
of the render time, useful for increasing the ”importance” of smaller objects, like
surgical tools. It has been observed that wRT = 1

4
produces reasonable results in

practice.

Bucket level - Based on the concepts of Funkhouser’s et al. work, the control of the
progressive refinement for each point object is considered as the following optimiza-
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tion problem: Let Bi,j with 1 ≤ j ≤ Mi be the j-th bucket for point object Oi and
N ′

i,j ≤ Ni,j the actual number of points used for visualization of Bi,j. Then:

Objective:

Mi∑
k=1

Benefit(Bi,k, N
′
i,k)→ max! (4.2)

Constraint:

Mi∑
k=1

Cost(Bi,k, N
′
i,k) ≤ ti (4.3)

The Benefit function provides the ”visual value” of a bucket Bi,j for the current
view into the virtual scene, if rendered with the point count N ′

i,k. It can be inter-
preted as the ”importance” of the corresponding bucket. The Cost function returns
a prediction of the rendering time for a bucket with respect to the associated point
count. Funkhouser’s et al. have used a greedy approximation algorithm to solve the
aforementioned optimization problem. In this work, the following two-step approach
is applied:

1. In the first step, all buckets are sorted inversely based on Benefit(Bi,k, N
′
i,k)

with respect to the ceteris paribus assumption N ′
i,k = Ni,k, i.e. each bucket is

considered with its full point count. The resulting order reflects the refinement
priority for rendering and will be addressed in section 4.1.1.

2. In the second step, the actual point count N ′
i,k is adapted with respect to the

satisfaction of the optimization constraint. This procedure corresponds to the
control of the point density for each bucket, as will be described in section 4.1.2.

The presented algorithm does not guarantee globally optimal solutions, but it pro-
duces reasonable results for point-based rendering. Moreover, it can be implemented
very efficiently.

Estimating the render time:

A reliable prediction of the render time per point bucket is fundamental for a stable frame
rate control. Wimmer’s et al. analysis has shown that it is hard to estimate for current
graphics boards due to the high parallelization of the hardware units and missing timing
functionality support in most rendering APIs [WW03]. In this work, a simple solution is
used, which is not perfect, but produces reasonable results in practice.

First, the point render rate Ri per object Oi is estimated, i.e. the number of points that
can be rendered per time interval. In order to adapt smoothly to changes in the scene, an
on-the-fly weighting of the render rate with the previously estimated value is performed.
Time measurements are executed via CPU and GPU synchronization for each point object.
Finally, the following cost heuristic is applied for each point bucket:
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Cost(Bi,k, N
′
i,k) =

N ′
i,k

Ri

(4.4)

This purely point-oriented approach does not consider the pixel rasterization overhead
during rendering of large splats. A solution to this problem will be discussed in section 4.2.2.

4.1.1 Refinement Priority Estimation

The computation of the refinement priority consists of the view-dependent estimation
of the point bucket benefits and sorting of buckets in decreasing order. This procedure
has some conceptual similarities to Kim’s et al. view-dependent streaming of progressive
meshes [KLK04]. Their server-to-client transmission order is determined according to the
visual importance with respect to the client’s view point.

The implementation in this work is based on the abstract iterator interface for point
data structures, as described in section 3.2. Therefore, it can be utilized directly with the
aforementioned renderer component. In the following, two examples will be provided for
the estimation of the refinement priority.

Depth-Based Iteration

During exploration of a typical medical scene, all objects that are located in front of the
viewer are usually considered as the most important ones. Therefore, the simplest benefit
function for a point bucket can be defined as follows: Let ~bi,j be the center point for Ni,j

points in bucket Bi,j, ~c the current camera position and D : <3 × <3 → < the Euclidean
distance function. Then:

BenefitDepth(Bi,k, Ni,j) =

{
D(~bi,j,~c)

−1, Bi,j is visible

0, Otherwise
(4.5)

For the 3D point grid data structure, the resulting front-to-back iteration is imple-
mented using three nested loops, each traversing a different grid axis. All depth-based
benefit values can be calculated efficiently in O(Mi) time. As illustrated in figure 4.3(a),
the resulting visual quality may be not adequate for objects with complex structures.

Visibility-Based Iteration

A more sophisticated metric for the visual benefit should consider the occlusion between
different point buckets. Therefore, it is suggested to associate the benefit with a bucket
visibility value.

The visibility determination problem is interpreted as cone tracing of a sphere-based
scene [Ama84]. Each point bucket is approximated with a bounding sphere and the in-
cluded number of points is considered as its ”opaqueness”. All spheres generate the so-
called occlusion cones based on the current camera position (figure 4.2). The overlap
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Figure 4.2: 2D illustration of an occlusion cone. The red circle represents the occluder.
The remaining circles are colored from light blue (high) to dark blue (low) based on their
visibility from the current viewing position.

between a bounding sphere and all intersecting occlusion cones is used to derive the visi-
bility of the corresponding point bucket as follows: Let V S

i,j and V C
i,j be the bounding sphere

and the visibility cone volumes, respectively, for Ni,j points in bucket Bi,j. Then, the ben-
efit is estimated by a weighted summation of the numbers of points, which potentially
occlude Bi,j:

BenefitV isibility(Bi,j, Ni,j) =

(
Mi∑

k=1,k 6=j

|V S
i,j ∩ V C

i,k|
|V S

i,j|
·Ni,k

)−1

(4.6)

The intersection volume can be approximated using the minimal distance between the
cone center ray and the sphere center. A straight-forward computation of all benefit values
has the time complexity O(M2

i ). An illustration for visibility-based refinement is shown in
figure 4.3(b).

(a) Depth-based (b) Visibility-based

Figure 4.3: Refinement order priorities, colored from green (high) to red (low).
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4.1.2 Point Density Control

The visualization of a point object Oi is based on an ordered and bucket-wise traversal
of the included point elements. The point density is adapted for each bucket using the
point density function ρi : < → <. It maps from an abstract rendering progress value
to the actual point density. Let 0 ≤ ρmin ≤ ρmax ≤ 1 be the predefined minimum and
maximum point densities, respectively. The definition of ρi is user-defined with respect to
the following conditions:

• ρi(0) = ρmax

• ρi(1) = ρmin

• ρi is monotonic decreasing

• ρi must satisfy cost constraint 4.3

The last point will be detailed in the remainder of this section. Additionally, examples
for point density functions will be presented, including a high-level algorithm for adaptive
display.

Satisfying the Cost Constraint

The actual number of points N ′
i,j for array-based rendering of bucket Bi,j can be estimated

with the point density function ρi. First, the sorted sequence of buckets by the refinement
priority is interpreted as a sequential list of Ni point elements, representing the entire point
object. The mapping between the global point index ni ∈ {1, . . . , Ni} and the abstract
progress value ϕi ∈ [0, 1] is accomplished as follows:

ϕi =
ni − 1

Ni − 1
(4.7)

Let ϕ−
i,j and ϕ+

i,j be the progress values corresponding to the first and last point element
of the j-th bucket, respectively. Then, the integral value of the point density function is
interpreted as the fraction of the point count, i.e.:

N ′
i,j = Ni,j ·

∫ ϕ+
i,j

ϕ−i,j

ρi(ϕ) dϕ (4.8)

Using the cost function 4.4 and equation 4.8, the cost constraint 4.3 is rewritten as:

Mi∑
k=1

Ni,k ·
∫ ϕ+

i,k

ϕ−i,k
ρi(ϕ) dϕ

Ri

≤ ti (4.9)

Finally, by considering the sum of per-bucket point counts and integral contributions
for the whole object, it is:
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Figure 4.4: Point density functions for different values of the shift parameter.

∫ 1

0

ρi(ϕ) dϕ ≤ ti ·
Ri

Ni

(4.10)

Example:

Relation 4.10 can be used to derive point density functions as follows: Assume that each
ρi is constructed using a pattern function ρ′i : < → < with two unknown variables a, b ∈ <.
Examples are polynomial functions ρ′i(ϕ) = a + b · ϕc and exponential functions ρ′i(ϕ) =
a · eb·ϕc

, for a user-defined parameter c ∈ <. By introducing a density shift S ∈ [−1, 1], the
point density function ρi can be expressed as ρS

i : < → <:

ρS
i (ϕ) =


ρ′max, ϕ + S < 0

ρ′min, ϕ + S > 1

ρ′i(ϕ + S), Otherwise

(4.11)

The shift parameter is used to control the point density with respect to constraint 4.10,
i.e. increasing S effects in a decrease of the point density integral and vice versa. As
illustrated in figure 4.4, this effect can be interpreted as ”moving” ρS

i to the left and right,
respectively. The unknown variables a, b and S are calculated as follows:

1. Calculate a and b using ρ′i and the conditions ρ′i(0) = ρmax and ρ′i(1) = ρmin. Then,
set up the pattern function integral P ′

i (ϕ1, ϕ2) =
∫ ϕ2

ϕ1
ρ′i(ϕ) dϕ.

2. Set up the point density integral P S
i (ϕ1, ϕ2) =

∫ ϕ2

ϕ1
ρS

i (ϕ) dϕ based on equation 4.11.

P S
i can be expressed using P ′

i as follows:
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P S
i (ϕ1, ϕ2) =



(ϕ2 − ϕ1) · ϕmax, S < 0 ∧ ϕ1, ϕ2 ≤ −S

(−S − ϕ1) · ϕmax + P ′
i (0, ϕ2 + S), S < 0 ∧ ϕ1 ≤ −S < ϕ2

(ϕ2 − 1 + S) · ϕmin + P ′
i (ϕ1 + S, 1), S > 0 ∧ ϕ1 ≤ 1− S < ϕ2

(ϕ2 − ϕ1) · ϕmin, S > 0 ∧ ϕ1, ϕ2 > 1− S

P ′
i (ϕ1 + S, ϕ2 + S), Otherwise

(4.12)

3. Calculate the density shift S using P S
i and condition 4.10, i.e. P S

i (0, 1) = ti · Ri

Ni
: Let

be P S−
i = −S · ϕmax + P ′

i (0, 1 + S) and P S+
i = S · ϕmin + P ′

i (S, 1). For the integral
over [0, 1], equation 4.12 simplifies to:

P S
i (0, 1) =

{
P S−

i , S < 0

P S+
i , Otherwise

(4.13)

It is required to choose between P S−
i and P S+

i for the following calculations: The
pattern function integral P ′

i corresponds to the unshifted point density function in-
tegral P S

i . If P ′
i (0, 1) is smaller than the target cost value ti · Ri

Ni
of equation 4.10,

then the point density function has to be shifted ”to the right” in order to increase
its integral value (figure 4.4). In other words, it must be S < 0. Otherwise, it has to
be shifted ”to the left”, i.e. S must be greater than zero.

Altogether, S can be solved as follows: If P ′
i (0, 1) ≤ ti · Ri

Ni
, then use condition

P S−
i = ti · Ri

Ni
. Otherwise, use P S+

i = ti · Ri

Ni
. If there is no valid solution, then ϕmin

or ϕmax has been chosen too large or too small, respectively. For complex pattern
functions it may be more practical to solve the equations numerically. For example,
the monotony condition of the point density function makes it possible to perform
an efficient binary search for S in the interval [-1,1].

Adaptive Rendering Algorithm

All aforementioned calculations are summarized in the high-level rendering algorithm 4 for
adaptive display of point data. It can be considered as an extension of the splatting step
in algorithm 3 (section 3.2). All operations have to be executed for each refinement pass.

The calculations of all subsequent rendering passes are performed on the remaining
number of primitives, i.e. the Ni,j’s are getting smaller with each iteration step. The
splatting of the remaining points per bucket is executed as a sequential operation on
the associated point arrays. Intermediate visual results can be presented to the viewer
after each pass by copying the GS-buffer content to the frontbuffer and executing shading
calculations (section 3.2.2). Notice that in case of visualization with adaptive point sizes,
intermediate results can only be presented after the first pass, because the GS-buffer cannot
be reused by subsequent refinement steps (section 4.2.2).
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Algorithm 4: Splatting step based on refinement order and point density control.

foreach point object Oi do1

Compute point density function ρi using cost constraint 4.10;2

foreach point bucket Bi,j ∈ Oi in reversed order of Benefit(Bi,j, Ni,j) do3

Compute progress values ϕ−
i,j and ϕ+

i,j using equation 4.7;4

Compute render point count N ′
i,j using equation 4.8;5

Splat the resulting number of points as illustrated in algorithm 3;6

end7

end8

4.1.3 Smooth Refinement during Interaction

Interaction with the virtual point model during progressive refinement may lead to tempo-
ral artifacts, resulting in undesirable effects known as ”flickering” or ”popping” (figure 4.5).
Such effects do not relate exclusively to the basic approach described in section 4.1. Similar
artifacts may occur also for the adaptive algorithm in this work, requiring the incorporation
of techniques for smooth refinement. In the remainder of this section an overview of the
three main reasons for ”flickering” will be provided, including suggestions for its solution:

Inaccurate time measurements - The point render rate Ri in equation 4.10 has a di-
rect impact on the solution of the point density integral and therewith on the point
render counters N ′

i,j that are estimated for each refinement pass. As mentioned at the
beginning of section 4.1, Ri is updated on-the-fly in order to adapt to changes in the
scene. Therefore, inaccurate time measurements may lead to deranging fluctuations
of the N ′

i,j values. This effect occurs especially during constant interaction, when new
input events force a restart of the refinement process just after the first pass. This
problem is solved by storing the solution of the point density integral that has been
utilized for the first refinement pass. It is reused for all following ”first passes” as
long as the visualization of the complete point object has not been completed once.

Figure 4.5: Large changes of the point density allocation during interaction.
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Cascading refinement passes - Small values of the per-object target times ti may re-
sult in a temporal ”flickering” of the rendered model. The reasons are successively
repeated updates of the visualization during slow interaction. This effect is notice-
able especially if the display is refreshed after each rendering pass. Moreover, it is
not covered by the solution for inaccurate time measurements. Therefore, a time
delay during progressive refinement is incorporated. After visualization of the first
pass, the initiation of subsequent refinement passes is delayed for ca. 150 ms.

Varying refinement priority - As described in section 4.1.1, the evaluation of the ben-
efit functions for progressive refinement usually includes the utilization of view-
dependent information. Therefore, the refinement priority may be subject to large
variation, especially during fast interaction. This may effect in significant changes
of the point render counters N ′

i,j for consecutive refinement passes. The solution to
this problem is the application of a weighted blending of previous and current render
count values for each bucket, i.e. N ′Blend

i,j = N ′Prev
i,j · wRC + N ′

i,j · (1 − wRC). This
blending has to be performed only for the first refinement pass. Notice that the
weighted averaging of the render counters does not violate the cost constraint 4.3
due to

∑Mi

k=1 N ′Blend
i,k =

∑Mi

k=1 N ′
i,k for constant target render time ti. Setting the

user-defined render counter weight wRC to zero will disable smooth update.

4.1.4 Experimental Results

In this section results for the point-based progressive refinement will be shown based on
the point grid data structure. The same test environment and datasets have been used
as in sections 3.1.4 and 3.2.3. Table 4.1 includes the per-frame initialization times of the
adaptive rendering iterator for visibility-based refinement, as described in section 4.1.1. All
measurements are based on a dry skull dataset at different volume resolutions and numbers
of non-empty grid buckets (occupancy).

Dataset resolution Grid resolution Scalar range Occupancy Time
512× 512× 512 4× 4× 4 1900, 1900 48/64 1 ms
512× 512× 512 4× 4× 4 0, 4095 64/64 1 ms

1024× 1024× 1024 8× 8× 8 1900, 1900 253/512 10 ms
1024× 1024× 1024 8× 8× 8 0, 4095 512/512 17 ms
1536× 1536× 1536 12× 12× 12 1900, 1900 626/1728 92 ms
1536× 1536× 1536 12× 12× 12 0, 4095 1728/1728 174 ms

Table 4.1: Per-frame initialization times for visibility-based progressive refinement.

Timings include the determination of the refinement priority and calculation of point
density. The initialization time is sufficiently low to achieve interactive visualization for
lower point grid resolutions. It is just a small fraction of the total rendering time that
includes splatting and shading. A significant slow-down has to be expected for higher
point bucket counts. The reason is the naive implementation of the visibility-determination
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algorithm based on cone-tracing with O(n2) time complexity, where n is the number of
occupied grid buckets. A more optimized implementation, e.g. based on volume raycasting,
should be considered in the future. Another possibility is the fallback to the depth-based
refinement. Its initialization time is negligible, because it is implemented implicitly by a
front-to-back traversal of the point grid structure.

In figure 4.6, the visual results for depth- and visibility-based refinement are presented.
Each screenshot shows the first pass during surface- and MIP-based progressive render-
ing of a human dry skull for a volume resolution of 5123 and grid resolution of 83. All
images have been generated for an exponential point density function of second degree.
The minimal point density has been set with respect to a minimal render count of 200K
points. Visibility-refinement has a closer relation to ”visual importance” for surface-based
visualization, because structures with low density values are hidden behind point buckets
with high densities. This effect is less useful for MIP-based visualization, because of the
”look through” nature of volume-based rendering. Better results would be achieved by the
incorporation of a rendering iterator, which is based on scalar intensities. Then, points
with higher intensities could be associated with a higher priority for rendering [MGK99].

The diagrams in figure 4.7 illustrate the accumulated point densities during progressive
refinement for four passes. The x-axis is associated with the per-frame rendering progress
(the minimum value refers to the beginning of the first rendered bucket and the maximum
to the end of the last one). The y-axis represents the corresponding point density (the
maximum value refers to the full point count of a bucket). Each curve is associated with
one refinement pass. Curves with a higher integral correspond to later passes (red-to-green
color coding). All measurements have been performed for the Head dataset and a scalar
range of [1, 4095], consisting of ca. 19 millions of points (71.5 MB) and 24 occupied grid
buckets. Rendering has been surface-based, including the utilization of a transfer function.
A target frame rate of 30 FPS has been chosen for the first rendering pass. Subsequent
refinement passes have been set up with 10 FPS. Constant curve segments illustrate the
bucket structure of the point grid. Longer segments represent buckets with a high point
count. Such irregularities are handled correctly by the presented progressive refinement
framework using equation 4.8. The exponential function exhibits a lower maximum point
density for the first rendering pass. Its average gradient magnitude is lower, effecting
in smoother transitions among bucket borders. Exponential functions with relative low
degree values should be chosen, if a regular point density distribution with a low per-
bucket variation is desired. The polynomial function exhibits a higher maximum point
density for the first pass at the cost of a steeper progression. It can be used - together with
a high degree value - if the user has a predominant attention on the high priority buckets.

Table 4.2 shows the progress of the frame rendering rates during refinement of extended
surface models with transfer function look-ups. Included are the numbers of refinement
passes as well as the minimal and maximal rates. Partial rendering passes have not been
considered. The target frame rate has been set to 25 FPS. A more reasonable approach
is to choose a significantly lower value (e.g. 3 FPS) for subsequent refinement passes.
Such a strategy assures faster convergence of the visualization and a significantly lower
count of refinement passes. The maximal relative error for the minimal frame rates is
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(a) Depth-based refinement (Surface) (b) Visibility-based refinement (Surface)

(c) Depth-based refinement (MIP) (d) Visibility-based refinement (MIP)

Figure 4.6: Comparison of different strategies for point-based progressive refinement.

ca. 5 % and approximately 8 % for the maximal values. The reason for these variations
are inaccuracies during on-the-fly estimations of the rendering rates and solutions of the
point density integral. Nevertheless, the results are reasonable for practical utilization.
Small variations of the frame rate during interaction are usually not noticeable for the
user. Comparable timings have been measured for MIP and visibility-based refinement.

Dataset Scalar range Points Passes Minimal Maximal
Abdomen 1125, 4095 5,937,926 3 24.6 FPS 25.8 FPS
Dry Skull 1900, 4095 8,974,213 4 24.1 FPS 25.4 FPS
Legs 2714, 4095 28,061,756 12 23.8 FPS 26.7 FPS
Visible Female 781, 4095 81,856,959 35 24.3 FPS 27.0 FPS

Table 4.2: Rendering rates during progressive refinement with depth-based priority.
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(a) Exponential point density (Degree 2) (b) Polynomial point density (Degree 8)

Figure 4.7: Accumulated point density curves in relation to per-frame rendering progress.
The examples are shown for four refinement passes. The total integral values of each curve
(colored red to green) are proportional to the number of points rendered in each pass.

4.2 Sequential Decomposition of Point Objects

An important goal has been the development of a pure sequential LOD technique, i.e. the
detail level should only be controlled via the prefix length of a point array. The first
reason is a simple point density control, which can be integrated into the aforementioned
progressive refinement framework. Moreover, the natural layout of computer memory is
sequential, so sequentialization results in cache-efficient processing of large datasets using
block operations [PSL05]. Additionally, linear data structures facilitate rapid development
of simple data generation and rendering components.

The main challenge is the same as for ”static” point-based visualization, i.e. a watertight
representation without holes is essential for a consistent impression of shape. The solution
in this work follows Hill’s et al. approach for progressive image transmission, who used
”fat pixels” for the 2D visualization of coarse images [HWG83]. Similarly, the 3D analog
is incorporated (”fat points”), by increasing the splat size for lower point densities.

One well-known example for sequential multiresolution rendering of point models is
Dachsbacher’s et al. sequential point trees technique, including derivatives like Pajarola’s
et al. XSplat and Wimmer’s et al. Instant Points [DVS03, PSL05, WS06]. Most of these
approaches store also ”interior nodes” of an associated hierarchy, effecting in an additional
processing and memory overhead as well as per-point LOD control operations. An excep-
tion is Wimmer’s et al. recent rendering system for laser range scanning datasets. Their
memory efficient sequential point trees data structure shows some important conceptual
aspects of a pure sequential LOD technique. They avoid storage of interior hierarchy nodes
by reusing existing child nodes as representatives for the ancestors. Similarly to the ap-
proach in this work, the GPU needs to process only a prefix of the point list, not requiring
any additional per-primitive operations during rendering. Wimmer et al. require an extra
index array for the management of hierarchical levels. It has to be processed by the CPU
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for every rendering frame. All mentioned approaches have a ”hierarchical origin”, effecting
in a coarse LOD granularity and relatively complicated processing.

In this work, the LOD generation step is interpreted as a reordering of the original point
set. The final multiresolution representation consists of exactly the same primitives as the
input model. There is no need for the calculation of extra ”average information”. Moreover,
there are no explicit detail levels at all, effecting in a fine multiresolution granularity. Let
P = {p1, . . . , pN} with pi ∈ <3 be a set of points, e.g. within a bucket of a high-level data
structure. Assume that each element is considered as a geometric primitive in 3D with
constant radius r ∈ <. A sequential decomposition of P consists of two sequences P ′ and
R with the following properties:

• P ′ = (pi1 , . . . , piN ) is a permuted point sequence of P

• R = (r1, . . . , rN) is a radius sequence with ri ≥ r for 1 ≤ i ≤ N

• ∀N ′ ∈ {1, . . . , N},∀pi ∈ P, ∃pij ∈ P ′
N ′ : D(pi, pij) ≤ rN ′ − r

P ′
N ′ represents the prefix sequence of P ′ with length N ′. D : <3 × <3 → < is the

Euclidean distance function in 3D. The last key point is called covering criterion. It can
be interpreted as follows: Consider any prefix of P ′ of length N ′ ≤ N . Assume that each
element in this prefix is associated with the N ′-th radius in R. Then, the N ′ points in the
prefix have to ”cover” all N points in P .

In the remainder of this section different approaches for the computation of the point
and radius sequences will be provided. Finally, their integration into the presented universal
rendering system will be discussed.

4.2.1 Reordering Algorithms

Using an arbitrary permutation of the initial point set for the generation of the sequential
decomposition could effect in an unbalanced point distribution. Then, excessively large
point sizes would be required to satisfy the aforementioned covering condition, resulting
in a low-quality LOD representation and an unnecessary rasterization overhead during
rendering. Therefore, the reordering procedure has to consider the spatial distribution of
the point primitives.

The main idea for the computation of the sequential decomposition is the maximization
of the mutual point distances for all prefixes of the point sequence. Advantage is taken
of the Hausdorff distance for this purpose. This metric has been utilized successfully
for a variety of computer science problems, like pattern recognition, registration and as
geometric error metric for mesh simplification [KLS96]. Using it for the calculation of the
radius sequence will assure compliance with the covering criterion and minimal point sizes.
On the one hand, such an approach considers only positional information during LOD
generation. It cannot take advantage of more sophisticated detail criteria, like surface
curvature. On the other hand, its simplicity and generality is its strength. It can be
applied to surface and volume models, supporting the vision of a universal visualization
pipeline in this work.
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Straight-Forward Algorithm

Let Dmin : <3 × Q → < be the minimal distance between a point p and a point set Q
in 3D space, i.e.: Dmin(p, Q) = minq∈Q{D(p, q)}. Dmax is defined analogously to Dmin.
Moreover, let H : P × Q → < be the asymmetric Hausdorff distance from point set P
to Q, i.e. H(P, Q) = maxp∈P{Dmin(p, Q)}. Then, a Hausdorff point subset HP

Q ⊆ P with
respect to set Q is defined as follows:

HP
Q = { p ∈ P | Dmin(p, Q) = H(P, Q) } (4.14)

The value H(P, Q) that is associated with each p ∈ HP
Q is called the Hausdorff point

distance for HP
Q . Algorithm 5 illustrates a straight-forward approach for the calculation

of a sequential decomposition (P ′, R) for the point set P 6= 0. It is assumed that the
sequences P ′ and R are empty at the beginning.

Algorithm 5: Straight-forward computation of a sequential decomposition.

Remove an arbitrary point p ∈ P and append it to P ′;1

Append Dmax(p, P ) + r to R;2

while P 6= 0 do3

Select an arbitrary point p ∈ HP
P ′ ;4

Remove p ∈ P and append it to P ′;5

Append H(P, P ′) + r to R;6

end7

The main idea of this algorithm is the iterative picking of a point, which is currently
associated with the Hausdorff point distance H(P, P ′). The Hausdorff point subsets HP

P ′

represent the candidate point sets for P ′ at each iteration step. Using H(P, P ′) as the
point size offset for the points in P ′ results in a covering of all original elements in P . In
other words, the Hausdorff point distances are used to derive the radii for the ”fat points”
in the sequence R.

For the selection of an arbitrary point from P it is suggested to select the point with
the smallest distance to the bounding box center of the source point set. Such a strategy
minimizes the current Hausdorff point distance and therewith the point radius in sequence
R. A sample result of algorithm 5 is illustrated in figure 4.8. The straight-forward compu-
tation of the sequential decomposition has a time complexity of O(N3). It is far too slow
for practical utilization, especially for datasets with millions of point primitives.

The iterative selection of a point from a Hausdorff point subset reminds of Eldar’s et
al. Farthest Point Sampling (FPS) algorithm for progressive image sampling [ELPZ97].
Their approach is based on the following idea: ”Place the next image sample at the center
of the least known region”. The authors have shown that such a strategy assures a uniform
sample distribution and has excellent antialiasing properties. As mentioned in section 2.2,
Moenning et al. have utilized the FPS strategy for the simplification of point-based sur-
faces [Moe06]. In contrast to this work, they have assumed that the input point data
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Figure 4.8: Example of a sequential decomposition. The numbers represent the element
order. The light blue dot illustrates the bounding box center of the point set.

is uniformly distributed and embedded into a Cartesian grid. Their algorithm is based
on the construction of a bounded Voronoi diagram and has a worst-case complexity of
O(N2 · log(N)) [MD04]. Moenning et al. have not discussed the utilization of their irregu-
lar sampling approach for sequential multiresolution rendering in the context of progressive
refinement.

The investigations of this work concentrate primarily on the classical hole-filling prob-
lem of point-based LOD visualization. Simple and efficient solutions for the computation
of the sequential decomposition will be provided in the remainder of this section. All algo-
rithms can be executed directly on the point dataset, not requiring the explicit generation
of an auxiliary data structure.

Deflating Spheres

The first optimization for the computation of the sequential decomposition is based on the
following geometric interpretation of the problem: Consider P ′ as a sequence of spheres,
associated with the radii in R. Longer prefixes of the sequence will imply higher point
densities and result in smaller sphere sizes that are required to fulfill the covering criterion.
Therefore, all spheres in P are initially associated with a large radius and it is decreased
by ∆r ∈ < as long as all points are covered. Then, all uncovered points are inserted into
the output sequence P ′ and the process is repeated until a minimum radius rmin ∈ < is
reached. This idea is realized in algorithm 6.

The first three iterations of the algorithm are illustrated in figure 4.9. Let p0 be the first
point that is removed from P and inserted into P ′. Moreover, let M = dDmax(p0,P )+r−rmin

∆r
e.

Then, algorithm 6 has a time complexity of O(M · N2). Typically, M is much smaller
than N . Nevertheless, a quadratic complexity with respect to the point count may not be
acceptable for high-resolution datasets.

Binary Space Partitioning

A further optimization of the sequential decomposition procedure can be achieved by re-
ducing the number of coverage tests. The main idea is to avoid unnecessary computations
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Algorithm 6: Computation of a sequential decomposition via deflating spheres.

Remove an arbitrary point p ∈ P and append it to P ′;1

rH ← Dmax(p, P ) + r;2

Append rH to R;3

while rH ≥ rmin do4

foreach p ∈ P do5

if Dmax(p, P
′) + r < rH then6

Remove p ∈ P and append it to P ′;7

Append rH to R;8

end9

end10

rH ← rH −∆r;11

end12

Append all remaining points in P to P ′;13

Associate all these points with rmin in R;14

for distant points in the inner loop of algorithm 6. For example, consider its second iter-
ation, i.e. figure 4.9(b). There, point p4 ∈ P is close to p1 ∈ P ′ and therefore requires no
coverage check with respect to p2 ∈ P ′. Therefore, one can separate the point set P into
two subsets, one containing all points that are closer to p1 and the other one all points
closer to p2. Then, the maximum distance tests in line 6 can be performed recursively
for each subset. Such a separation can be realized by applying a binary space partitioning
(BSP) on the input set P . Similarly to the trivial construction of a 3D Voronoi cell for
two points, the partitioning plane is placed between p1 and p2. The corresponding plane
equation Ep1

p2
: <3 → < for point p1 and p2 can be written as Ep1

p2
(p) = D(p1, p)2−D(p2, p)2.

The BSP-based approach for the computation of the sequential decomposition is presented
in algorithm 7.

1

(a) First step

2

1

(b) Second step

2

3

4

1

(c) Third step

Figure 4.9: First three iterations of the deflating spheres algorithm. The blue points
represent the active elements, which are used for the covering of the complete point set in
the corresponding step.
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Algorithm 7: BSP-based computation of a sequential decomposition.

begin Main1

Remove an arbitrary point p ∈ P and append it to P ′;2

rH ← Dmax(p, P ) + r;3

Append rH to R;4

BinarySpacePartition(p, P );5

Sort all elements in P ′ and R in decreasing order of radius;6

end7

begin BinarySpacePartition : point p′1 ∈ P ′, subset Q ⊆ P8

dmax ← Dmax(p
′
1, Q);9

Select an arbitrary point p′2 ∈ { q ∈ Q | D(p′1, q) = dmax };10

Remove p′2 ∈ Q and append it to P ′;11

Append dmax + r to R;12

Q1 ← { q ∈ Q | Ep′1
p′2

(q) < 0 };13

Q2 ← Q−Q1;14

BinarySpacePartition(p′1, Q1);15

BinarySpacePartition(p′2, Q2);16

end17

The elements of the resulting sequences P ′ and R are not in the correct order due to
the recursive partitioning of P . Therefore, a final sorting step is required using the values
of R as the sorting keys. This can be realized efficiently using e.g. the radix sort algorithm
with linear time complexity [Sed98]. The first three iterations of the algorithm are shown
in figure 4.10.

On the one hand, the algorithm has a time complexity of O(N · log(N)) and is therefore
efficient enough for practical utilization, even for complex medical models. On the other
hand, due to its greedy nature it generates results only at lower quality compared to
algorithms 5 and 6. The reason is the independent processing of the partitioned point
subsets during recursion. As illustrated in figure 4.11, this may lead to a failure of the
maximum distance check for points that have been allocated in two different subsets. It
may result in unnecessary large point sizes that are apparent especially at lower detail
levels.

Although, it is not required to create an explicit hierarchical representation of the input
point set, the binary splitting strategy of algorithm 7 is similar to Rusinkiewicz’s et al. re-
cursive splitting and Pauly’s et al. hierarchical clustering [RL00, PGK02]. Nevertheless,
the authors define the binary split along the longest axis and direction of greatest varia-
tion, respectively. In contrast to this work, they have not focused on a sequential LOD
representation, including an on-the-fly computation of point sizes for covering rendering
primitives that correspond to finer resolution levels.
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Figure 4.10: First three iterations of the BSP-based algorithm. Current partitioning planes
are colored in red. Planes from previous iterations are colored in orange. The black dotted
line illustrates the maximum distance for the corresponding BSP-cell.

4.2.2 Visualization with Adaptive Point Sizes

The presented progressive refinement framework is based on a bucket-wise point density
allocation. Using the original point radius r for array-based rendering of lower details
levels would produce holes during the visualization. Therefore, points are rendered with
an increased radius rN ′ (the N ′-th radius from sequence R) for buckets with render point
count N ′ < N . Such an approach assures a watertight rendering due to the covering
criterion of the sequential decomposition.

Usually, many values in R are identical, especially in the context of structured point
datasets. In order to reduce the memory overhead of the radius sequence, run-length-
encoding is applied by storing a sequence of tuples (r1, i1), . . . , (rK , iK) with rk ∈ R and
ik = min{ 1 ≤ i ≤ N | ri = rk }. The index ik refers to the first radius in R with value rk.
The tuples can be used to look-up rN ′ with O(log(K)) time complexity for each bucket via
binary search.

1

(a) First step

1

2

(b) Second step

34

1

2

(c) Third step

Figure 4.11: Failure of the maximum distance check for the BSP-based algorithm. In the
second iteration, it is not executed for points 3 and 4, effecting in the generation of a value
greater than the Hausdorff point distance.
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(a) Original (b) Viewport scaling enabled

Figure 4.12: Smoother visual appearance as a positive side-effect of viewport scaling.

A crucial aspect of splatting with adaptive point sizes is the associated rasterization
overhead per point primitive. This can have a ”feedback effect” on the adaptation of the
point rendering rate in equation 4.4 and therewith on progressive refinement control. In the
worst case, e.g. during high magnification, the performance gain resulting from a decreased
point count may be superimposed by the excessive drawing of pixels. The solution to this
problem is based on the tradeoff between image quality and interactivity. At the beginning
of each refinement pass, the original viewport resolution is downscaled uniformly based on
current viewing parameters. A similar idea has been realized by Kawata et al. for z-buffer
gradient shading [KK04]. Their motivation is the reduction of the maximal splat diameter
to the size of one pixel in order to facilitate the normal vector calculations in image space.
Such an aggressive reduction degrades significantly visual quality, especially in regions with
fine detail.

For the purposes of this work it is enough to estimate the downscaling factor based on
a weighted average between the minimal and maximal expected splat size, i.e. dmin ·wV +
dmax ·(1−wV ). During interaction, smaller values of weight wV ∈ [0, 1] are chosen to assure
interactivity. Additionally, the downscaling factor is blended with the previously estimated
value in order to reduce ”flickering” artifacts. The expected splat sizes dmin, dmax ∈ <
are approximated by picking a near and a far point on the bounding volume of each
bucket. Projecting these points based on to the adaptive radius rN ′ ∈ R from the previous
refinement pass results in an estimation of the corresponding pixel sizes. The visual effect
of viewport resolution scaling is illustrated in figure 4.12. Notice that it may improve
interactivity also for ”static” visualization, e.g. for low-resolution models and large splats
during magnification.

4.2.3 Experimental Results

In this section results for the level-of-detail rendering based on sequential decomposition of
point datasets will be presented. Refer to sections 3.1.4 and 3.2.3 for the information about
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the test environment and datasets. Table 4.3 includes the timings for the computation of
the sequential decomposition using the deflating spheres (DS) algorithm and the version
based on binary space partitioning (BSP). Occupancy refers to the number of non-empty
point grid buckets.

Dataset Scalar range Occupancy Points DS time BSP time
Head 1077, 1077 24/24 541,620 00:00:30 0.3 s

Vessels 575, 4095 43/64 1,551,100 00:03:21 0.9 s
Abdomen 1125, 4095 75/96 5,937,926 00:26:40 3.2 s
Dry Skull 1900, 4095 92/216 8,974,213 00:37:10 4.8 s

Legs 2714, 4095 75/100 28,061,756 07:40:55 16.2 s

Table 4.3: Computation times for sequential decomposition.

The point reordering routines are executed bucket-wise. The aforementioned operation
data structure is based on structured points, making a completely integer-based imple-
mentation possible. Grid buckets with a high point count have a significant impact on the
overall computation time, especially for the deflating spheres algorithm with its quadratic
time complexity. It is 2-3 orders of magnitude slower than the BSP-based version and prac-
tically not applicable in a typical medical environment. Further optimizations are required.
The BSP algorithm performance is adequate for medical applications. The processing time
is significantly lower than half a minute, even for high point counts. In the remainder of
this section, the focus is on the quality comparison between both approaches.

Table 4.4 shows the percentages of rendered points for the first pass during interaction
and a target frame rate of 25 FPS. Viewport scaling, as described in section 4.2.2, has been
temporarily disabled. Included are results for ”thin” and ”fat points”. The former relates
to primitives that are rendered at the original point size r ∈ <. The latter refers to points
with extended sizes ri ∈ R, required to close holes in lower detail models. Measurements
have been performed separately for surface and volume rendering.

Dataset Scalar range Points Type Thin Fat DS Fat BSP
Abdomen 1125, 4095 5,937,926 Surface 27.4 % 14.0 % 4.6 %
Dry Skull 1900, 4095 8,974,21 Surface 22.5 % 10.7 % 2.5 %

Legs 2714, 4095 28,061,75 Surface 5.9 % 3.7 % 0.1 %
Abdomen 1125, 4095 5,937,926 MIP 15.7 % 1.8 % < 0.1 %
Dry Skull 1900, 4095 8,974,21 MIP 13.3 % 1.0 % < 0.1 %

Legs 2714, 4095 28,061,75 MIP 3.7 % < 0.1 % < 0.1 %

Table 4.4: Rendering of fat points for the first rendering pass during interaction.

Higher percentage values are favorable, because the user gets a more detailed image after
the first rendering pass. Rendering with fat points effects in significantly lower percentage
values compared to the visualization with original sizes (thin points). A similar relation can
be observed between the BSP-based LOD generation and the deflating spheres algorithm.
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Figure 4.13: Point size offset curves computed during sequential decomposition. The lower
curve refers to the deflating spheres algorithm, the upper one to the BSP-based version.

The reason is the rasterization overhead for large splat sizes. This problem is solved by the
on-the-fly adaptation of the viewport resolution. Corresponding results for a downscaling
weight of wV = 0.5 are presented in table 4.5.

Dataset Scalar range Points Type Thin Fat DS Fat BSP
Abdomen 1125, 4095 5,937,926 Surface 35.7 % 40.0 % 37.7 %
Dry Skull 1900, 4095 8,974,21 Surface 25.4 % 26.6 % 23.1 %

Legs 2714, 4095 28,061,75 Surface 7.7 % 8.5 % 6.7 %
Abdomen 1125, 4095 5,937,926 MIP 23.9 % 37.2 % 20.8 %
Dry Skull 1900, 4095 8,974,21 MIP 18.6 % 25.4 % 13.3 %

Legs 2714, 4095 28,061,75 MIP 5.7 % 5.8 % 1.0 %

Table 4.5: Rendering of fat points with an adaptive viewport resolution.

The adaptation of the viewport resolution compensates satisfactorily the performance
degradation for fat splat rendering. Throughout higher percentage values have been mea-
sured, even for rendering with the original splat sizes. The best results have been achieved
for point models that have been generated using the deflating spheres algorithm. All evalu-
ations have been performed with circular splat shapes. Up to 25 % higher point counts have
been observed for rectangular primitives, so a promising extension would be the temporary
adjustment to a simpler splat shape for the first rendering pass during interaction.

Figure 4.13 shows a point size diagram for a grid bucket of a dry skull dataset with
132,813 points. The lower curve corresponds to the deflating spheres algorithm, the other
one to the BSP-based approach. The x-axis is associated with the fraction of points for
rendering. The y-axis represents the point size offsets that are required to close the holes
in the 3D model (for example, the value 2.0 is associated with twice the original size).

The point size offset curves can be utilized for the derivation of the sequential decompo-
sition quality. Lower values represent a better LOD quality, associated with smaller splat
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sizes for rendering. The minimal point offset is achieved at a point fraction of ca. 30.7 %
for the deflating spheres algorithm and 65.5 % for the BSP-based version. This is more
than ”twice as good” at the cost of significantly higher preprocessing times. A simple
quantitative estimation of the sequential LOD quality for a single point bucket is the in-
tegral of the corresponding point size offset curve. Assuming that the deflating spheres
algorithm provides the optimal solution for the sequential decomposition, it is possible to
estimate the relative approximation error for the BSP-based approach (represented as the
red colored area in the diagram) [ELPZ97]. The deflating spheres approach achieves an
integral value of ca. 1.32 and the BSP-based version of 2.02. The resulting relative error
is approximately 53 %. The maximal point size offset has been ca. 108.2 for both cases.
Its bound is the radius of the bounding sphere of the corresponding point bucket. It is√

3 · ((27 − 1)/2)2 ≈ 110.0 for a point coordinate quantization based on seven bits. One
can observe that the shapes of the point size offset curves with a high point count are very
similar for different datasets and scalar ranges. Therefore, a promising issue for further
work is the development of an analytical curve description.

Figure 4.14 shows the visual results for the first rendering pass, including point-based
LOD rendering with enabled viewport scaling (for a weight of wV = 0.5) compared to
standard raycasting. The point density function has been exponential of degree two for
the surface-based visualizations, and it has been constant for the MIPs. The isovalue of the
Visible Female dataset is 781. The scalar range for the Abdomen dataset is [1125, 4095]. On
the one hand, traditional multiresolution raycasting requires no additional preprocessing,
i.e. adaptive rendering can be activated on-the-fly. On the other hand, the irregularity
and adaptivity of the point-based visualization result in significantly better visual quality.
The raycaster could be further improved by using advanced 2D interpolation techniques.
Nevertheless, it requires the reduction of the target frame rates (3-6 times lower than for
point-based rendering) in order to produce images of tolerable quality. The visual difference
between the deflating spheres algorithm and the BSP-based approach is hardly noticeable.
The point models using BSP-based LOD generation appear slightly more blurred. Such a
result does not justify the excessively higher preprocessing times of the deflating spheres
algorithm.
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(a) Deflating spheres (30 FPS) (b) Deflating spheres (30 FPS)

(c) BSP-based (30 FPS) (d) BSP-based (30 FPS)

(e) Raycasting (5 FPS) (f) Raycasting (10 FPS)

Figure 4.14: Coarse LOD rendering of Female and Abdomen datasets.



Chapter 5

Implementation and Examples

The focus in this chapter is on implementation-related details of the aforementioned point-
based techniques for medical visualization. One aspect is the brief overview of the under-
lying software architecture. Another aspect is the presentation of the resulting application
examples, including a simple viewer application for medical datasets, a progressive cutting
tool for complex point models and a clinical planning system for maxillo-facial distraction
osteogenesis.

All developed techniques that have been presented in chapters 3 and 4, including point-
based exploration, universal rendering, adaptive refinement and sequential decomposition,
have been incorporated into a software library, called PointPack. The corresponding soft-
ware architecture is based on the Julius software platform [JDH+05]. It is a component-
based framework for rapid development of visualization-related applications, including sci-
entific prototyping and commercial product development. Its main characteristics are
modularity, extendibility and reusability.

The high-level design of PointPack is based on the so-called component infrastructures.
They can be considered as ”meta software patterns”, facilitating application design and
providing base components with fundamental functionality and predefined core interfaces.
The following infrastructures have been most relevant for the incorporation of the afore-
mentioned point-based techniques:

Data-processing - Provides data components for encapsulation of information. They
are created and manipulated by algorithmic components.

Visualization - Includes components for rendering and scene management. A scene is
represented by a visualization component, associated with one or more renderers.

User-interface - Comprises a configurable graphical user interface (GUI) for the imple-
mentation of workflows, views and file management.

Most functionality of the PointPack library has been realized in the data-processing
and visualization layers. The corresponding main component architectures are illustrated
in figures 5.1 and 5.2 using high-level UML class diagrams.
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Figure 5.1: Data-processing architecture. Data components are colored in red, algorithms
in yellow and general-purpose functionality in gray.
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Figure 5.2: Visualization architecture. The same coloring is used as in the previous figure.
Additionally, rendering and visualization components are in blue and green, respectively.
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Figure 5.3: Relationships between point-based application examples. The point-based
model viewer, progressive cutting tool and the mandibular distraction osteogenesis appli-
cation will be presented in the remainder of this chapter.

The visualization architecture takes advantage primarily of the data-processing com-
ponents, like the point data structures and associated iterators. The class diagrams sum-
marize the main aspects of the work from a software-engineering point-of-view, including:

• Memory system for stable out-of-core allocation of large datasets [vRLK05]

• Basic point data structures, including abstract data iterators

• Algorithmic components for the generation and conversion of point data

• Universal point-based rendering component

• OpenGL-based GPU shader tools for deferred splat shading

• Progressive rendering iterators for adaptive traversal of point data.

PointPack has been used for the implementation of the examples that will be presented
in the remainder of this chapter. As illustrated in figure 5.3, a common component pool
is used for the development of applications that are realized in different software projects.
It comprises all three aforementioned infrastructures. The PointPack library will be made
public available on the website http://www.julius.caesar.de

5.1 Point-based Viewer Application

The first example application is a viewing tool for three-dimensional models based on a
purely point-based visualization pipeline. It can be considered as a basic demonstration of
the techniques that have been developed in the context of this work. On the one hand, end-
users can use the viewer for the import and interactive exploration of volumetric datasets,
including the option on saving and restoring of the current visualization session. On the
other hand, developers can take advantage of PointPack’s component architecture and
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extend the viewer application with own functionality, e.g. by incorporating additional file
formats and navigation devices.

The integral part of the viewer’s GUI is the application center, consisting of several
Julius user-interface components. It can be used for the control of the point-based pro-
cessing pipeline as well as for the adjustment of rendering and progressive refinement
parameters:

• Generation - Setting of exploration range, volume sampling quality and building
up of exploration data structure (Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2).

• Exploration - Adjustment of exploration parameters, fixation of point model and
conversion to operation data structure (Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2).

• Cutting plane - Activation of 3D cutting plane, setting of its position, orientation
and ”thickness” (Section 3.2.1).

• Transfer function - Creation of default transfer functions, transfer function editor
and parameters for maximum-intensity-projection visualization (Section 3.2.1).

• Rendering - Selection of splat shape, quality of normal estimation technique, color
filtering and shading parameters as well as depth attenuation (Section 3.2.2).

• Adaptivity - Setting of target frame rate, type of point density function and adap-
tation of viewport resolution (Sections 4.1.1, 4.1.2 and 4.2.2).

The viewer application can be also used for the visualization of non-medical datasets.
Figure 5.4 shows the screenshot of a micro-CT scanned rapid prototyping (RP) model,
representing a ceramic scaffold that has been created by a 3D printing technique. The
utilization of edge enhancement, depth attenuation and cutting planes has proven to be
especially useful for the understanding of such complex structures [CGPD98]. Other non-
medical volume datasets are shown in figure 5.5.

Viewer Application Design

Several design advantages that result from the universal rendering approach have been
considered during the development of the viewer application. In contrast to the traditional
techniques, it makes it possible to generate slice, surface and volume visualizations with one
highly configurable renderer component. Such an approach results in a simpler application
design and control, especially for the following functionality: propagation of visualization
settings, handling of the renderer activation states and synchronization of updates among
different visualizations.

Another aspect is the facilitated user interface design. Traditional medical GUIs consist
of many different elements, e.g. one 3D view and several 2D slice views (figure 1.2). The
separated display is usually considered as effective for expert users, but it may be hard
to control for non-experts. Inspired by one of Preim’s golden rules for the development of
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(a) Original (b) Depth attenuation enabled

Figure 5.4: Point-based isosurface of a large micro-CT RP model (ca. 52.6 mio. points).

smart medical applications, universal rendering makes it possible to combine directly vari-
ous visualization types in one view of the GUI [PP03]. Such an approach makes it possible
to concentrate the user focus and automatically preserve context information (e.g. spatial
correspondence), even if switching between different display configurations. Additionally,
it facilitates the development of the user interaction system for the virtual models in the
scene, because only one view with a single renderer class has to be considered during design.

5.2 Progressive Cutting Tool

One important procedure for many surgical planning applications is the virtual bone cut-
ting, especially in the context of orthopedic and maxillo-facial surgery [KGKG98]. In this
work, advantage is taken of missing connectivity information and the resulting flexibil-
ity of point-based representations in order to design a simple as well as efficient cutting
algorithm.

In this application example, signed distance fields (SDFs) have been used for the repre-
sentation of cutting instruments [Har96]. It is trivial to define simple objects, like spheres
and planes, with SDFs. More complex tools can be modeled using a combination of basic
shapes. The cutting procedure is based on a point-wise evaluation of the SDF. The sign
of the result value is used to determine the ”in/out relation” for each primitive. Values
that are smaller than the point size indicate elements that are located near the ”border”.
Points, which are identified as ”out”, are assigned with a predefined material value offset.
These offsets can be used to skip the associated points during rendering, e.g. by select-
ing low alpha values via the transfer function. Such an approach requires no copying of
point information and memory reallocations, effecting in a high throughput. Primitives,
which are marked as cut, can be removed explicitly after the completion of the interactive
operations, including a postponed update of the underlying point data structure.
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(a) Close-up view of colored RP Model (b) Marschner-Lobb (10× supersampled)

(c) Stanford bunny (d) TU Vienna Stagbeetle

Figure 5.5: Point-based renderings of non-medical datasets.

Basic Approach

Let S : <3 → < represent the SDF of a cutting tool and Oi a point object with 1 ≤ i ≤ N .
Moreover, let Pi = {pi,1, . . . , pi,Mi

} ⊂ <3 be a 3D point set and Ωi a set of possible
materials for Oi. Additionally, let mi,j ∈ Ωi be the material identifier that is associated
with point pi,j ∈ Pi. Let ci ∈ Ωi be the aforementioned material offset. It must be set to
a value that is larger than any existing material identifier of the associated point object,
i.e. ∀1 ≤ i ≤ N, ∀1 ≤ j ≤Mi : ci > mi,j. After the operation, points with mi,j ≥ ci can be
identified as cut. Algorithm 8 illustrates the basic procedure for point-based cutting.

If the cut part is detached from the original point set, all points with mi,j ≥ ci are
deleted. Alternatively, the cut primitives can be copied to an own object instance, com-
bined with a point-wise subtraction of ci for all corresponding material identifiers. A sample
cutting result is illustrated in figure 5.6.
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Algorithm 8: Basic cutting procedure for point-based models.

for 1 ≤ i ≤ N do1

for 1 ≤ j ≤Mi do2

if S(pi,j) < 0 ∧mi,j < ci then3

mi,j ← mi,j + ci;4

end5

end6

end7

Progressive Approach

The flexibility of point-based models does not always guarantee interactivity of the ba-
sic procedure. The cutting operation may require several seconds of processing time for
complex cutting tools, high-resolution datasets and especially volumetric structures. A
progressive cutting approach has been developed, inspired by the progressive refinement
framework described in section 4.1.

Cutting requests are scheduled in a first-in-first-out (FIFO) queue on each new user
input in order to assure interactivity. The point-wise cutting operations are executed
whenever the application gets idle. They are interrupted when a user-defined time threshold
is exceeded. Each element of the queue is associated with information about the operation
state at cutting time, including the type and location of the cutting tool, involved point
objects and the progress of the cutting procedure.

Let Q be the FIFO queue including all scheduled cutting requests, represented by
the tuples q = (Sq, Tq,1, . . . , Tq,N , iq, jq) ∈ Q. Each q contains the SDF Sq and the object
transformation matrices Tq,i ∈ <4×<4 at cutting time. Additionally, it includes the indices
iq and jq of the lastly processed object and corresponding point element. Both are used
to control the cutting progress. Moreover, let Ti ∈ <4 ×<4 be the current transformation

Figure 5.6: Cutting of a point-based dataset with a spherical tool.
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Figure 5.7: Illustration of the delay during progressive cutting. The red and green sphere
represents the interactive cutting tool.

matrix for the i-th object. Finally, let t∗, tcut ∈ < be the current and target processing
times, respectively. The progressive version of the basic cutting procedure is presented in
algorithm 9.

Algorithm 9: Progressive cutting procedure for point-based models.

foreach q ∈ Q do1

for iq ≤ i ≤ N do2

S ′
q ← Sq · Tq,i · T−1

i ;3

for jq ≤ j ≤Mi do4

if t∗ ≥ tcut then5

(iq, jq)← (i, j);6

Return;7

end8

if S ′
q(pi,j) < 0 ∧mi,j < ci then9

mi,j ← mi,j + ci;10

end11

end12

jq ← 1;13

end14

Remove q ∈ Q;15

end16

Initially, indices iq and jq are initialized to the minimal index values. The transfor-
mation matrices Tq,i and Ti are used to transform the SDF based on the location of the
corresponding object at its cutting request time. Such an approach is more efficient than an
element-wise transformation of the points. Figure 5.7 shows a processing sequence during
progressive cutting.
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Figure 5.8: Overview of the distraction osteogenesis procedure.

5.3 Mandibular Distraction Osteogenesis

The final application example has been developed in the context of a clinical project.
It comprises an interactive and virtual planning system for maxillo-facial-surgery. Its
implementation has been facilitated by reusing many components from the PointPack
library, point-based viewer application and progressive cutting tool.

Distraction osteogenesis is a surgical procedure for the treatment of skeletal deformities,
created by a genetic defect, disease or accident. Usually, it consists of a surgically created
fracture, followed by a gradually controlled displacement of the resulting bone fractures
after a latency time of several days [YFH+04]. Slow relocations of the bone parts, typically
1 mm per day, invoke the stimulation of the human regeneration system and effect in a
reconstruction of the missing soft tissue as well as bone structure. The fundament for
all modern procedures is the work of the Russian orthopedic surgeon Ilizarov from the
1950s [Ili90]. Ilizarov has developed a medical apparatus, called distractor. It is mounted
at the separated bone parts directly after surgical fracture and used to lengthen limb bones.
After the arrival of the bone fracture at its desired end location and a bone consolidation
phase of a few weeks, it is removed in a second surgical operation. The whole procedure is
illustrated in figure 5.8.

The original distractor has been constructed from bicycle parts. Today’s devices are
highly complicated surgical instruments (figure 5.9)1. They invoke a step-wise displacement
of bone parts along a three-dimensional path, usually including translations and rotations
with respect to biomechanical constraints. This can result in an extensive parameter set
with many degrees of freedom, especially for complex bone rearrangements in mandibular
distraction osteogenesis. Therefore, sophisticated planning systems are required in order
to support the medical expert during surgical planning.

A Point-Based Planning System

A computer-assisted planning procedure makes it possible to perform the whole operation
virtually in advance. It requires the utilization of interactive visualization techniques and
modifications of the underlying virtual patient model. Most existing planning systems are
based on polygonal data structures [EST+00, MMM+06]. The goal in this work has been
the exploitation of the potential that is provided by the point data and the evaluation of its

1Figure 5.9 is courtesy of Stryker cooperation, USA (http://www.stryker.com)
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Figure 5.9: Interoral distractor device (Vazquez and Diner, Stryker cooperation).

relevance for clinical practice. The complete medical workflow has been implemented using
point-based techniques, extending the visualization pipeline from chapter 3 [WJM+06].
After data import, generation and exploration of the resulting point-based isosurface model,
the following workflow steps are executed:

1. Osteotomy - The first step consists of the simulation of the surgical fraction using
the cutting procedure described in the previous section. A SDF-based flat box is used
as the cutting tool. Its thickness can be used to imitate the loss of bone material,
occurring during a real procedure (Figure 5.10(a)).

2. Segmentation - The distal bone fragment is identified using segmentation tech-
niques. This step includes the execution of a connectivity filter on the point cloud,
similar to an image-based ”flood fill”. Missing connectivity information is substituted
by a point neighborhood relation (Figure 5.10(b)).

3. Rearrangement - The next goal is the geometric transformation of the segmented
bone fragment to the desired end location that is defined manually by the medical
expert. Interaction can be supported by a mid-sagittal plane that is used restrict the
possible range of translations and rotations. (Figure 5.10(c)).

4. Simulation - Finally, the distraction path is computed based on a virtual movement
of the distal fragment from the start to the previously defined end location. Calcu-
lations are constrained by a step-wise verification of biomechanical properties with
respect to a minimal and maximal advancement (Figure 5.10(d)).

The output of the last workflow step is the planning protocol, including all information
that is required for an iterative adjustment of real distractor parameters. Examples are
the translation and rotation step sizes for the distractor device.

First experiments have confirmed the performance and memory advantages of the point-
based approach. The osteotomy and rearrangement steps can be performed interactively
due to the fast visualization and progressive cutting, even for complex isosurface models
that have been generated from high resolution volumes with 10243 samples. The simulation
computations require a few seconds, introducing only a negligible delay in the workflow.
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(c) Rearrangement (d) Simulation

Figure 5.10: Workflow of the mandibular distraction osteogenesis planning system.

The major performance bottleneck is the segmentation step. It requires several minutes
for a model, generated from a 5123 volume, and up to half an hour for higher resolution
datasets. A traditional volume-based solution, e.g. 3D region growing, would achieve signif-
icantly better timing results by taking advantage of the implicit connectivity information.
It might be more advantageous to consider the following alternative solution for such ap-
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plications: Given the structured points data structures, described in section 3.1.1, the 3D
model could be converted back to a volume dataset by simple ”splatting” of the included
point data into the volume. The next step would be the execution of a fast segmentation
procedure, utilizing the connectivity of the volume grid. Then, the point model could be
recreated from the segmented volume based on the generation algorithms, presented in
section 3.1.2. Finally, the point-based workflow could be resumed. Indeed, this solution
would break with the universal modeling approach, but it would make the usage of a more
efficient segmentation possible.

The gathered practical experiences with the planning application have revealed that the
utilization of simple and symmetric point primitives as well as a universal and sequential
data representation have the potential to facilitate the development in visualization-related
software projects. Nevertheless, they indicate also that there are application cases where
traditional solutions provide better results. Therefore, point-based techniques should be
considered complementary. More details and additional information can be found in Win-
ter’s diploma thesis [Win06].



Chapter 6

Conclusions

In the last chapter, the main aspects of this work will be recapitulated, followed by a dis-
cussion of the presented results. This includes the summary of the major advantages and
challenges regarding the design of a purely point-based visualization pipeline for medical
applications. The work will be concluded with a set of ideas for further investigation.

6.1 Summary

In this work, point-based techniques for interactive visualization in the context of medical
applications have been investigated. The main challenges during the design of a typical
medical processing pipeline have been addressed with regard to growing dataset sizes and
graphics-hardware-oriented rendering. The following topics have been examined:

Point-Based Exploration - The major building blocks of a typical interactive applica-
tion in computer-assisted medicine have been presented. In this context, the main
principles for the design of point-based data structures have been defined. The re-
sulting span-triangle provides fast data access and makes the tuning of exploration
parameters in real-time possible. It can be converted to a compact operation data
structure for further application-specific work steps. The linear data layout and ab-
stract iterator interfaces establish a tight coupling between the point representation
and efficient splatting-based rendering.

Universal Rendering - The major principles for the design of interactive renderers in
the context of medical visualization have been defined. The deferred splat shading
technique reduces the number of rendering passes to 1+1 and makes it possible to
design a universal rendering component for surfaces and volumes as well as many
other representations that are common in the medical domain. It has been shown
how to generate visualizations at adequate quality from a highly irregular framebuffer
content without ”fuzzy splats”. The presented point-based volume renderer is based
on maximum-intensity-projection (MIP), including extensions like the simple hybrid

113
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surface/MIP technique, DMIP and STS-MIP. Additionally, a splat-adaptive normal
estimation technique has been integrated, called micronormals averaging. It supports
the reduction of discontinuity artifacts that are common for z-buffer-based techniques.

Progressive Refinement Framework - An adaptive approach for progressive refine-
ment of point-based models has been developed. Different portions of the dataset are
associated with individual refinement priority values. The point density is adapted
during rendering to ensure interactivity. Important regions of the virtual model are
visualized at high resolution, similar to a ”variable level-of-detail” (LOD) approach
and β-acceleration in ray tracing. Inspired by Funkhouser’s et al. adaptive display
algorithm, examples for the definition of the cost and benefit functions for progressive
refinement of point data have been presented. An extension of the aforementioned
universal renderer has been provided, including smooth update during interaction.

Sequential Decomposition - A purely sequential LOD technique for point-based mod-
els has been presented, including the integration into the aforementioned progressive
refinement framework. The LOD generation is interpreted as a reordering of the
original rendering primitives. In this context, the deflating spheres algorithm for the
computation of a sequential decomposition has been proposed. Alternatively, fast
solutions can be generated by utilizing an approximate algorithm based on binary
space partitioning. Moreover, the hole-free splatting of points with adaptive point
sizes has been discussed, including the handling of feedback effects during progressive
refinement.

Software Architecture and Examples - All developed point techniques have been in-
tegrated into a component-based software library, called PointPack. An overview
of the main component architectures for point-based data processing and visualiza-
tion has been given. Furthermore, three examples based on the PointPack library
have been presented, including a viewer application for visualization of complex vol-
umetric datasets, a progressive cutting tool for simulation of surgical fractions and
an application prototype for the planning of mandibular distraction osteogenesis in
maxillo-facial surgery.

6.2 Discussion

Advantages

First, advantage has been taken of the typical benefits of point-based representations in
the context of interactive medical visualization. Missing connectivity information makes it
possible to design simple, memory-efficient and flexible data structures as well as rendering
algorithms. All presented point models are based on a compact point format - requiring
only positional and material information - and can be therefore considered as minimal for
the medical domain. Normal vectors are estimated on-the-fly from the framebuffer. Such
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an approach is suitable for dynamic applications, minimizing ”maintenance operations”
after modifications of the data (e.g. surgical cuts, soft-tissue simulation).

Moreover, disconnected point elements facilitate the development of cache-efficient data
structures and sequential algorithms. Primitives can be arranged in linear blocks of mem-
ory, so-called ”point arrays”, and processed independently in a stream-based fashion. This
effects in hardware-efficiency and simple memory management. One example is the point-
based exploration of medical volumes, as mentioned in section 3.1. It can be utilized for
interactive isosurfacing, providing an explicit geometric representation for each isovalue
without significant data-processing latency.

Furthermore, points have successfully been used to represent volumetric objects. In
this context, the utilization of extended surfaces has proven to be a useful compromise
between ”thin” surfaces and ”full” volumetric representations. They consist of a sequence
of isosurfaces, associated with material information, and be generated efficiently by using
the algorithmic components of the aforementioned point-based exploration infrastructure.
Although ”full” volumes can be modeled more efficiently with traditional voxels, point
data is an attractive alternative for irregularly sampled models.

It has been shown in section 3.2 that using points makes it possible to mimic the most
common visualizations from the medical area of application. This universality has allowed
to design one single rendering component for different data and visualization types, in-
cluding slices, surfaces and volumes. Exploitation of programmable graphics hardware and
per-splat-exact lighting effect in high rendering rates at adequate visual quality. The pro-
vided results underline the advantage of point-based rendering over traditional approaches
for irregular and complex models.

Additionally, the simplicity of the point primitive facilitates the development of pro-
gressive refinement and LOD techniques. As presented in chapter 4, lower detail levels can
be generated just by a reduction of the primitive count for each point array and therewith
point density. Therefore, one can take advantage of a fully sequential data layout without
the build up and maintenance of hierarchical data structures.

The presented advantages of the point-based approach result in shorter processing times
and a higher degree of interactivity for many medical applications. The aforementioned
simplicity has the potential to facilitate development of visualization components and sup-
port rapid application development in the context of medical software projects.

Limitations

Nevertheless, missing connectivity information and the resulting high flexibility may turn
into a problem for some areas of application. Algorithms that are based on frequent point
neighborhood queries may cause a significant reduction of performance. One could take
advantage of spatial acceleration data structures, but such an approach would usually be
associated with the utilization of hierarchical information and therewith more complexity
during design and development of an application. Typical examples are medical segmen-
tation algorithms, data up-sampling and compression techniques, which exploit geometric
coherence.
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A symmetric point primitive with constant size per object (in model coordinates) has
been assumed throughout the work. On the one hand, this strategy facilitates many
processing and rendering tasks. On the other hand, it may result in unnecessarily high
sampling densities and therewith memory consumption. For example, flat surface regions
and anisotropic volume data could be represented by fewer ”traditional” primitives, like
triangles and voxels, respectively. In general, it is suggested to utilize point-based repre-
sentations primarily for modeling of objects with complex geometry and a high number of
primitives. This is true for most three-dimensional medical datasets that represent natural
structures. For the representation of artificial objects, like CAD-based surgical tools, it
might be more efficient to choose one of the traditional solutions.

Another issue is the degradation of visual quality for low-resolution models and in
cases of high magnification. The reason is the utilization of a simple splat shape, driven by
the decision to favor high performance over high rendering quality. Although, the visual
appearance of the generated visualizations is adequate for noisy scanner data and for the
display of a ”big picture” of the medical scene, smooth objects may reveal aliasing artifacts
that are noticeable and probably deranging for an experienced viewer.

Following Gross’ conclusion, it should be noticed that points are not a replacement
of polygonal meshes and voxel-based datasets for all possible kinds of medical visualiza-
tions [Gro06]. Points have the potential to complement traditional approaches for three-
dimensional applications, which require a high level of interactivity and dynamic data
modifications.

6.3 Future Work

In the following, possible extensions to the developed point-based techniques are presented,
including some propositions for future research directions:

Smart out-of-core processing - The current data-processing pipeline is based on the
following out-of-core strategy: If the allocation of a large memory chunk fails, it is
subdivided into smaller blocks and distributed on different memory levels, including
graphics, system and disk memory [vRLK05]. Such a general approach may result
in significant performance degradation during the generation of the span-triangle for
huge point sets with a wide exploration range. Preprocessing may be slowed down by
memory swapping operations, invoked by the operating system. Possible solutions
to this problem could be found by investigating advanced out-of-core techniques for
data-processing. Another example is the utilization of ”external memory” techniques
for point-based progressive refinement: Point buckets with higher refinement priority
could be transferred to higher memory levels in order to improve rendering perfor-
mance during interaction.

Further performance optimizations - One problem of the presented rendering ap-
proach is the massive overdraw due to overlapping and hidden point primitives.
Especially visualization of complex structures with volumetric information may be
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associated with an overall performance degradation. Future work could include the
investigation of backface culling and higher order hidden-surface-removal techniques
for sequential point data structures. Moreover, the developed rendering iterators have
been designed originally for exterior viewing of spacious three-dimensional struc-
tures. The current implementation may result in suboptimal traversal orders and
point density allocations during progressive refinement for visualizations with en-
abled cut planes (e.g. slice and STS-MIP views) as well as fly-throughs (e.g. during
virtual endoscopy). This problem could be solved by extending the proposed benefit
functions. Additionally, during the development of the PointPack library the con-
centration has originally been on well-defined interfaces and clearly arranged source
code. Alternatively, further speed improvements may be expected via low-level code
optimizations.

Improved rendering quality - Further investigations could address also the problem of
reduced visual quality for low resolution datasets and close-up views. A promising
approach is dynamic up-sampling of point elements in regions of low screen-space
sampling density. It could be integrated into the progressive refinement framework,
for example. Another issue is the improvement of the presented z-buffer gradient
estimation technique. Extensions could include the consideration of more image
samples per normal operator and more sophisticated discontinuity checks.

Advanced volume rendering - The current rendering component supports only order-
independent volume rendering, based on MIP. Some medical applications may also
require composite rendering, including view-dependent alpha blending of volume sam-
ples. Therefore, further work could include the development of data structures for
fast estimation of the point rendering order based on the current viewing parameters.
Moreover, the integration of advanced non-photo-realistic and focus-in-context vol-
ume rendering techniques appears promising in the context of point-based medical
visualization.

Enhanced adaptive display - The presented calculation of the visibility-based refine-
ment order for adaptive display of point data is based on a slow cone tracing al-
gorithm. The performance could be improved by incorporating a fast raycasting
algorithm for the underlying point grid. Moreover, the current depth- and visibility-
based refinement strategies provide satisfactory results only for opaque surfaces. It
would be more appropriate to consider intensity-based arrangements of points for
transparent and MIP-based visualizations. Another issue for further work is the ex-
tension of the adaptive display control. It could be also used for the shading step,
e.g. to estimate the optimal viewport scaling factor during refinement.

Error-controlled level-of-detail - The estimation of the point density for the progres-
sive refinement framework is dependent only on the actual target rendering time.
Furthermore, one could incorporate also a screen space error metric for LOD control.
Further objects would be rendered at lower resolutions, effecting in an improvement
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of the overall performance. On the one hand, this issue has been considered of sec-
ondary importance in this work, because medical scenes have typically a low depth
complexity. On the other hand, the presented point-based LOD technique based on
sequential decomposition could be investigated in the context of non-medical appli-
cation areas.

Optimized sequential decomposition - The quality of the sequential decomposition
generation could be improved by computing point clusters during preprocessing. Cal-
culations would be performed for each point cluster separately by considering only
”connected” primitives. Then, smaller point sizes, especially for lower detail levels,
could be expected. Additionally, only the approximate algorithm - based on binary
space partitioning - provides reasonable timing results in practice for large datasets.
Further optimizations of the deflating spheres algorithm or alternative approaches
could be considered in future. Finally, the utilization of sequential decomposition
for approximated collision detection computations is another promising domain for
investigation.

In the future, it is planned to integrate the PointPack library in more clinical appli-
cations. One example is the utilization of the span-triangle for ”time-based exploration”,
e.g. for the modeling and animation of a beating heart and knee joint dynamics for cardiac
and orthopedic surgery, respectively. Other examples are motivated by the flexible and ir-
regular modeling capabilities of the presented 3D representation, including particle-based
simulation and modeling of tissue growth processes. Finally, it is considered to utilize the
developed techniques in the context of commercial projects.
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